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1968-71: What a Long, Strange Trip it Was
When the Class of 1968 graduated from Rice 20 years ago, it marked the
end of Rice's "age of innocence." At Rice and around the country, the
following three years would see increases in student dissatisfaction
against the Vietnam War, against the American government, against
university administrations. As usual, Rice's students set their own pace.
And two decades later, they look back with mixed emotions.
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Soul Survivor
Less than a year after graduating from Rice, Larry Oswald '67 found
himself in Vietnam, in the middle of the let Offensive and down to his
last bullets. After fighting his own battles with alcohol and post-traumatic
combat stress, Oswald is working to help Soviet combat veterans with
their recovery.
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Breaking the Barriers
While most Rice students spent the late '60s either buried in their books or
seeking political enlightenment, Linda Williams '70 was busy with her
own battles. One of the first two black students to graduate from Rice,
Williams recalls the highs and lows of early campus integration.
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IMO_ Socrates Abandoned?
BA A "Battle of the Books" has ensued as liberal curriculum changes of the

Sixties meet the Eighties' return toward more canon-oriented study. Will
the Great Books survive?

Letters
Tales from the MOB
Y'all made one minor error in the June-
August MOB story. The 1975 UH game
wasn't in October 1975. It was September
14. There's a reason I know.

At that time, I was a Rice junior, a regu-
lar Sallyport contributor, and a MOB
drummer. The evening of Sept. 13, I was
worried about the next day's show. The
formations were set, the songs were set, but
the script was.. .well, it was many things,
but it wasn't funny.
A freshman flautist walked in, ostensibly

looking for my roommate, Jeff Gulya.
When I told her he wasn't in, she asked
about the show. "I could write a better
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Voices of a Generation
One protected the campus; another occupied the administration building.
One wrote fiery editorials for the Thresher; another struggled to survive.
Twelve students at Rice from 1968-71 look back with 20 years of hindsight.
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script in five minutes," I said. "I dare you,"
she said.

So I did. "First, we need a theme," I
said. "How about the Astrodome?" she
said. And in roughly five, maybe 10, min-
utes, that infamous script was typed up.

The next afternoon, we brought the opus
to Bert Roth. He was fair. He read both to
the whole band before we got on the buses.
They preferred ours. After all, it had a
theme. Unfortunately, I'd been unable to
come up with theme-related yucks for the
last two formations, but the MOB
overlooked that.

Now, I went to that game with my girl-
friend, a Rice junior, and became very an-
gry when "my" work was so blatantly cen-
sored. A native New Yorker, I'd grown up
with a peculiar reverence for the Dome,
probably from reading Ada Louise
Huxtable in the Times. If you ever see the
game film, you'll notice that after the show
the bulk of the MOB leaves together off a
sideline. One snare drummer angrily tromps
off to the end zone. That's me.

Convinced (as only youth can be) that
no one else had noticed the censorship, I
had an angry fight with the girlfriend, leav-
ing the game with the flautist. We had a
date the next weekend ("The Day of the
Jackal" at Wiess Commons) and, to make a
long story short, we've been together ever

since. Jenni Steinhauser Blankenhorn '80
(she left Rice for a year to help me get my
M.S. in journalism at Northwestern) still
gets miffed when I celebrate Sept. 14 as our
anniversary. (The wedding, in California,
came on Dec. 23, 1977, between Chicago
blizzards.)

But so it is.
Dana Blankenhorn '77

Atlanta. Ga.

First Impressions
When the latest issue of Sallyport (June-
August 1988) arrived, I noted the MOB
logo on the cover, so I deposited it in my
"file" (wastebasket).

A few days later, when emptying the
"file," I opened the magazine.

On page four, I was astonished to see a
picture of my governor, John Ashcroft,
awarding something.

Then, on the next page, I noted Sally-
port's modest (?) report of all those medals.

Turning a page or two, I was really in-
trigued by the article on the trio of alumni

(Letters continued on page 39)
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What It Be, Dude?
A Homecoming
Survival Guide
Planning to "come home to Rice" at
homecoming this year? Expect to en-
joy lunch with Rice students in the
colleges? Looking forward to
stimulating conversation and a chance
to hear what today's students talk
about over lunch in the commons?

Sit down, and prepare for a primer
in Ricespeak.

While the tradition of an estab-
lished Rice lingo dates back to the
university's earliest days, new phrases
are constantly being devised to replace
Other, worn maledicta in the under-
graduate vocabulary.

As an aid in communication, Sal-
131)0,1 presents a dictionary of current
Ricespeak (or at least it was current
When we went to press). Alumni of all
ages will recognize some — "wiener"
has been around for a while, and "SE,"
and "Academ" — but chances are,
You'll find something here you didn'tknow...

Academ. One of two main species on
Campus, usually seen in a sleep-dazedstate with a thick book in one hand and
a sheaf of papers in the other. Book is
Only open to page 25; paper is due in
three hours. No calculators and few
Job prospects.

Ace. Strictly, to score a perfect on anexam. 
However, also refers to doing30 points above the mean, or getting

One Point above the score needed toPrevent one from failing a class.

All-Nighter. A desperate attempt to
finish a paper, project or homework
assignment by staying up all night.
Prevalent around the end of classes
and dead week. Common usage:
pulling an all-nighter.

Archi (ar-kee). Architecture major. A
strange species on display most days,
nights and moments in between at An-
derson Hall. Warning: Never tease
with real food. Can be ferocious after
four consecutive all-nighters.

Beat the Mean. Do better than 50
percent of the students who took the
exam. It is a point of pride for some
students never to have beaten the
mean.

Beyond the Hedges. Hazy, nebulous
area outside of the Rice boundaries,
a.k.a. The Real World.

Blow Off. Conscious decision not to
do something unpleasant, such as
study for an exam.

Blue and Gray. Provokes nostalgia in
many alumni, but has little meaning
for the majority of current students.

Bor-ing. Chant heard during the
halftime of Rice home football games
when the other team's band is march-
i ng.

Brew. Commercial mixture of hops,
barley and malt — an especial favorite
of poor college students.

Clue-less. State of mental paralysis
that renders the afflicted individual in-
capable of dealing with his or her sur-
roundings.

Crash. To sleep for long periods, es-
pecially after an all-nighter. Not to be
confused with a simple nap or heavy
sleep. Any student who is truly
crashed can sleep through 12 hours of
heavy metal rock music at volume 8
— on top of a speaker.

Dead Week. Period between the end
of classes on Friday and the beginning
of finals the following Wednesday.
Students point out that they are so
busy studying during this period that
they let the Rice administration get
away with referring to these four days
as a week.

Dude. A cool person.

Elephant Scabs (also, scabs). Refers
to the chicken-fried steak served in the
commons.

Extension. What an academ gets when
he or she hasn't started a paper two
hours before it is due.

Expulsion. What an S/E gets when he
or she only studies for an exam two
hours before taking it.

Food Fights. Strange mating ritual of
the depraved college student. The
aggressor, often a male, throws a suit-
ably gooey substance down the front
of the aggressee, often a female. In
turn, the aggressee pours a pitcher of
Coke over the head of the aggressor.
Rounds proceed from there, usually
until a truce is called for lack of am-
munition.

Food Run. Phenomenon occurring
after 1 a.m. when a homework as-
signment is due at 8 a.m. and has yet
to be started. Can be dangerous to
one's health, as the only things avail-
able are pizzas and hamburgers.

Gizilcher. Currently illegal slingshot-
type device made of surgical tubing
and a funnel. Used to propel water
balloons, eggs, yogurt, potatoes, fish
balls, oranges, apples, pears and any
other spherical object great distances.
Outlawed when a frozen grape al-
legedly landed on the head of a former
administrator.

Gnome (ga-nom-ee). Small, mythical
being often seen walking around cam-
pus carrying a broom and dustpan and
speaking in tongues.

Hockey Pucks. Synonym for the
chopped steak served in the commons.
So called because they make excellent
pucks for the hockey games some-
times held after dinner.

N.O.D. (also, Night of Decadence).
Annual costume party traditionally
held on the Friday closest to
Halloween. Title provides enough de-
scription.

S/E. Second of the two main species
on campus, characterized by calcula-
tors, green graph paper and vocabulary
like the differential of the exponent of
the sine of the integral of the log of ab
squared over 3n equals. Never seems
to have gotten an answer.

U-Bangee. Mass celebration of life in
which several students show their love
for a fellow student by piling on top of
him or her.

What It Be? Strange greeting of the
college student. In translation: How is
it going? Often paired with dude, as
in, What jibe, dude?

Wiener. One who allows studying to
interfere with his or her social life.
Traditionally an S/E or Pre-Med. Term
has survived since the days of pre-his-
tory for most of the current students
(i.e., the '60s).

Willy's Statue. Two-ton monolith
dedicated to the memory of William
Marsh Rice. This past spring, a group
of students, concerned that Willy
might be bored by the view he has
seen every day for the past 58 years,
rotated him so that he might get his
first view of the west side of campus.
Same students claim he was so ap-
palled by what he saw that he turned
back around within six hours.

— Debbie Schmidt
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Rice University is the ninth-best
"national university" in the United
States, according to the 1988 U.S.
News and World Report special report
on "America's Best Colleges," released
in the magazine's Oct. 10 issue.

Rice placed 14th in the 1987 U.S.
News rankings.

This year's selections were based
both upon the judgments of college
presidents, academic deans and
admissions directors and upon
objective statistical data. The
consideration of statistical information
was a new element in the judging and
could have been at least partially
responsible for the university's
dramatic rise in the standings, a
magazine spokesperson said. This in-
formation included such elements as
the nature of a school's student body
as determined by its selectivity; the
strength of a school's faculty and the
per-student size of its instructional
budget; the resources available for its
educational programs; and the
college's ability to see its entering
freshmen through to graduation.

In the category of "National Uni-
versities," the magazine considered the
204 schools, including Rice, that offer
a full range of baccalaureate programs,
grant the greatest number of doctoral

degrees and receive at least $12.5 mil-
lion annually in federal research sup-
port. This information was based on
the most recent classifications of col-
leges and universities as determined by
the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching.

The 20 best "National Universi-
ties," in descending order, were
selected as follows:

Top Ten: Yale University, Prince-
ton University, California Institute of
Technology, Harvard University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Stanford University, Dartmouth
College, Columbia University, Rice
University and the University of
Chicago;

Numbers 11 through 20: Johns
Hopkins University, Duke University,
Brown University, Cornell University,
the University of Pennsylvania,
Northwestern University, Georgetown
University, the University of Notre
Dame, Washington University and the
University of Virginia-Charlottesville.

The Best of Rice
The Association of Rice Alumni and
Rice's Office of Continuing Studies
and Special Programs are planning a
joint program to attract Rice alumni
back to campus this spring. "The Best
of Rice" will give alumni an opportu-
nity to take an intensive non-credit
course taught by Rice faculty mem-
bers. Extra activities planned include a
student-guided tour of the campus,
lunch at one of the colleges, an open-
ing reception, a dinner, performances
of the Rice Players and groups from
the Shepherd School of Music, and a
field trip to the new Wortham Center
and Menil Collection. The program is
aimed at providing alumni a chance to
savor again the best of Rice — intel-
lectually, culturally and socially.

Participants will be able to choose
one of two topics to be offered, each
allowing 15-20 hours of lectures,
slides and discussion. Classes will be
limited in size in order to provide an
intimate setting for learning and shar-
ing ideas.

The proposed dates for "The Best
of Rice" are Sunday, April 2, through
Friday, April 7 (though alumni might
wish to arrive a day early to enjoy the
Beer-Bike Race on April 1). Specific
details will be announced in the next
issue of Sallyport. The anticipated cost
is $285, which includes the course and
special events. Housing will be extra.

For more information, please call
the Office of Continuing Studies and
Special Programs at (713) 527-4803 or
(713) 520-6022.

Positive I. D.
Following an extensive study by the
Rice University Review Committee on
Visual Identity, the university has
adopted an official logo.

The committee, composed of rep-
resentatives from each of Rice's major
academic and administrative units,
worked closely with the Office of
University Relations to develop a uni-
versity-wide logo. The new logo re-
places the myriad of logos and other
identifying marks previously used by
the divisions that make up the univer-
sity.

The primary purpose of the effort is
to give Rice a more consistent identity
— one that communicates clearly the
university's character.

The new logo derives its primary
symbol from the original renderings
for the shield in the center of the Rice
academic seal. Adopted in 1910, the
symbol incorporates the elements from
the coats of arms of Houston (the
chevrons) and Rice (the three Athenian
Owls representing letters, science and
art). The symbol will be used on uni-
versity stationery, publications and
signage.

The university's other official
identification — the seal — will re-
main, but only to be used on diplomas
and other official documents of the
university. While attempts have been
made in the past to use the seal itself
as a logo, its complexity and detail
make it difficult to recall and repro-
duce.

RICE

Sweet Sixteen
Roland W. Schmitt, a 1951 Rice Ph.D.
recipient, was formally inaugurated on
Sept. 23 as president of Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Schmitt is the
16th president of the school, which is
located in Troy, N.Y.

Schmitt goes to Rensselaer from
General Electric Co., where he most
recently served as senior vice president
and chief scientist. In that post, he was

Roland Schmitt

responsible for technology issues of
concern to the company as a whole,
such as improved ways to move inno-
vations from the laboratory to the
marketplace. Schmitt has also just
completed his second two-year term as
chair of the National Science Board,
and serves on the council of the Na-
tional Academy of Engineering.
A native of Seguin, Texas, Schmitt

received his undergraduate degrees in
physics and mathematics from the
University of Texas and his Ph.D. in
physics from Rice. He joined GE's
research laboratory in 1951 and had
risen through the ranks of that com-
pany's research and development area
over the ensuing 37 years.

Schmitt had previously served on
the board of trustees of Rensselaer.

High Achievers
Rice University's graduate program in
English is giving its students a
headstart these days in the life of
literary scholarship — or, rather, the
students are giving themselves a
headstart. In the past five or six years.
the amount of time the program has
existed in its present form, students
enrolled in the English graduate
program have produced a body of
original literary work that is, according
to professor William Piper, "really
quite remarkable."

This relatively small group of
students — hardly more than 30 active

people in all — has published four
books and 25 major essays and has
made 80-100 extramural presentations.
By doing so, the students have greatly
strengthened their prospects for
academic employment in a very tough
market and greatly augmented Rice's
reputation as a graduate institution.

Books published or soon to be
published include Graciela
Daichman's The Figure of the
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Wayward Nun (Syracuse 1986);
Katherine Wallingford's Robert
Lowell' s Language of the Self (North
Carolina, forthcoming); Janis Paul's
The Victorian Heritage of Virginia
Woolf (Pilgrim, 1987); and Cindy
Vitto's The Virtuous Pagan in Middle
English Literature (The American
Philosophical Society, forthcoming).
Topics of published essays range from
Gawain and the Green Knight, Tom
Jones, Ulysses, pop culture and
modern ballads to the works of
Browning, Dickens, Eliot, Hardy,
Marianne Moore, Orwell, Pope,
Roethke, Rosetti, Shakespeare,
Spenser, Tennyson and Woolf.

And this is only the tip of the
iceberg — many books, essays and
Papers already completed are still in
the pipeline, and the students
responsible for this array of
Publications are only beginning their
careers.

English graduate study at Rice has
had a fairly distinguished history.
Since its formal inception, the English
department has produced such scholar-
teachers as J. Paul Hunter '65,
Raymond Waddington '63, Thomas
Lockwood '65, John Irwin '70, Carol
Pearson '71, Carolyn Porter '73,
Robert Entzminger '75, Christine van
Boheemen-Saaf '78 and Ruth
Salvaggio '79. Over the last five years,
however, the creative energy has
become, again in Piper's words,66remarkable."

This burst of energy coincides with
the intense emphasis on literary history
established around 1981 (now facing
the prospect of radical revision). This

program, which includes a battery of
courses in English and American
literature and three qualifying
examinations, has prompted the
students individually to acquire a
substantial knowledge of the full range
of literature in the English language
and provided them as a group with an
extensively sharable basis for literary
discourse. Several students have
found, in preparing themselves for the
formidable qualifiers, that they could
do original work in more than one
field of study and, further, that they
could combine diverse fields in
interesting and illuminating ways.

The annual student-faculty
he Rice

humanities division sponsors every
spring, has formalized these
intellectual benefits. During this lively
two-day event, students and faculty
read before an audience of skeptical
but appreciative friends work that they
have composed during the course of
the year and refined for public display.
The symposium, which begins in
apprehension and ends in celebration,
has proven to be the climactic event of
the graduate students' year.

The combination of the literary
history program and the symposium
provides, according to its proponents,
a stairway to publication. The students
write papers in seminars, try their
ideas out at the symposium, submit
papers for presentation, read accepted
papers before a group of professionals
at a conference, submit papers for
journal publication and, finally, use
them as the bases for books. Many
English department graduates have

_II II IIMI m _ a

climbed this stairway over the last five
years, and many are doing so now.

The size of the Rice program,
which admits only 10-15 new students
each year, has its pluses and minuses.
Piper notes.

On the negative side, for example,
Rice cannot present the range of
specialization offered at schools such
as the University of Texas, which has
a half-dozen experts in 17th-century
literature alone. Rice has one such
expert. And if a Rice faculty member
goes on leave for a year, his or her
period of expertise simply vanishes
from the schedule of courses — a
frustrating development, especially for
first- and second-year students.

Perhaps partly because of Rice's
short history in graduate English
education and the university's
established position as a leader in
undergraduate education, those
involved note that the English graduate
students also receive less financial
support than many of their
counterparts at other schools. The
graduate stipends of $5,000 are quite
low in comparison to those given in
comparable programs at schools such
as Vanderbilt, Duke and Emory,
according to a survey conducted by the
Rice graduate students.

But the small, flexible and highly
personal program at Rice helps
compensate for this deficiency with
the individual attention the faculty
pays its students, with the opportunity
it affords for the display of individual
achievement — every student has the
chance to climb the "stairway to
publication" — and with the
atmosphere of a student-faculty
society of scholars that it is able to
maintain.

Proof lies in the fact that, despite
the lower stipends, the Rice students
are more productive than many of their
counterparts at other schools.
According to a representative in the
English department at Harvard
University, for example, 10 percent of
Harvard's English graduate students
published or presented papers in 1986-
87. In that same period, 43 percent of
the Rice students published or
presented — 27 percent publishing in
journals or presenting papers at outside
conferences.

All in all, Rice graduate students
present a significantly better set of
credentials to future employers and
take with them into future employment
a more sufficient literary training than
their competitors.

Seizing the Challenge
On Sept. 8, more than 200 people from
the Rice and Houston communities
attended the inauguration ceremonies
of Rice's new Office of Minority
Affairs and gathered to recognize the
first nine recipients of the university's
Minority Scholarship Program.

Shirley Chisholm

"When I look at these young people
who will benefit from these schol-
arships, I get a lump in my throat,"
said Shirley Chisholm, the first black
woman to be elected to Congress, on
hand for the official opening. "I now
challenge them to seize this opportu-
nity provided by Rice and work to be-
come role models for others."

Chisholm was on the Rice campus
for a public speaking appearance and
to help inaugurate the new office.

On June 1, 1988, Rice opened its
Office of Minority Affairs, headed by
Catherine Clack, to meet the needs of
minority students. The office has the
responsibility for coordinating efforts
to improve the recruitment and reten-
tion of those students, and will also
help with their career planning and
placement.

The Rice University Minority
Scholarship Program, established last
year, is a major effort to recruit and
retain top scholars and future leaders
among minority students. In order to
attract the best-qualified minority can-
didates from across the nation, Rice
has set up a $100,000 scholarship
fund.

The new scholarship program does
not replace any existing Rice scholar-
ships. Neither will these scholarships
remove minority students from
consideration for Rice's other merit-
based awards, Clack says.

Chisholm was also part of the
1988-89 Rice President's Lecture Se-
ries, where she referred to the opening
of the Office of Minority Affairs and
the new scholarship program as being
the types of innovative and creative
activities that all universities should
attempt.
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Homecoming

Every student's friend, Fondren Library,
has undergone extensive interior reno-
vations in the past year. In addition to the
regular homecoming activities, the 1988
version will feature the official unveiling of
the new-look Fondren, as well as special
library tours. A whole host of special new
events, from a bridge tournament (at Autry
House, where else?) to photo opportunities
for Rice couples, will be featured as well.
A list of homecoming activities follows.

For more information, contact the alumni
office at (713) 527-4057 or consult your
homecoming brochure for the proper
contact.

Thursday Nov. 10

8 p.m. Homecoming Concert and
Reception. RMC Grand Hall. Featuring the
Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra. A
reception with Dr. and Mrs. George Rupp
follows at 9 p.m.

Friday Nov. 11

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Registration in the
lobby of the Ley Student Center. Student-
guided tours of campus are available.

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Alumni Archives
Display. Meyer Conference Room and
Miner Lounge, Ley Student Center.
9 a.m.-Noon. Open Classes. Regular

Rice classes will be open to alumni.
Schedules and maps will be available at
registration.

11:30 a.m. Class of 1933 Reception and
Luncheon. Farnsworth Pavilion, Ley
Student Center. Reception at 11:30 a.m.;
luncheon at noon; visiting hour at 1 p.m. in
the Meyer Conference Room and Miner
Lounge.

Noon. Lunch in the Colleges. Cost of
$4.50 per person may be paid at the college.

Noon-3 p.m. Fondren Library Tours.
Staff-guided tours depart every half-hour
from the library's new first-floor rotunda.

Noon-5 p.m. Art Exhibit. "Drawn from
Life: Contemporary Interpretive
Landscape," Sewall Hall Gallery.

1 p.m. Fourth Annual Tennis Tour-
nament. Jake Hess Stadium.

2-4 p.m. Rice Couples Photos. Blair
Lounge, Ley Student Center. A small fee
will get two "Dynamic Duo" photos — one
for display and one to keep.
3 p.m. Rice College Bowl 10th

Anniversary. Herring Hall, Room 124.

Cheer current players in an intramural event
cosponsored by the Friends of Fondren.

4-6 p.m. 1928 Reunion Reception.
Kelley Lounge, Ley Student Center.
4 p.m. Outstanding Engineering

Alumnus Lecture. Sewall Hall, Room 301.
Patrick Conley, recipient of the 1988 award
and retired vice president of the Boston
Consulting Group Inc., will speak on "Non-
Engineering for Engineers."
4 p.m. Fondren Library Open House.

The official dedication of the "new"
Fondren.

5-7 p.m. Class of 1978 TGIF. Mexican
food and music. RMC courtyard.
6 p.m. Oktoberfest. Sid Richardson

College invites alumni to its annual
celebration. Dinner served in the college at
6 p.m. The "oom-pah" band Feldenfest will
play from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

6:30 p.m. Class of 1938 50th Golden
Anniversary Reception and Dinner. Cohen
House. Reception at 6:30 p.m.; dinner at
7:30 p.m.

7-10 p.m. Class of 1943 Cocktail Buffet
and Live Band. Warwick Hotel. Classes of
1942 and 1944 are also invited, and rooms
are available at the Warwick.

7-9 p.m. Tours of Fondren. Tours depart
every half-hour from the library's first-floor
rotunda.

7-9 p.m. Art Exhibit. "Drawn from Life:
Contemporary Interpretive Landscape,"
Sewall Hall Gallery.

7-10 p.m. Bridge Tournament. Autry
House. Open to alumni, faculty, staff and
students. Join Doc C (Gilbert Cuthbertson)
and members of the Rice Students Bridge
Club. Small entry fee.
7 :30-11 :30 p.m. Class of 1948 Cocktail

Buffet and Dance. Houston Country Club.
7:30 p.m. Class of 1963 Cocktail Buffet.

Home of Mary and Jim Jennings.
7:30 p.m. Class of 1968 Reunion

Dinner. The Forest Club.
7:30 p.m. Spirit Express Men's

Basketball Exhibition Game. Autry Court,
Rice Gymnasium. The varsity basketball
team plays its first exhibition game of the
season. Free for season ticket-holders; $2
for others.
8 p.m. Rice Players, "The Importance of

Being Earnest." Hamman Hall. Reserved
seats, $6.
8 p.m. Fourth Annual Rally Club

Reunion. Lyles Room (Lovett Basement).
Spouses welcome.

Saturday Nov. 12

8 a.m. Past Presidents' Breakfast. Cohen
House. For all past presidents of the alumni
association and their spouses.

8:30 a.m.-Noon. Registration. Lobby,
Ley Student Center. Student-guided tours
of campus are available.

8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Alumni Archives
Display. See 76 years of Rice history in the
Meyer Conference Room and Miner
Lounge, Ley Student Center.
9 a.m. Golden R Coffee. Farnsworth

Room and Brown Memorial Garden, Ley
Student Center. Honoring the "Golden R"
classes of 1917-1938.
9 a.m. Friends of Fondren and Rice

Engineering Alumni Members Brunch.
Alice Pratt Brown Library, second floor of
Fondren. Presentation of the Outstanding
Engineering Alumnus award and the
Friends of Fondren Library award
beginning at 9:30.
9 a.m. Alumni Cheerleader Practice.

Gymnasium. Meet at the "R" Room at the
stadium to watch the first half of the
homecoming game, then plan to cheer on
the Owls during the second half. Please
wear your uniform.

9:30 a.m. Lovett College 5K Fun Run.
At the Sallyport. Alumni, spouses and
children are invited to join.

9:30 a.m. Alumni Band Practice.
Stadium parking lot. Followed by catered
tailgate lunch.

10 a.m.-2 p.m. Tours of Fondren
Library. Tours depart every half-hour from
the library's first-floor rotunda.

10 a.m. Tribute to the Founder.
Academic quadrangle. Officers of the
Silver Anniversary Class of 1963 will lay a
wreath at the statue of William Marsh Rice.
All alumni invited.

10:15-11:30 a.m. The Convocation and
Annual Meeting of the Association of Rice
Alumni. Hamman Hall. Speaker will be
Ronald Stebbings, vice president for
student affairs, on "Rice in the Eighties and
Beyond." Presentation of 50th-year
scholarship gift by the class of 1938.
Presentation of Gold Medal for

Distinguished Service to the University to
Harry Chavanne '33 and Catherine Coburn
Hannah '43. Presentations to retiring
professors John A. Adams, Donald N.
Levin, Paul E. Pfeiffer, Gerald C. Phillips
and Mary N. Tipton.

11:30 a.m. Reception and Box Lun-
cheon. RMC Grand Hall. Cash bar. Select
your own ingredients from the box lunch
buffet or choose pre-boxed lunch. Dine in
the Grand Hall or take your lunch to the
game. $5 in advance; $6 at the door.

Noon. Women's Basketball Reunion
Tailgate Party.

Noon-2 p.m. Rice Couples Photos. Blair
Lounge, Ley Student Center. A small fee
will get two "Dynamic Duo" photos — one
for display and one to keep.

Noon. Art Exhibit. "Drawn from Life:
Contemporary Interpretive Landscape,"
Sewall Hall Gallery.

/ p.m. Homecoming Game. Rice vs.
Baylor. Rice Stadium.

3:30 p.m. Alumni Soccer Game. Behind
the tennis courts.
4 p.m. Young Alumni Cajun Home-

coming Celebration. Members of the
classes of 1978-88 meet after the game
under the tent near Cameron Field for
Treebeard's specialties. $8 advance; $9 at
the door.
4 p.m. (after the game). Band Reunion

Reception. Ray Memorial Courtyard, RMC.
Advance registration required.
4 p.m. (after the game). The First KTRU

Reunion. Kelley Lounge, Ley Student
Center. Bring old broadcast tapes. RSVP.
Donation requested.

4:30 p.m. Class of 1948 Cocktail Party.
Location TBA.

5:30-7:30 p.m. Class of 1958 Cocktail
Party. Home of Jo Claire and Henry Gissel.
7 p.m. Class of 1953 Mexican Fiesta.

RMC Grand Hall.
7:30 p.m. Class of 1963 25th Reunion

Dinner-Dance. Cohen House.
7:30-11 p.m. Class of 1983 Dessert

Party and Cash Bar. Farnsworth Pavilion,
Ley Student Center.
8 p.m.-Midnight. Class of 1973 "Bop

Till You Drop" Dance. Baker College
Commons.
8 p.m. Class of 1978 Reunion. Will Rice

Commons.
8 p.m. Rice Players, "The Importance of

Being Earnest." Hamman Hall. Reserved
seats, $6.
9 p.m. Graduate Student Association

Street Dance. Valhalla. Open to all graduate
students and alumni.

Sunday Nov. 13

9:30 a.m. Doubles Tennis Match. Jake
Hess Tennis Stadium. For former players
and alumni.

11 a.m. Class of 1948 Brunch.
Remington Hotel.

// a.m. Class of 1953 Brunch. Home of

Beverly and Walter Baker.
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1968-1971:
What a Long, Strange

Tip It Was



by Suzanne Johnson
Photos by Tommy C. LaVergne

Experts disagree as to when "The Sixties" be-
gan. But most who came of age during the era
begin their Sixties in November 1963 when,
courtesy of the six o'clock news, millions of
tearful Americans watched again and again as
their young president lay dying in the backseat
of a convertible on a crowded Dallas street.
The Sixties, for them, ended in 1972 when af-

fluence, the draft and the moral outrage died be-
fore Richard Nixon could officially sign the
1973 treaty to end the Vietnam War.
In between was a decade of images shared for

the first time, thanks to mass media, by an entire
nation:

Republican presidential candidate Richard
Nixon saying "Sock it to me" on prime-time
television;
The awakening of millions to the "joy of sex"

and the overflow of drugs;
Half a million drenched bodies on the hillsides

surrounding an upper New York State farm, lis-
tening to Jimi Hendrix coaxing an eerily warped
"Star Spangled Banner" from an electric guitar;

Sit-ins;
Be-ins;
Teach-ins;
Laugh-In;
Protests and takeovers;
"Hair" and Hare Krishna;
LBJ and LSD;
CIA and ROTC;
Draft cards and "Hell, no, we won't go";
News accounts beaming the aftermath of war

into our homes in living color, and dismay at the
inhumanity of it all;
The upraised clubs of Chicago policemen;
The upraised guns of Ohio National Guards-

men;
And, most of all, the belief that enough pas-

sion and energy could change the world for the
better.

There has been no other time quite like it. As
Sixties historian Allen Matusow, Rice's dean of
humanities and a professor of history, notes,
"The images are spectacular. There has never
been a decade in American history that produced
more dramatic, sensational, funky, crazy images,
from the 'Summer of Love' to the 'Days of
Rage.'
"The Sixties are an aberration in American

history. And how they happened and what it all
means remain fascinating questions."

Fascination. Twenty years older and deeper in
debt, America is nothing short of fascinated with
its most turbulent domestic years, particularly
those from 1968 to 1971. It is a fascination not
limited to the nation's Baby Boomers, passing

their 40th birthdays with trips down memory
lane, nor to those assessing the effects of experi-
ences on the battlefields in 'Nam or their dark
mirror image on America's campuses.

Regardless of age or political persuasion, the
late 1960s touched us all.

"There's a battle outside and it's raging.
It'll soon shake your windows and rattle

your walls,
For the times, they are a'changing."

—Bob Dylan

In the first few years of the 1960s, America wal-
lowed in what seemed like unending prosperity
and peacetime. Record numbers relaxed in the
suburbs with television sets and station wagons;
children from the first "Baby Boom" years ap-
proached college age, apparently destined for the
further propagation of the American Dream. As
University of California Chancellor Clark Kerr
noted in 1959: "The employers will love this
generation. They aren't going to press many
grievances." There was no reason to doubt their
younger brothers and sisters would be any dif-
ferent.

Hopes ran equally high in politics. "It was a
time when the nation was emerging from eight
years of the Eisenhower-Nixon administration,
which had been rather retrogressive," says Rice
sociology professor Chandler Davidson. "People
were anxious to move forward on the civil rights
front. President Kennedy had just been elected,
and many people had great expectations that he
was going to preside over a very progressive
era."

In November 1963, those hopes suffered a
setback with Kennedy's assassination. But his
vice president, Lyndon Johnson, promised to
continue the progress — and fulfill the hope. "In
his 1964 campaign, Johnson stressed that he was
going to carry through the Kennedy agenda,"
Davidson says. "And he was depicted as the
mirror opposite of Barry Goldwater, that loose
cannon on deck who was going to commit our
boys to a land war in Asia. That was something
Johnson said he would never do."

Within a year, he had done just that. And by
1965, college campuses were showing scattered
signs that American students were getting ready
for a war of their own, this one set to a
rock'n'roll soundtrack.

"If all the hippies cut off all their hair-
1 don't care...

'Cause 1 got my own world to live through,
And I ain't gonna copy you."

—Jimi Hendrix

The unrest among white middle—class college
students in the late 1960s had its seeds in the
civil rights movement. "The problems of the
Sixties stemmed from questions raised by seg-
regation — questions about the intention of
America," says English professor Alan Grob.
"There came a moment when you had to say,
'What is this country about?' To see one seg-
ment of the population kept down because of
their race forced you to re-examine what this
country stood for. Children lost faith in the good
intentions of their parents, and of all adults.
"The issue of race was the nucleus around

which other issues were really joined."
As a result, throughout the 1960s, Matusow

says, events in the black community set the pace
for student activism. "Blacks were the first
protesters in the 1960s, after all," he notes. "And
when civil rights demonstrators gave way at
mid-decade to black power and urban riots,
white radicals followed the fashion. In 1967
alone there were 100 significant black riots in
the United States. Many white radicals decided
then that it was time for them to take to the
streets, too."
The students often supplemented, or replaced,

the concerns of civil rights with a steady stream
of other causes or movements.

In the early 1960s, a young University of
Texas student named Chandler Davidson be-
came involved in the civil rights movement. A
few years later, as a Princeton doctoral student
doing dissertation work on black politics in
Houston, he got involved with a black group
working on area community projects.
As with other students his age and younger,

Davidson's concerns gradually expanded. "As
the Vietnam War heated up, I got involved in the
antiwar movement as well," he says. "I think
that was the case around the country — a lot of
people who were originally involved in the civil
rights movement got involved in the antiwar
movement, the feminist movement, the radical
political movements. Some got involved in all of
the movements, of which there were many in the
1960s.
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"Il looked as though all you had to do was get out there and push and shove a little bit and major changes would occur to
make a better and more just world." —Chandler Davidson held onto his dog-eared and coverless copy of The Power Elite.

"One of the things I recollect about that period
IS that so many things began happening at about
the same time. Movements were spawned and
transformed at a very rapid pace."

"You say you want a revolution—
Well, you know, we all want to change

the world."
—The Beatles

In only a few years, the optimistic mood of the
nation — and particularly its young people —
began to be tempered with frustration, particu-
larly over escalating U.S. involvement in Viet-
nam. "Suddenly, you saw the U.S. adminis-
tration's energies being channeled in a direction
that caused great concern," Davidson says.
"Especially when we began to see pictures on
the evening news of women, children and old
people being napalmed by American planes."
The phrase "dirty little war" began appearing

in the media and, more often, in student discus-
sions and publications. They, after all, had a
stake in where that war went, and for how long.
"It began to look as though there was a real pos-
sibility that students were going to have to go
and fight," Davidson says. "In a period of only
three or four years, student attitudes changed
from those of hope and optimism, born in the
civil rights movement, to despair at the prospect
of having to fight in a war that didn't look like

the kind of wars we had fought before."
There was an increase in student activism

around the world in the mid-'60s, but in the
U.S., most of it was fueled by Vietnam.
"Students feared they would be drafted and sent
off to Vietnam, and they didn't want to go,"
Davidson says.
"Some didn't want to go because they were

scared — every war has those. But others in
conscience believed that it was a shameful war,
that it was unjust — a war in which they
couldn't fight."
At the same time, it was a generation that,

thanks to the successes of the civil rights move-
ment, believed it could change things.
"The civil rights movement gave people the

impression — especially young people who had
little experience in politics — that major kinds of
social change could be quickly achieved, and
that these changes would be for the better,"
Davidson says. "Looked at rather myopically by
students in that era — including myself — it
seemed that this was a movement where people
got involved and immense barriers to full citi-
zenship just fell away.
"Granted, you got conked on the head occa-

sionally and there was even some bloodshed, but
it looked as though — to people who were just
getting involved in politics, as I was — all you
had to do was get out there and push and shove a
little bit and major changes would occur to make
a better and more just world."

There is also a theory among some soci-
ologists and demographers that the Baby Boom
generation's belief in change can be traced to its
vast size, plus the fact that it had been reared in
relative affluence according to the liberal tenets
of Dr. Spock. From the moment additional ma-
ternity wards had been opened to handle the
additional births, this generation had seen the
world change to accommodate it.

It could also afford to rebel, as Matusow
notes: "You had an affluent generation that even
in the late '60s expected unending American
prosperity. It was in a position to indulge itself in
moralistic politics."

"I am a rock,
I am an island."

—Simon & Garfunkel
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Shaded by the oaks of South Main, Rice
University for a while seemed immune to the
student unrest invading other campuses around
the country. An orderly demonstration was held
in 1965 to protest the administration's removal
of a Thresher editor for what was, by most ac-
counts, a personality conflict. A few political
activists were scattered through the residential
colleges, but only a few. Some antiwar editorials
appeared in the Thresher. Student groups met to
discuss draft counseling.
When Davidson joined the Rice faculty in

1966, he was struck by the quiet: "I came di-
rectly from Princeton, and the Princeton students
in 1965 had held one of the nation's first teach-
ins." Student unrest across the U.S. had
escalated since 1964, when 796 Berkeley stu-
dents had been arrested for a "free speech" sit-in
at the university's administration building to
protest campus monitoring of political activity.
By 1968, campus antiwar protests were
widespread, as were the increasing number of
student demonstrations to protest university
administrative policies.
But not at Rice. "It was 1968-69 before things

really began to heat up on the Rice campus,"
Davidson notes. "And the event that really
precipitated widespread student politics was the
Masterson Crisis."
The so-called "Masterson Crisis" itself was

hardly a revolutionary student movement,
though it was revolutionary for Rice and for
those involved. When alumnus and former pro-
fessor William Masterson was named president
of Rice in February 1969, allegedly without the
prior knowledge of a faculty-student selection
committee, students and faculty joined forces to
protest.

That protest took the form of discussions,
meetings, petitions and an orderly coat-and-tie
march across the quadrangle — led by a sign
that said "Students and Faculty United" — that
Davidson says "was a point of pride for Rice.
People felt like, 'We've seen how the rag-tag
students at Berkeley and elsewhere conduct their
protests, but this is Rice and Rice is different.' "
Though there was reportedly some dislike of

Masterson, the key to the protest was that an
agreed-upon procedure — the use of the care-
fully selected faculty-student committee — had
been bypassed. "The students and faculty had
the perception that the due process that had been
agreed on had been violated," Davidson says. "It
was a sense of betrayal that created the outrage
on the part of the faculty and students. I've never
seen that kind of unanimity on the part of faculty
and/or students, before or since."

That unanimity showed up in a general, sealed
vote of students and faculty that was eventually
taken to determine whether or not they formally
wished to accept the appointment. The detailed
results of the balloting were never made public,
but the outcome was clear. "Masterson decided
that the school and the situation were ungovern-
able, and he withdrew," Grob says.
The "Masterson Crisis" lasted only five days.

But it was five days where things began to

"I anticipated I would be told to do something I wouldn't want to do, so! resigned." —A year after stepping down as dean of
students, Paul Pfeiffer received Rice's first Mentor Recognition Award.

change. "It was the most incredible event I was
ever involved in," Grob says. "The faculty and
the student body established their right to fully
participate in the governance of the university.
"The Masterson Crisis was a watershed, a

turning point."
ROLLING STONES

"See the fire sweeping our very streets today.
Burns like a red-coal carpet, mad bull

lost its way.
War, children—it's just a shot away."

—The Rolling Stones

By 1969, math sciences professor Paul Pfeiffer
had served as Rice's dean of students (the
equivalent of today's position of proctor) for
four years, somewhat against his will — he had
a good relationship with the students and hadn't
wanted to jeopardize it.

Still, he took the job and retained his pop-
ularity (though he notes that the fact that he
hadn't wanted the job probably worked to his
advantage) without "banging the iron fist."

After the Masterson Crisis in spring 1969, he
resigned as dean — he saw the campus mood
changing, and didn't like what he saw: reports of
increasingly violent student unrest throughout
the country were making everyone nervous. "I
anticipated I would eventually be told to do
something I wouldn't want to do — and
wouldn't do — so I resigned."

It proved to be a prophetic move — his suc-
cessor's job often became one of direct con-
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frontation with the students. For if one particular
time could be chosen, it was in the fall of 1969
that the "Sixties" came to Rice.

While Rice's eyes were focused on its own
presidential search and the aftermath in 1968-69,
the general mood of the nation's students was
changing once again.

For one thing, too many of their heroes had
died. When Simon and Garfunkel sang, "Where
have you gone, Joe DiMaggio? A nation turns its
lonely eyes to you" in 1968, students weren't
just reminded of John F. Kennedy's death five
years earlier. 1968 had seen its own heroes die:
Martin Luther King Jr., who had symbolized the
belief in peace, equal rights and social change
for Americans black and white; and Robert
Kennedy, on whom so many hopes rested for the
revitalization of the Democratic party and an end
to a war growing longer by the day.

Popular student opinion held that the "dirty
little war" just kept getting dirtier. The Selective
Service had turned Vietnam into a "class war,"
Where education and money reduced one's
chances of having to fight as long as the grade
Point average remained high enough. January
1968's "Tet Offensive," including its attack on
the U.S. Embassy in Saigon, shattered the coun-
try's belief that any American victory was close
at hand. And when the news began circulating in
1969 of the My Lai massacre, remaining belief
in the "good guy" Americans was shattered as

Student activists at Rice were often conserva-
tive compared to their peers at Berkeley or
Columbia, but they were still frustrated. "The
emotional upheaval of Vietnam cast a pall over
Fampus, and the guys felt trapped," Pfeiffer says.
They knew they had to make the grades to stay

in school, or they might be sent over there.
"At the same time, they knew their being here

meant someone else was there in their place.
They were torn."
Some former students elected to serve. The

first Rice casualty came on Aug. 29, 1968, with
the death of Second Lt. Harold C. Dailey, a
member of Company B, First Tank Battalion,
U.S. Marine Corps. Dailey, from Rice's class of
1967, had been a member of Wiess College and
a member of the swim team.
Only in the past few years have Vietnam

veterans begun to receive the acceptance and
understanding their fathers were so quick to re-
ceive following World War II. At the time, when
they made it home alive, they arrived to face a
different kind of battle.

It only added to their confusion. For many of
them, the fact that they fought in Vietnam did
not mean that they believed U.S. involvement in
the war was right.

William Broyles Jr., a 1966 Rice graduate
Who served in the Marines in Vietnam in 1969,
is now author of a Vietnam-related television

series, "China Beach." But before he began that
project, he spent several years trying to come to
terms with his own feelings about the war, many
of which were summed up in his 1987 book,
Brothers in Arms.
On the plane flight that would take him to

Vietnam, Broyles fought his own battle of
morals: "I thought the war was wrong but my
going was right. It was a contradiction. Since I
was against the war, why should I participate in
it? I had decided that it was worse to manipulate
the system so that another man would fill my
shoes. But the higher their price, the harder
moral decisions are to make. The price of this
particular decision was, quite possibly, my life.
Was it worth that?"

Attending daily classes, Rice students fought
their own moral battles alongside students
around the country. And like other U.S. college
campuses, many of its students became politi-
cally active. By 1970, Rice had its own chapter
of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),
which had spearheaded campus activism across
the U.S. for the past several years. "You also got
the flowering of a counterculture — by then,
marijuana had come to Rice," Matusow notes.
Many things happening at Rice during the pe-

riod weren't war-related. As students demanded
a greater role in their governance, the residential
college system began slowly to transform into its
current form. The first black students had been
admitted to the newly integrated campus in
1965, and in the late '60s Rice began stepping
up its efforts to recruit minority students —
faculty members began visiting black high
schools on university-sponsored trips, for
example.
On a national level, this was a generation

known for "sex, drugs and roclen'roll," and Rice
had its share. But it also had its share of marches
and protests, mostly political. And as 1969
turned to 1970, the politics became more and
more radical.
A national magazine poll conducted during

that period showed that only 20 percent of
American students defined themselves as "real
revolutionaries." At Rice, that translated to the
20 or go activists in the campus SDS chapter.
"The point is, though, that the revolutionaries

had the moral initiative," Matusow says. "They
had the arguments. They had the rhetoric. They
were able to devise dramatic and theatrical forms
of protest."

For 20 or so Rice activists to create an uproar
on campus, they had to have sympathy — or at
least passivity. "Twenty people cannot accom-
plish what they did without a sympathetic atmo-
sphere," Matusow notes. "That doesn't mean
that even the majority was sympathetic, but there
was enough sympathy to allow them to act."
"You had a small core of radical students who

were talking about revolutionary violence and
revolutionary cultural ideas," agrees Davidson.
"Then there was a larger group of students who
were not really radicals in that sense but who
nonetheless were sympathetic, and who showed
their sympathy by adopting some of the
lifestyles and slogans of the radicals, wearing
some of the clothes and some of the emblems

and smoking some dope —just being 'counter-
cultural' types.
"And then there was a still-larger group of

students who were more or less on the fringes
but who were fairly tolerant of the 1960s
lifestyle because this was what students on cam-
puses across the country were doing — it was
just the thing to do."
(Davidson also notes that public figures such

as former Supreme Court Justice nominee Dou-
glas Ginsburg and current Republican vice pres-
idential candidate Dan Quayle — who were part
of this generation — are now being adversely
affected by that air of tolerance. "I'm sure there
were a lot of people who casually took part in
the counterculture who felt that there was noth-
ing wrong with it, because everybody was doing
it. And now, in a very conservative period some
20 years later, a different set of norms is being
applied to their student behavior.")
But it was hard not to get involved, as 1968-

69 Thresher editor Dennis Bahler, now a com-
puter science professor, notes: "Student protest
became the thing to do. You were considered an
'individual' in a bad sense if you weren't in-
volved in some sort of political discussion. But
that was difficult to recognize then, because we
were all in the same boat."
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"Battle lines being drawn,
Nobody's right if everybody's wrong.
Young people speaking their minds,

Getting so much resistance from behind."

—Buffalo Springfield

As more and more news about the Vietnam War
reached America — and Rice — via the evening
news, student frustrations about the whole
"establishment" grew. "The big problem — it
appeared to me, anyway — was injustice," says
1970-71 Thresher editor John Mauldin, now a
publisher in Fort Worth. "I thought the system
was rigged — rigged against the poor, against
minorities, against defenseless people. Then,
there was the blinding stupidity of the Vietnam
War. Or at least it was easy to declare it stupid
with all those facts marshalled against it.
"We started to get frustrated, to want to see

things change. The war was just the most shining
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example of the things we thought were wrong."
That "shining example" continued to change

the campus personality.
"Everybody knew that most students were

against the war," Matusow says. "But the inter-
pretation of the war, of why we were in it, began
to change. Originally, the critics said we were in
it because it was a mistake. But the war began to
be seen increasingly as an imperialistic war —
the United States was seen as an imperialist
power trying to subdue the Third World by force
and exploit its peoples and resources.

"It wasn't merely that we were making a mis-
take; it was that we were the bad guys. And the
good guys were the peasants who were
defending their indigenous cultures against the
beast, which was us."
With this belief, the student radical minority

began identifying itself with revolutionary Third
World movements, viewing the Viet Cong as a
heroic contingent fighting for national self-
determination. "So you got the image of
America the imperialist exploiting the black
colony at home and Third World colonies
abroad," Matusow says. "Many students took
this image literally and seriously. They began to
identify with black rioters and Viet Cong revo-
lutionaries and declared themselves
revolutionary opponents of the United States."
The tolerant majority of students, who didn't

necessarily identify with Third World
revolutionaries, nonetheless became interested in
Eastern and Third World cultures, and
sympathized with the plight of the "oppressed."

Protests on the Rice campus between 1969
and 1970 expanded from antiwar activity to in-
clude other issues: the presence of ROTC, for
example, and student-administration friction. A
sit-in was organized outside the placement office
to protest CIA recruiting on campus and was not
broken up until news reached the protesters that
the recruiters were gone. More than half of the
junior architecture class signed pass-fail slips
and tacked them to the laboratory wall to
symbolize dissatisfaction with the grading
system and curriculum. Within a year, a cur-
riculum change reflecting student demands for
greater freedom was adopted. A Census Re-
sistance League was established to protest the
"Big Brotherisms" of the 1970 Census.
By the spring of 1970, some of the frustrations

had turned violent. On March 24 of that year,
campus security logged a bomb threat for the
Navy ROTC Building at 4:50 a.m. More than 15
bomb threats would follow throughout the spring
semester.

That many of the threats were received in the
period from April 1-May 6 is no coincidence: it
was during that period that Rice's — and the
country's — student activism reached its climax.

"Tin soldiers and Nixon coming,
We're finally on our own,

This summer I hear the drumming—
Four dead in Ohio."

—Crosby, Stills, Nash& Young

In 1970, Abbie Hoffman was, in marketing
terms, a "hot property" among college students,
particularly those with a political bent. Early in
1970, Hoffman had been convicted of crossing
state lines to incite a riot, and his attorney,
Leonard Weinglass, faced a 20-month sentence
for contempt of court. Hoffman's books, Wood-
stock Nation and Revolution for the Hell of It,
were the radical guidebooks of the day.
And when the Rice Student Center Board in-

vited Hoffman and Weinglass to speak on cam-
pus April 12, the administration was opposed —
an opposition that ostensibly centered around
security concerns: at least three bomb threats had
been linked with Hoffman's pending ap-
pearance. On April 1, a fire broke out in the
Navy ROTC building and was determined to be
the work of arsonists. On April 5, two students
walking from Wiess College spotted a fire in the
RMC Cloisters. Before it could be extinguished,
the Dean of Students' office had been gutted,
and adjoining areas in the RMC cloisters had
been damaged. Fearing further violence if
Hoffman appeared, the Student Center Board
withdrew its invitation.
The invitation was reissued by the Student

Association, however — it felt the speech could
go on as planned if security was tightened and
the event was opened only to a campus audi-
ence. But the administration remained opposed
to Hoffman's appearance, and a series of heated
discussions over the right of free speech ensued.
In an unprecedented step, the Rice campus was
sealed off for the weekend, effectively putting an
abrupt end to the possibility of Hoffman ap-
pearing peaceably. The Student Association
president called it a step "toward destroying this
university"; a sign went up across the front of
the RMC Grand Hall, proclaiming: "If free
speech is dead, so is this university."

Paul Pfeiffer remembers the Student Associa-
tion agonizing over what course of action to
take. With Hoffman's precarious legal position,
he could not afford the repercussions that might
occur if he crossed the guarded boundaries of
campus. Reluctantly, the SA withdrew its
invitation.

On Saturday, April 11, the day before Hoff-
man had been scheduled to appear, a group of
Rice students held a "peaceful takeover" of the
Allen Center as a symbolic protest. Though the
administration didn't approve, it also agreed not
to interfere with the students as long as no
violence or damage occurred.
Things remained quiet until Sunday. "It was a

beautiful weekend," Matusow recalls. "It was
great until Sunday night. Abbie Hoffman was
making a speech at the University of Houston,
and during the speech he proposed to the U of H
radicals that they come and help liberate the
Allen Center."

According to several accounts, the U of H
radicals and supporters from the community
stormed the building with the Rice protesters
still inside, and tried to force their way in. The
word spread quickly, and Rice faculty, students
and their community supporters linked arms
around the building to protect it. A few — Paul
Pfeiffer included — were injured, though none
seriously.

Inside, a panel of glass had been broken, and
the remaining Rice protesters were told to dis-
band. Some had already joined their classmates
in keeping the U of H crowd from entering Allen
Center, something Matusow now finds ironic.
"In the end, many of them chose class over
revolution," he says. "They left the building
rather than voluntarily join forces with the hoi
polloi radicals from the U of H."

That act, however, could have kept Rice from
becoming a victim of the violent riots that had
plagued so many college campuses. "We could
have ended up with the usual scene where police
are called in, beating up the radicals and polariz-
ing the campus," Matusow says. "We were
spared that.
"What would have happened if that had oc-

curred? God only knows. We would have sur-
vived it, as other places did, but not happily."
The next day, Monday morning, Hoffman

made his appearance. "He sneaked on campus
and spoke to about 50 students at Willy's
Statue," Grob says, noting that the appearance,
by then, was anticlimactic.

After that weekend, it is understandable that
the administration was concerned when news
reached Rice a few weeks later that four students
had been shot by Ohio National Guardsmen fol-
lowing an antiwar protest at Kent State Univer-
sity on May 4.
The deaths at Kent State sparked several days

of demonstrations at campuses throughout the
country. A nationwide student strike was held on
May 5.
"We were in exams by then, and it was too

late to have a strike," Matusow recalls. "But
there was a meeting in the RMC courtyard, and a
number of speeches were given."

Davidson and Matusow were among the
speakers. "Among my many pronouncements of
those years, that's the only one I remember,"
Matusow laughs.
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"I said the student revolution reminded me of
the Protestant Reformation in many ways, not
least because it was guilty of some serious here-
sies, including the antinomian heresy — the be-
lief that since the spirit of God dwells within,
you are liberated from the moral law. The way to
fight the violence of the government, I said, was
not to use violence yourself.
"And right after that, they marched over and

tried to burn down the ROTC building."
There had also been rumors that a strike

against or disruption of 1970 commencement
activities would take place. Hoping to prevent
this, a committee of faculty and administrators
asked a graduating senior to present the com-
mencement address — normally an honor re-
served for the university president.

In a speech penned by himself, George Gre-

anias and Rick Weber, Jeff Cox delivered the
address, aimed at the parents and friends
attending the commencement ceremonies. "We
have gone through a very extended period of
education," he told the often-booing crowd of
parents. "We have been exposed to the
contradictions of conflicting cultures; we have
had time to read, think, talk, travel and explore;
we have been encouraged to think for ourselves
at the best universities of the nation. There
would be something wrong if we were not
indignant at social institutions which contradict
the values we were taught as children.. .It is your
choice — to listen or ignore, accept or reject.
"But you cannot stop reasonable students

from exercising their intellects. You cannot re-
verse the training of a lifetime. You cannot si-
lence a generation."

- t

"What a long, strange trip it's been."

—The Grateful Dead

That great catalyst to activism, the Vietnam War
did not end until 1973. By then, however, the
draft had ceased as an issue and the era to be-
come known as "The Sixties" was burning out.
A letter to the editor published in a spring 1971
Thresher was already complaining about the
Rice campus "sinking back into its traditional pit
of apathy."

It had to happen, Matusow says. "You cannot
sustain moral indignation and revolutionary
fervor in a nonrevolutionary situation for too
long. Many things contributed to its end: ex-
haustion, police repression, the winding down of
the war and a recognition of hard times — there
was an end to the happy affluence that sustained
the whole thing.
"The mood passed."
The mood might have passed, but some lega-

cies of the era continue. "The radicalism died,
but some good things came out of the period,"
Matusow says. "This is when the environmental
issue was born, for example. And this period
accelerated the tendency toward social freedoms,
though that could be good or bad depending on
what you think of increased social freedoms."

If blacks began gaining social equality in the
1950s and early '60s, women began their battle
in the late '60s. "Women began to feel that they
were being perceived as mere auxiliaries or cof-
fee makers or sexual partners for the male lead-
ers," Davidson says. "Feminism was partly a re-
sponse to male-led 1960s social movements."
One of the more lasting national legacies of

the period (and again, whether it is good or bad
depends on one's point of view) was a lingering
distrust of government, particularly American
foreign policy. "There was a tendency to put the
worst possible interpretation on the reasons that
were given by the administration for whatever
action they were taking," Davidson notes,
adding that this "legacy" began to fade gradually
in the 1970s.
The late '60s and early '70s left their legacies

at Rice as well. One of the primary changes was
curricular, discussed elsewhere in this issue.
"I also think we're a much more open cam-

pus," Davidson says. "Until that point the male
and female colleges were carefully segregated,
and there were strong efforts by the college

1lanootl (aid lam.s Joplin: Through ii all, the music has survived
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"The problems of the Sixties stemmed from questions raised by segregation—questions about the intention of America." —
Honored by the Black Student Union in the '80s, Alan Grob led Rice's faculty committee on minority recruiting in the '60s.

masters to make sure students were treated like
they would be treated at home, pretty much as
we think of high school students being treated
today. But following this period, students here at
Rice were treated a good deal more like adults."

Pfeiffer agrees: "The university had to take a
long, hard look at the role of and its relationship
to students. The American university had tradi-
tionally played the role of in loco parentis —
parents expected the university to provide dis-
cipline and control over their kids.
"Things changed from the university having

an authoritarian role to one of partnership, more
in the sense of the university working with stu-

dents in the ongoing process of their develop-
ment."
Many other things were re-examined as well,

Pfeiffer notes. "A judicial code was developed in
the late '60s to spell out student rights," he says.
"It defined the rights and limitations of student
freedom so they would not be subjected to arbi-
trary actions by the administration."
A campus security force was also established

during this period, though its role during the late
1960s and early '70s was primarily to keep out-
siders away from campus — "there was a real
attempt to keep it uninvolved with the campus
radicals," Pfeiffer says.

While coeducational colleges were debated,
the colleges also began to take on their present,

relatively autonomous, status. "The first masters
had run a tight ship, and by the mid '60s the
college-master relationship was seen as too
authoritarian," Pfeiffer says. "It was really in the
mid '60s to early '70s that the colleges took their
present form, where they are student operated
and the master is a go-between for the students
and the administration."

Pfeiffer also credits the presence of the col-
leges — and the kind of student leadership that
developed — with keeping Rice from some of
the radical excesses other universities experi-
enced during this period. "Things were handled
more constructively at Rice than at many other
institutions," he says. "Some of our student
leaders grew to meet the occasion."
The faculty also benefited, though more from

the increasing numbers of students than from the
political turbulence. "It was a time of incredible
academic prosperity because faculty were in
such demand," Grob says. "By 1971 there were
too many Ph.D.s for the number of students en-
rolling, but the decreased teaching loads and
faculty benefits stayed on."
One of the most positive legacies of the pe-

riod, though — both nationally and at Rice —
was the belief in working for change, a belief
that survived the bitter politics and the blood-
shed.
"In a conservative era there's a tendency to

portray the radical students and the more activist
students as irresponsible, as crazy, as people just
trying to evade the draft," Davidson says. "But
while that's true of some, most that I knew were
very responsible, intelligent people who have
gone on to put their social concerns to work in
their careers."
And to work them into the core of their be-

liefs. "In the Sixties, I thought I had an unparal-
leled opportunity to do things I believed in,"
Grob says. "I sense that I still do now, but that
time solidified my feelings. I realized I was a
person who could speak out, and I did."

While there's a tendency, in 1988, to look to
the Sixties as, in the words of one former stu-
dent, "a giant adolescent temper tantrum" that a
generation has outgrown, Grob sees it as more.
"The Sixties were a period of change, most of
which seemed worthwhile," he says. "There is a
tendency to disparage it, but some great things
were done — enduring things.
"I don't think I've grown up," he adds. "I hope

not."
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Soul
Survivor
Nine months after his graduation from Rice, in
the spring of 1968, Larry Oswald found himself
dodging bullets in South Vietnam, in the middle
of what would become known as the Tet Offen-
sive.

For two weeks, Oswald and the rest of his
unit on river boat patrol in Vinh Long had been
cut off from other American troops and sur-
rounded by the North Vietnamese Regulars.
When reinforcements finally arrived, he was
down to his last two bullets and had no food.
Seventy-five percent of his unit had been killed;
many of the others were wounded, often
severely. His wounded companions were taken
away and he never saw them again; he didn't
know where they were taken, or if they had
survived.

It was not an experience for which a Rice
education had prepared him or the other Rice
graduates who fought in Vietnam.
Nor were they prepared for the reception they

received on returning to the United States. As
Oswald notes: "Society wasn't exactly fond of
us when we got back. And yet I'd have been the
first to tell. you that we shouldn't have been
fighting in Vietnam. But people hated the war,
and they took it out on the warriors."

There are currently some 187 Veterans
Centers around the country operated by the
Veterans Administration. Their counselors,
trained in social work, are all Vietnam combat
veterans themselves. Some 15 years after the
Vietnam War ended, its veterans are finally
getting help dealing with the aftermath.

When Oswald and others like him returned to
the U.S. after combat, however, no such help
was available. "Nobody understood post-trau-
matic stress at that time," he notes. "We were all
Still locked into that John Wayne syndrome —
You know, the rugged individualist. But I
learned over there that rugged individualism will
Put you in a coffin."

The brand of individualism that worked so
Well in John Wayne's World War II movies just
didn't work for Vietnam, Oswald notes. "Unlike
World War II, whole troops didn't go to Viet-
nam together and fight together. Every man
went over there alone and — if he came home at
all — he came home alone.

"I went to Vietnam on Feb. 2, 1968. The way
the rotation worked, I knew that — unless I
didn't make it home at all — I'd be out of there
on Feb. 2, 1969. Every guy fought his own war
and held onto that rotation date like it was a
magic charm."

Once they were home, the veterans faced so-
cial hostility and dealt with their confusion and
trauma in their own ways. Some covered it up
and pretended things were normal. For some,
like Oswald, guilt and confusion over Vietnam
heaped itself on top of other, long-suppressed
problems and became overwhelming.

"I drank heavily from 1969 to 1981," he says.
Now a recovering alcoholic, Oswald joined Al-
coholics Anonymous in 1981 and has not since
had a drink. He has also become involved in
Adult Children of Alcoholics, a group that ex-
plores alcoholism from the standpoint of one's
childhood. Between this group and his coun-
selors at the Veterans Center, Oswald says, he
eventually learned that his experiences in Viet-
nam, added to his experiences as an abused
child, had been too much to handle without help.

While many veterans did not share the
trauma of Oswald's childhood and adolescence,
they did share some of those symptoms of de-
pression — alcohol and drug abuse, or simply
withdrawal. "It's called 'smiling depression,' "
Oswald says. "We learned how to suppress what
we were feeling. That was what had been ex-
pected of us in the military, and that's the only
way we knew how to respond — by pretending
nothing was wrong."

"After Vietnam, a guy's social skills were
just shot. When a lot of us got back, people
thought we'd all gotten over it and that every-
thing was okay — they thought we just didn't
want to talk about it. Guys were walking around
looking like talk-show hosts but, inside, they
wanted to die."

Now, as America begins dealing with its col-
lective guilt over the treatment of Vietnam vet-
erans, many of those veterans are looking out-
ward. When news reached the U.S. recently
about similar coping problems being experi-
enced by Russian military combat veterans fol-
lowing the invasion of Afghanistan, Oswald
empathized. He and his fellow veterans had been
there. He had pulled through it, but the road
back had been anything but easy. Some hadn't
made it through at all.

Though he didn't expect any response, Os-
wald sent a letter to Soviet Premier Mikhail
Gorbachev, offering to share what he had
learned through his own experiences about al-
coholism and post-traumatic stress following
combat duty. As it turns out, many Vietnam
veterans wrote similar letters. To a few of them,
including Oswald, Gorbachev responded.

On Sept. 23, Oswald and eight other Vietnam
combat veterans joined 11 medical, therapeutic
and mental health experts on a Soviet-sponsored
trip to Moscow. Once there, they talked to
veterans, appeared on television, and met with
senior cabinet ministers. They shared their ex-
periences and expertise — from medical infor-
mation on the disease of alcoholism to practical
advice for the handicapped.

Oswald can't be sure why his handwritten,
two-page letter was so effective. "I can only
guess," he says. In the letter, he explained that
he had been in counseling for post-traumatic
stress, as well as his experiences as a recovering
alcoholic. "I told Gorbachev that [treatment for
alcoholism] was extremely important, because if
guys go into the Veterans Center when they're
still drinking, they won't get any better.

"Believe me — I know."
—Suzanne Johnson

A healing process in Moscow: Oswald (L) with Vladimir Gerasimm., a Soviel vete)
Afghanistan.
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Breaking
the
Barriers
by Scheleen Johnson

Orientation Week, 1966. All over campus,
freshmen were settling in with new roommates,
adapting to new environments.

Linda Williams was no exception in that re-
spect. She was an exception, however, in that
she was black and her new Jones College
roommate was white. While that would not be
too unusual at Rice today, in 1966 it was a
different story.
"When her mother found out, she went

through a great deal of hysteria," Williams re-
calls. "I remember just standing there and think-
ing,`Oh, no.'

"It was the loneliest I had been in my entire
life."

In 1966, Williams was one of three black
students on a campus that had been integrated
only one year earlier. When she graduated in
1970, she was one of the first two black students
to receive a Rice diploma.

Today, Williams serves as associate director
of research for the nonprofit Joint Center for
Political Studies in Washington, D.C., and is one
of the most widely quoted black political
scientists in the nation. She has appeared on
"Nightline" with Ted Koppel and "The CBS
Evening News" as an expert in the field of black
politics. Her responsibility at the center is to
research "black political participation, focusing
on public officials, political attitudes, voting
and impediments to participation."

In some respects, her entire life has been a
career-in-training. Growing up the eldest of two
sisters and a brother in the racially mixed town
of Lovelady, Texas, Williams can still tell you
the exact population of her hometown at any
time she lived there: 387. But despite its tiny
size, Lovelady had two schools, each housing
grades one through 12. One school was for black
students, the other for whites.

She would escape from Lovelady during the
summers to visit relatives in North Carolina.
There, she would sometimes accompany her un-
cle to civil rights meetings and demonstrations
— experiences she remembers fondly.

"I'm kind of like those people who look back
on the 'Golden Sixties,' "she says. "I really felt
like, 'Wow! The greatest race to be is black be-
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For Linda Williams and other black
students attending Rice in the late
'60s, "student rights" often had a
different meaning.



cause we are the ones who are going to see all
these new opportunities and all this progress.' "

Williams won a National Merit Scholarship
her senior year in high school. Her father had
decided she would attend a black college; his
first choice was Prairie View A&M.

"That was my last choice," Williams says.
"Since I was from a small town, I wanted to be
in some kind of city."

She was leaning toward the University of
Texas when someone told her father that Rice
University was accepting black applicants. The
first two black students had been accepted at
Rice in 1965 following the receipt of court ap-
proval for the university to change its original
charter barring integration. Williams reluctantly
applied at her father's urging and was one of
two black students accepted in 1966.
"Really, there were just two of us my first

year, though," Williams recalls. One of the black
students who entered in 1965 did not return for
his second year; the other dropped out after
Williams' first semester.
A lot of obstacles would have to be overcome

before that semester would turn into a degree.
The first was getting past the family of her white
roommate. "She had requested a black room-
mate," Williams says of her new friend — she
had just neglected to tell her parents about it. In
the end, the roommate's mother consulted with
the family minister. "He had lived with a black
in the Army or something, and he convinced her
I was not going to corrupt her daughter."

Williams remembers her roommate as being
very progressive, at least in terms of Texas in
1966. "We both started working as Volunteers in
Service to America (VISTA)," she says. "We
were tutoring black kids over in the Third Ward.
She, at one point, just quit because she said she
realized she could not identify one black kid
from another, even though she had been tutoring
this little girl for months.

"I took it as a person who was really trying
but who, at the same time, really understood
What racism was about and how difficult it was
to get around even her own prejudices."

There were others, however, who Williams
did not feel were as perceptive. To her, some
just seemed plain "dumb."

"There was one woman who walked into my
room as I was turning on the light switch and
said, 'Oh my God, my mother has been lying.'
When I asked her what she meant, she said, 'My
mother told me that anytime blacks touched
something they left a brown spot.'
"What do you say to something like that?"
As she looks back, Williams is surprised at

how clouded her feelings about Rice have be-
ciz:sme. "I am not as hostile as I used to be about
Rice," she says. "I can't say that I faced that
much intended racism. There was just a lot of
unawareness."

While today she can look back on her Rice
experience and laugh, at the time Williams was
not.so forgiving. The year she graduated each
senior was given a whole page in the "senior
book" on which to place something that
symbolized their four years at Rice.

"I chose a picture of a bus token," she says.
"That seemed to bother a lot of the progressive
faculty, but that was how I felt."

To be fair, Williams says the idea of in-
tegration was very new to Texas in 1966. "When
you walked into a restaurant with white students
everybody in the restaurant would turn around
and stare," she recalls. "There was just very little
integration in Houston at that time. I had friends
— and they really were my friends — who
couldn't understand why I hated them having a
Confederate flag hanging in their room. They
would say, 'You are a Southerner, too.'"

"I can't say that I faced that
much intended racism. There
was just a lot of unawareness."

At Rice, Williams participated in a few anti-
war activities but was not very active in the civil
rights movement herself. Instead, she silently
struggled for black America through her studies.
She felt a lot of pressure to make good grades,
she says, believing it would somehow be held
against all blacks if she didn't. "I really felt that
I was an experiment, and everybody would
blame other blacks if I didn't do well," she says.
"That was a pressure I did not like."

More than once, she considered transferring.
But, ironically, Williams remained at Rice for
the same reason she wanted to leave. "Besides
my father threatening not to give me a dime,"
she laughs, "I just felt like, 'Well, I'm here. I
have to graduate.' After the first two black stu-
dents didn't graduate, I felt like Ted (Henderson
'70) and I should.

"But I got a very good education, and that is
what it was really all about," she says. "It also,
in a way, really made me appreciate black cul-
ture and appreciate more having a larger group
of blacks to associate with."

Rice has taken steps to make sure its current
students do not suffer from this kind of cultural
isolation. An important goal of the newly estab-
lished Office of Minority Affairs, for example, is
to offer black students, as well as those of other
minority groups, a forum through which to share
their cultures with each other and with the com-
munity as a whole.

There were 495 minority students enrolled at
Rice as undergraduates in 1987-88, according to
figures from the Office of Admission. Of those,
most were black, Oriental or Hispanic.

It was a Rice minority community not avail-
able to Williams in the late '60s. Still, she is
glad she stuck it out. Had she not gone to Rice,
for example, she would never have taken a class
from sociology professor Chandler Davidson.
"Chandler had everything to do with me going
to graduate school," she says.

She recalls going to see Davidson after class
because she had not been able to come up with a
term-paper topic.

"He said, 'How about this topic: If blacks,
poor whites and Latinos voted at the same rate
as affluent whites, what would happen to Texas
politics?' I thought that was a really stupid
question, because everyone knows the poor
whites and the blacks are just going to cancel
each other out. They would be voting for
different candidates. Nothing is going to happen.
Chandler said, 'No, I think you should do some
research.' And he got me to see the extent to
which, at that time in particular, blacks and less-
affluent whites did vote for the same candidates.

"Basically, he got me interested in politics,"
she says. "He had a lot to do with my political
views." Davidson also suggested the University
of Chicago as a good place for Williams to pur-
sue her graduate studies, which she did.

After graduating from the University of
Chicago with a Ph.D. in political science,
Williams taught electoral politics at Cornell
University. From there she moved to Howard
University, where she taught for 10 years before
joining the staff of the Joint Center for Political
Studies.

While Williams has found success in her own
life, she sees mixed results in the civil rights
movement as a whole. "I think that clearly there
have been changes," she says. "The civil rights
movement definitely promoted a segment of
blacks who did get the education and the train-
ing and who live very well.

"At the same time, it did almost nothing for
those who weren't well prepared enough to take
advantage of those few opportunities."

She is also disturbed as she sees the window
of opportunity the blacks of her generation en-
joyed beginning to slide shut. "I think things
have really tightened up," she says.
"Statistically, you see the number of blacks in
college declining now. I think more than ever
before you have this bifurcated black America,
and I don't think you can ever really have a re-
peat of the civil rights movement."
A more class-based movement, she says,

would be necessary for further advances.
"Before we see the next spurt of substantial
change I think we will see more black, white and
brown at the bottom seeking to change the
black-white-brown problems," she notes.

To make those changes, Williams would like
to see some of the idealistic spirit of her college
days return. "The '60s were a time when there
was a lot more optimism," she says. "I think
now, particularly for blacks, there is a great
sense of pessimism and, in a way, I think it stops
people from struggling for change.
"The reason there was a lot more activism on

campus then was because we really believed we
were changing the world," she adds. "We were
creating a much better world. A lot of us really
believed that."

Scheleen Johnson '87 works in the Washington,
D.C., office of U.S. Rep. John Bryant. She last
wrote for Sallyport on alumnus Sam Hirsch.
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Socrates
Abandoned?
The 1960s closed a chapter on the core curriculum. But

as the core makes an '80s comeback, Sixties-trained educators are challenging the
once-sacred canon. Can (or should) the 'Great Books' survive?

youve been teaching shakespeare for
20 years only to find d joke

on you
d eavesdropping rascal who got it
in d shins because he didnt know
enough to keep his feet behind d cur
tains ; a sad-sacked head served on a
platter in titus andronicus or falstaff

too fat to make a go of it
anymore

— From "Badman of the Guest Professor"
by Ishmael Reed

When I was an undergraduate, during what is
now called the Turbulent Sixties, I protested
against not only the Vietnam War but also against
rigid academic requirements for my degree. After
all, it was my nickel, wasn't it? I shouldn't have
to take a foreign language — I'd never use it in
my career, anyway. So why take it? Why take
math? Why take anything I didn't want to take?
Freedom of choice was the order of the day.

I also was pleased to see the polluted grading
rituals of the past cast aside as pass/fail options
were created. Finally, I could learn for learning's
sake and forget that other stuff.

But something happened along the way: A
professor introduced me to an ancient hippie with
whom I could identify. He was tried and put to
death for corrupting the youth of Athens. Like
many of my fellow students at the time, he loved
to walk barefoot and wore the same clothes
summer and winter.

Socrates sought to bring out in others and
himself what he called wisdom, virtue, living the

by Bill Noblitt

right life and, through questioning, come to terms
with truth, beauty, courage, love, the things of
life — the things that still touch us as human be-
ings. He asked many of the same questions being
asked by those of my generation — timeless
questions with no easy answers.

There was no required course that looked into
his ideas. After that brief introduction by my pro-
fessor, I luckily stumbled upon his easy con-
versational manner by myself. I wondered how
many graduated with no knowledge of this man's
ideas.

Today, Socrates and others like him are on
trial once again — not for their ideas, but because
they were white males who supposedly perpetu-
ate cultural bias in Western society. (After all,
Socrates loathed democracy and lived in a slave-
holding, misogynistic city-state.) And the trials
are over what is called the canon, that mythical
body of Great Books that allegedly helped form
Western culture but that also allegedly perpetuates
racism, sexism and imperialism in today's stu-
dents. The debate deals not with excluding the
works of Plato or Shakespeare, but with in-
cluding the great ideas of other cultures and rec-
ognizing the contributions of American minorities
and women.
A recent Newsweek article, "Say Goodnight,

Socrates," outlined struggles over recent cur-
riculum changes at Stanford: "Stanford Univer-
sity, pressured by minority students, was about
to close more American minds by dumping its
required course in Western civilization. Great
books by white males from Plato to Freud would
give way to some vague course in 'culture, ideas
and values,' studying non-Western society and
works by 'women, minorities and persons of
color.' "

"This is regressive. This is atavistic. What are
they doing?" asked former Education Secretary
William Bennett, one of the ongoing proponents
in the back-to-basics movement, favoring a return
to the basic canon-oriented core curriculum.

Stanford wasn't dumping the so-called Great
Books, however. Stanford dropped its Western
civilization requirement partly as an attempt to
deal with several hundred students who chal-
lenged the idea of a white male canon, those who
greeted Jesse Jackson with "Hey hey, ho
ho/Western culture's got to go." The whole scene
was reminiscent of similar chants at similar
demonstrations 20 years ago.

The Great Debate over the Great Books might
not be a '60s riot, but as the New York Times
Magazine puts it: "A new generation of scholars,
shaped by the '60s, is challenging the primacy of
traditional masterpieces."

"During the '60s, the touchstone was rele-
vance," explains Allen Matusow, dean of
humanities at Rice and a scholar of the '60s era.
"Politics impinged on private life. Students
wanted insights into the contemporary, what's
happening now, questions about war and peace
and race. They primarily cared about what was in
the day's headlines and what related to the current
times. The past had nothing to teach. The past
was corrupt."

Just as I had done, many students of the '60s
used this "relevance" concept as a call to arms
and worked to get rid of the perceived stringent
academic requirements, in the process promoting
the ideas of black culture and laying the founda-
tion for women's studies courses.
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Until the mid-1960s, American students still
basically believed in God, country and the domi-
nance of America as a world peacekeeping force.
By the time news of the Tet Offensive in Vietnam
reached America's universities in early 1968, it
had become the opinion of a large number of stu-
dents that the U.S. was not only involved in an
unjust war, but that it was losing — or at least
not winning.

As student frustration over the war increased,
they began questioning not only the government
— the ultimate authority figure — but also other
authority symbols: their parents, the "system,"
the university administration, their curriculum.

Dismantling the Core
Many curriculum changes took place during the
late '60s and early '70s, not in broadening the
canon but in loosening its restraints. In response
to student demands for "relevance," many uni-
versities dropped or loosened the amount and
type of courses required for graduation. It was
during this period, for example, that Brown Uni-
versity dropped its required courses for gradua-
tion, partly under student pressure. At Rice, a
looser set of distribution courses was adopted.

"The old core courses were dismantled and the
distributional system came into being," recalls
Matusow. "It was a modest change, but it did re-
flect a belief that the students should have more
responsibility for picking their own curriculum,
and that the faculty should have less authority
over the curriculum. It was a very small example
of the decline in traditional authority. Whether
that is good or bad remains to this day an intense
debate among academics."

Many of the disgruntled '60s students were
women who woke up, smelled the coffee and re-
alized they didn't want to be making coffee the
rest of their lives. They quickly recognized the
sexism in our society and set about doing some-
thing about it.

In addition, because we were fighting in an
Eastern war, a new awareness developed over
Asian cultures and ideas. Remember meditation
and Nehru jackets?

Quite a few members of this generation went
on to become faculty members themselves —
faculty members who empathize with their stu-
dents in protesting against what they perceive to
be a racist, sexist and imperialistic curriculum.
And, slowly, the basis of the canon is again being
challenged and altered. Recent curriculum
changes at Duke and Stanford are just the tip of
the iceberg.

While universities such as these are changing,
faculty at other universities across the country are
reasserting their authority over the curriculum,
reinstituting core courses and reviving the Great
Books, Matusow notes. This re-emergence of
said Great Books has touched off an often-pas-
sionate debate.

Rice has taken a moderate line in the debate by
creating foundation courses in the humanities and
social sciences that are, as of this fall, required

for all incoming engineering, science, music and
architecture majors. (A foundation course in
engineering and science is required for humani-
ties, social sciences, music and architecture ma-
jors.) Rice's humanities foundation course in-
cludes literary and philosophical works by Plato,
Homer, Thucydides, Virgil, Chaucer, Luther,
Montaigne, Shakespeare, Pascal, Hume, Kant,
Flaubert, Mill, Kafka and Freud while at the
same time exploring the musical works of Mozart
and Berlioz. In addition, art and architecture ideas
through the centuries are discussed. But while
reinstating a canon of sorts, Rice has expanded it
to include such works as Simone de Beauvoir's
The Second Sex, slave narratives, and the writ-
ings of civil rights activist Martin Luther King Jr.
"Our premise is that students may profitably

study their own culture by reading some of its
most enduring texts," Matusow says. "The books
that have endured are worth reading."

At the same time, Matusow notes, the Rice
faculty is offering courses in women's literature,
Afro-American studies, Chinese culture, Asian
art and African history. Non-Western culture ini-
tiatives at Rice this fall include "Afro-American
Literature"; "Deity and Mysticism and the Oc-
cult," a comparison of Western and Eastern
traditions; and "Gender and Society in Islam."

What's going on here? as Bennett asks, espe-
cially in these conservative times. Professors at
such universities as Stanford and Duke, accord-
ing to the New York Times Magazine article,
want to do some canon-busting in a time when
other, more conservative educators are urging
that we get back to the golden age of that body of

work. After all, many of our high school stu-
dents can't pick out Japan on a map, much less
understand the great Oriental ideas of the ages.
University of Chicago Professor Allan Bloom
bewails the situation in his best-selling book, The
Closing of the American Mind. These changes
don't seem to be keeping up with the times.

In his book, Bloom recognizes that the '60s
brought about many good things. "But, so far as
universities are concerned, I know of nothing
positive coming from that period; it was an un-

mitigated disaster for them," he notes in his book.
While at Cornell in the '60s, Bloom says that "I
sat on various committees. . . and continuously
and futilely voted against dropping one require-
ment after the next. The old core curriculum —
according to which every student in the college
had to take a smattering of courses in the major
divisions of knowledge — was abandoned."

Expanding the Canon
It's an odd coalition of professors at Rice —
those mostly educated in the '50s as well as the
'60s — who are responsible for opening up the
heretofore sacred canon. Most interviewed do not
favor doing away with a canon entirely (only one
professor advocated this move). They, instead,
are for opening up their students' minds to the
world's Great Ideas, not just those of Western
culture. These professors are asking, for exam-
ple, "Why study just Socrates and his ideas about
truth and virtue and wisdom? Can't we find the
answers to truth by studying other cultures' great
thinkers such as Confucius and Buddha?"

Rice Humanities Professor Jane Gallop adds
her opinion to the debate: "It's outrageous that
America is supposed to be the continuation of the
culture of Western Europe. There are a lot of
Americans who do not come from Western Eu-
rope. This definition of culture is saying they
aren't true Americans."

"The canon is a very funny issue," notes Pa-
tricia Seed, Rice professor of history. "Everyone
believes in this core of knowledge, but when they
come together to discuss it, they can't agree on
what it is."

Seed says she's against any kind of canon: "I
don't believe there's a canon students should
know — I teach my students how to read criti-
cally. I do as little canonical impartation of
knowledge as possible."

English Professor Alan Grob favors a canon,
but one that is flexible. "The canon has always
changed with the times," he points out. For ex-
ample, the American literary canon used to in-
clude Whittier and Longfellow, but no longer.
These poets have been removed to make room for
others. "The canon is a very artificial construct,"
Grob says. "Our literary tradition is one of our
unexamined assumptions."

Where does the idea of a canon come from?
Seed looks to 19th-century British education for
the answer. Then, England was in its imperial
phase and its universities were trying to define its
intellectual and cultural tradition. "Britain saw the
study of Greek and Roman culture as a legiti-
mating device for its empire," she explains.
American education, feeling inferior to its British
and European counterparts, copied the tradition.

In the meantime, U.S. culture had changed as
well. It became more of a melting pot for people
from many different cultures (and not necessarily
Western), and the United States became a nation
of people with many different heritages. These
people from non-Western nations brought many
of their own cultures with them, a diversity that
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put pressure on U.S. universities to recognize the
great thinkers and ideas of the entire world, ac-
cording to Al Van Heiden, Rice history profes-
sor.

Thus, it's not only that our professors have
brought '60s ideas into the classroom with them;
it's also that U.S. culture, by its very nature, has
changed. "We live in a pluralistic society, a soci-
ety no longer dominated by white males," Van
Heiden explains. "And it's a changing world, one
where the U.S. is no longer top dog. We've had
to deal with the economic reality that we live in a
larger world market and that we have to under-
stand these cultures if we are to deal with them
culturally and economically. We can no longer
afford to be Western-centric."

Seed puts it more bluntly: "We're in the midst
of an ideological crisis about where we are as an
empire. Our role as a world power is not as clear
as it once was."

Dennis Huston, another Rice English profes-
sor and one known for his memorable classes in
Shakespeare, believes the canon should be ex-
panded but notes that class time is limited. He
recounts the struggle of the Rice planning group
faced with the task of creating a definitive hu-
manities foundation course. "It's altogether ar-
bitrary, you know," he says. "We decided, after
some discussion, to include with the earlier so-
called Great Works a feminist contingent, some-
one who would relate the black experience and a
Poet who describes the Holocaust. It's still litera-
ture of the modern Western world. We ignored
the East, not because those works are not impor-
tant but because of the limited amount of time to
teach everything we knew we should."

So, why not cut Shakespeare to make room
for an Eastern work? "Because Shakespeare's
works relate to today," Huston passionately ex-
plains. "We can't know what Shakespeare
thought about race and sexism because his works
could be interpreted in many different ways. To-
day's readers of Shakespeare can easily interpret
his works from a feminist perspective."

And there's the rub. Professors have their fa-
vorite areas of study and rightly believe these
should not be sacrificed for the good of the
cause. So what and whose works can be re-
placed? The Bible? Those works by Augustine,
Aquinas, Aristotle, Machiavelli, Goethe, Homer,
Austen, Bronte, Dickens, Twain, Darwin,
Freud? To be heavy-hitters, authors' works are
.iipposed to engage our thinking for all time, not
Just current time.

Matusow notes that Rice recognizes the
Importance of these authors in the humanities
foundation course. "We are retaining the notion
that Western culture is an entity that may be ap-
proached by reading some of its enduring
works," he explains. "Yet at the same time, we
are recognizing that the list of these works is
never immutable and must accommodate the
needs of different generations."

Although there are women authors on many
lists, English Professor William Piper points to
the lack of recorded women movers and shakers
throughout world history as the primary reason

why there are not more. "Few women wrote po-
etry in Elizabethan England, and so if we were to
offer a course in Elizabethan women poets, we
would have to cancel class after the first meeting
or two," he says. "It's really too bad that this is
so.

"A poem, however, is not a masculine poem
simply because a man wrote it, any more than are
electricity or gravity, which were chiefly de-
scribed by men," he adds. "Some works written
by men — such as Shakespeare's comedies —
may have a feminine bias, and some written by
women — Jane Austen's novels, for example —
may have a masculine bias. The work and not its
author is what matters. Mozart's symphonies are
not masculine (or feminine) music — just music.
We should assign and study the best, the most
rewarding, works we have."

Piper searches through pre-20th century as
well for a woman scientist who made a sig-
nificant recorded discovery, and he comes up
empty-handed. "Sure there have always been
women with enormous scientific talent, but men
have, in fact, made most of the scientific discov-
eries. And if you want to study other cultures,
such as Islam, you'll find much the same thing."

The same cannot be said about the ideas of
other cultures, yet African and Asian writers and
thinkers are not usually included in the sacred
canon. This fact bothers Grob. "Students who
come to the university study English literature,
and we tend to cut off all the literature of the rest
of the world," he says. "If we are to live in the
world, we have to open ourselves up to other ar-
eas of study."

Something happened that helped formulate
Grob's idea about the need to study other cul-
tures' works. He was asked to look at the litera-
ture curriculum at Houston's Bellaire High
School, and he came away with a new under-
standing. In fact, he was delighted to find that
these high school students were not only study-
ing some of the classic giants of literature but also
looking in-depth at other cultures' literature. In
particular, he noted that they were reading an In-
dian epic and a classic play from India. "Here I

was, a professor of English at a major university.
and I had never read these works," he says.

"In my book, it's better for students to read a
great Indian play than simply a second Greek
play," he adds. "This has nothing to do with pol-
itics. At that point, I just realized how narrow my
own education was. There's a real risk to not
understanding the richness found in a variety of
cultures. I not only felt shortchanged, but I real-
ized that by not offering more cultural diversity in
the curriculum, we were intellectually and cultur-
ally shortchanging our students as well."

But some professors see a danger in dropping
one set of jewels to pick up another. They believe
that if we aren't careful we will teach for indoc-
trination and not for critical thinking. For exam-
ple, we abhor some of Plato's ideas. Plato de-
spised democracy and blamed that system of
government for killing his mentor, Socrates. In
Plato's Republic, Socrates describes an authori-
tarian society where infanticide is accepted for the
good of the state.

As one professor questioned, however:
Should we not read Plato simply because his pol-
itics do not agree with ours?

Rice has long recognized the need to study the
works of other cultures and has plans for a course
that will investigate the representative works of
Eastern cultures. "The changes we have been
making in our curriculum during the past decade
are designed to promote precisely this study,"
Matusow says. "But to say that students might
need to know about Indian literature should not
imply that they should not know about Greek
literature or that Indian and Western culture can or
should be taught in the same course."

Perhaps there's another way of looking at the
Great Books, whatever they are. We might view
them from the perspective of our open society.
Matusow looks out upon our democracy and be-
lieves Western culture has given us a great deal.

"It has given us enduring values such as indi-
vidual liberty and natural rights," he says. "We
are all beneficiaries of these. All our citizens have
the same rights, and these rights, which transcend
race and culture, rest on the belief in our common
humanity."

And these heavy-hitters primarily wrote not as
Athenians or Italians or Britons or Germans, but
as human beings looking for universal truths.
This, finally, may be the reason for the debate.
The concept of the free marketplace of ideas
comes out of the enlightenment from which the
modern university sprang. Any debate over ideas
is a worthy debate.

"It's healthy," says Gallop. "It's making us
ask why we teach what we teach, and I believe
this will lead to better teaching."
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Voices of a Generation
How were the students of 1968-71

affected by the times in which they came of age?
Twelve look back with 20 years of hindsight.

"I don't know how I feel about the
liberty that raged in those times.
I know I lost a lot through being a

'wild child."

—Mary Frances Albert '71, Congressional Assistant,
Washington, D.C.

As Mary Frances Albert watched this year's
Democratic National Convention on television
she kept saying to herself, "How things have
changed in 20 years."

Albert attended the Chicago convention of
1968 with a unique perspective. U.S. House
Speaker Carl Albert chaired that historic con-
vention, and his daughter, Mary Frances, saw
firsthand the chaos that divided the Democratic
party — and many families.

"I am not too proud of my behavior in those
years," she says. "My poor dad was under enor-
mous stress. He was not conservative — he was
a moderate. But he supported President John-
son's war policy, and he certainly supported
Hubert Humphrey.
"He was there screaming at these people, try-

ing to get some order, and then he would come
back to the hotel and he and I would have a
screaming fight about the war. It was a very di-
vided time. It was very much like the Civil War
in that families were split apart."

Albert never felt the need to hide her political
feelings from her father; she could tell him ex-
actly what was on her mind. However, she
passed through the late 1960s and early '70s
very much afraid to voice her own opinions in
public, including at Rice.

"I remember passing out flyers for rallies and
stuff, but I never went to the rallies," she says. "I

was really afraid of getting arrested in a protest
or getting in the papers and disgracing my fam-
ily. I didn't want to hurt them."

Consequently, Albert stagnated politically at
Rice. She told very few people who her father
was. "I think partly because I was ashamed. I am
not any more, but at the time it was 'us-against-
them,' and 'they' were the purveyors of war.
Once my father retired [in 1976]! sort of had
this internal sigh of relief and began to live my
own life a little more than I had before."

The result is that Albert has joined the
minority of the late '60s generation to become
more politically active in the '80s. "I go to
protests now, and I get active on every position I
come across," she says. "I probably could not
get a [government] security clearance, but I
don't care. It is my life now."

"Captivated by the Kennedys," Albert de-
cided to go to Rice for its aerospace program. "It
was totally a romantic attachment," she says. "It
is hard to express how the Kennedys made a lot
of us feel — such hope and such vision. I think I
am an accurate member of my generation in its
best and its worst part."
On the good side: "We were doing our own

thing. It was the beginning of a very artistic
bloom. We at Rice were just all very accom-
plished people. Taken out of our small Texas
towns or even our large Texas towns, we sud-
denly were set loose and it took a while to thaw.
We all did, though. It was amazing."
On the bad side, Albert turned too often to

alcohol and today is a recovering alcoholic. "I
don't do drugs, and I don't drink anymore. I
don't know how I feel about the liberty that
raged in those times. I know I lost a lot through
being a 'wild child,' though I thought it was
great at the time. Today, I am not moralistic
about it, but I think we were incredibly unaware
about a lot that was going on."

Albert left Rice with both a religious studies
and a behavioral science degree. She had even-
tually abandoned space sciences. "I was about
to flunk out of everything," she says. "I never

went to class, and I have to admit I stayed intox-
icated a good deal of the time." After taking a
semester off to "grow up a little," Albert decided
the "secular humanist" inside of her wanted to
study religion.

Growing up the daughter of a "very driven"
politician highlighted, for Albert, the value of
human interaction. "I resented [my father] for
putting his political life ahead of his family life.
He was absorbed. It eats people alive, politics
does."

After graduation, Albert taught religion for
four years at a private school in Washington,
D.C. She stayed long enough to watch Water-
gate play out before deciding to attend Duke Di-
vinity School. From there she continued her ed-
ucation as a teaching fellow at Yale. ("I only go
to four-letter schools," she jokes, "because I
have such a small chest.") Her field is modern
European religious history, and she needs only
to complete her dissertation in order to earn a
Ph.D.

Because she claims no financial ambitions,
Albert decided to put her skills to work for the
government. During the past year she has
worked as an assistant to Congressman Bill
Natcher (D-KY). He chairs the Labor, Health
and Human Services Education Subcommittee
under House Appropriations. Albert is now
closely tied to areas in which she has vital inter-
ests, such as AIDS education.

Despite their disagreements, Albert learned
one very important lesson from her father: "He
taught me service to the people. That is my ma-
jor value." But do not look for the name Mary
Frances Albert on any ballots. She is not inter-
ested.

Besides, she points out: "I couldn't get
elected dog-catcher. I am too liberal."

— Scheleen Johnson
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"I'm not very cynical today because
I've seen free speech work."

—Warren Skaaren '69, Screenwriter,
Austin, Texas

As president of the Student Association in 1968-
69, Warren Skaaren spent the first few months of
his term urging fellow students to "get in-
volved." When alumnus and former president
William Masterson was named Rice president in
February 1969 without the input of a faculty-
student selection committee, he no longer had to
urge.
"The best people had been put on that com-

mittee, and we took it very seriously," he says.
"So when the surprise appointment was made, a
diversity of students and faculty supported us in
the issues of ethics that arose.

"The resulting dialogue and political dis-
cussion rooted idealism for all of us, and tem-
pered it through the balance of power. It was a
very good experience in making idealism a part
of our lives."

After graduation that May, Skaaren headed
for the Texas governor's office, where he even-
tually took on duties as the founding executive
director of the Texas Film Commission. At one
point he was also director of the State Depart-
ment of Human Resources, where he found that
there was a lot of "need for love for kids who are
in-between." He and his wife, Helen, who
worked as a reference librarian at Fondren while
he was an undergraduate, have hosted seven
foster children.

He is now a successful screenwriter with such
movies to his credit as "Beverly Hills Cop II,"
"Beetlejuice" and "Top Gun," for which he is
credited as associate producer. Despite his Hol-
lywood ties, Skaaren maintains home base in
Texas, living in Austin and directing the board
of F.P.S. Inc., a Dallas film company.

As SA president at Rice, Skaaren was always
at the heart of the university's activities. Now, he
lives more on the outside. "I really am a writer,"
he says. "As such, I don't fit into the culture. I
live in Austin and work in L.A., so I communi-
cate by phone and fax. In the mornings I go into
my office and sit alone and write. There is a
slight discontinuity in my life because I am not
in contact with the culture that surrounds me."

But he still possesses the idealism of that
1969 SA president who encouraged fellow stu-
dents to stand up for their beliefs. "My ideals
haven't changed," he says. "One is tested all the
time in this business, because the issues of cre-
ative quality constantly arise. I stand up for them
all the time — you win some, and you lose
some.

"In my own life, the Masterson Crisis is a
paradigm for taking what is right and appropriate
and acting upon it," Skaaren says. "I'm not very
cynical today because I've seen free speech
work."

Though the late '60s were not always easy,
Skaaren says he loved being at Rice during that
time. "Things were tough — the Masterson Cri-
sis was a very stressful, very difficult thing. But
the people around me were serious and honest,
and they stood up for what they believed in. The
faculty taught us more in those few days than
they did at any other time.

"I had the feeling that everyone had learned
something, on both sides."

—Debbie Schmidt
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"We were fighting for the university
and its excellence and the values

it stood for:"
—Bari Watkins '69, Vice President for Academic

Affairs and Dean of Faculty, Queens College, N.C.

"You could probably blame the whole thing on
Rice," says Bari Watkins, reflecting on her aca-
demic career. "Going to Rice was immensely
important — it changed my life by introducing
me to a whole new world, one in which I felt
comfortable and happy. I felt like I'd come
home."

That new world contained significant people
and events for Watkins. "Allen Matusow was a
young Turk back then," she says. "His careful
exploration of the Vietnam issues and his de-
mand that we think hard about them impressed
me. And Charles Garside represented a whole
world outside of the suburbs, Reader's Digest
and Middle America. He lived a civilized life. I
wanted to live in that academic world."

Watkins had just married Barry Kaplan, a
fellow activist and Thresher staffer, when she
was selected to one of two student positions on
the faculty-student selection committee in-
volved in the 1969 Masterson Crisis.
"I thought the committee would just be a quiet

thing, but it became quite dramatic," she says. "I
was angry about some things in the world and
about Rice, but not at the ideals Rice stood for
and lived out. A bunch of us were active and
cared about the world and let our hair grow, but I
was never alienated from the university or from
higher education. Because I was on the commit-
tee I had a leadership role in the crisis, but it was
not a revolution.
"We were fighting for the university and its

excellence and the values it stood for."
When she was angry at Rice, Watkins says, it

was simply because she wanted those values to
continue. "I got angry when it didn't live up to
its ideals of rational discourse and humane
treatment of everybody," she says.

As an administrator, she can now identify
more with what her Rice administrators went
through. "When I became a dean myself, my
mom said I was just getting back all the trouble I
had caused Dean Paul Pfeiffer at Rice," she
laughs.

After Rice, Watkins went on to earn her
doctorate in history from Yale in 1976. She and
Kaplan divorced in 1973.

Watkins taught 19th-century and American
women's history at Northwestern until 1983.
During that time she became director of the pro-

gram on women, pulling the women's studies
curriculum together and getting more involved
in administration. "I was lured into administra-
tion by women's studies," she says. "It helped
me sort out dilemmas and helped my personal
growth. I realized that all my role models were
male. It helped me think sensibly about women.
The silence on women's issues at Rice has been
deafening."

In 1983, Rollins College in Winter Park, Fla.,
hired Watkins as dean of the college. This Au-
gust, she accepted a position as vice president
for academic affairs and dean of faculty at
Queens College in Charlotte, N.C., which has
been coed for six months and is implementing an
interdisciplinary core curriculum.

"All the vice presidents at Queens were edu-
cated in the late '60s and early '70s," she notes.
"We didn't all go away and drop out."

—Erin Blair
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"At some point, everyone will once
again be forced to make public

decisions—that what the Sixties were
about"

—Joshua M. Pallet '72173, Photographer
and Art Dealer, New Orleans, La.

Joshua Mann Pailet hasn't lost his penchant for
pushing boundaries. Claiming political aware-
ness since the age of 10, he assumed the role of
rebel during his school days in Baton Rouge.
Now a successful 38-year-old New Orleans art
dealer and well-established photographer, he still
considers himself something of a renegade.

"Most people don't want to rock the boat," he
explains. "But I never worried about that, and
neither did the people around me then or around
tile now."

When he graduated in 1973 with a B.A. in
economics and a fifth-year degree in accounting,
Pailet took a year off — something he had been
unable to do while in school because of the war
and the draft threat. He traveled through Mexico
for a time, then went to San Francisco and lived
on a houseboat in Sausalito. It was a time, he
says, when the town was an outcast community,
filled with creative people.
"We thought we could pursue other directions

and not starve to death," he laughs. "Today we
might not be able to do that, but the cost of liv-
ing was lower then."

Pailet went home to collect his belongings,
but never returned to Sausalito or his houseboat.
Instead, in 1975, he opened A Gallery for Fine
Photography on New Orleans' Magazine Street.
He promptly closed it in 1976 to become the of-
ficial photographer of the Freedom Train,
spending the year traveling through the East and
South for his first book of photography, All
Aboard America.

Upon his return he reopened the gallery,
"bigger and better," and has since been ex-
hibiting 19th- and 20th-century master pho-
tography and traveling around the country on his
own projects. In 1987, he published a second
book — this one of color photography — enti-
tled The World's Fair, New Orleans.

Despite the gallery's success, Pailet remains a
non-conformist — simply by virtue of his pro-
fession, he is outside the mainstream. "Artists
are rebels, the non-conventional people in soci-
ety," he says. "They reflect society, yes, but they
reflect what no one else wants to see. I work

through photography to make people aware of
the issues."
We are all products of our times, and Pailet is

no exception. During his senior year in high
school, Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King
and Malcolm X were all assassinated. At Rice,
things were exploding around him — music,
politics, drugs, the draft lottery, Vietnam, the
Cambodia bombings, Kent State. "There was a
more political air then," he explains. "If you
didn't join in the marches, you at least spoke
about the issues at dinner."

As a result, he says, "I was committed to re-
bellion. In Baton Rouge I was good in school, so
I could get away with other activities. When I
came to Rice I already had long hair, although it
got longer. I was a rebel, but not just because I
wanted to be — the point was to make people
think about what was happening in the world
around them. Personally, I wanted to explore the
world and find out about it. I questioned every-
thing that was going on and wanted to know
why it had to happen."

He still asks questions and believes, at some
point, America will begin asking them again,
too. "At some point, everyone will once again be
forced to make public decisions — that's what
the Sixties were about. It will probably be over
air and water pollution. If people have to wear a
gas mask when they go outdoors or the water out
of their tap is brown, they are likely to get in-
censed.

"But whatever it is, people will have to stand
up in public and say what they think. All people
have personal ideals that they keep to themselves
or tell their friends, and it takes an event to force
them to make those private feelings public."

"That idealism is what the Sixties were
about."

—Debbie Schmidt
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"The freaks were always telling us
that when the revolution came, we'd
be the first to go. I always said, ̀Yeah,
but there'll be a lot of your bodies

piled around the bottom of the tower
before we do."

—Michael Jindra '72, Major, U.S. Army,
Jacksonville, Ala.

When the chair of the late '60s ROTC commit-
tee decided to live on campus, he chose a room
in the "new" Will Rice tower surrounded by
brawny right-wingers. "We were his protection,"
says Michael Jindra. "The whole tower was
filled with ROTC cadets and midshipmen, jocks
and guys like me. We had all sorts of contin-
gency plans. The freaks were always telling us
that when the revolution came, we'd be the first
to go. I always said, 'Yeah, but there'll be a lot
of your bodies piled around the bottom of the
tower before we do.' "

He not only held conservative convictions; he
acted on them. In mid-'69, as most male students
were trying to avoid the draft, Jindra enlisted in
the Marines with the intention of serving in
Vietnam after graduation and commissioning.
One of only two students in the reserve Marines
at Rice, he found himself the automatic enemy
of campus political activists.

He enjoyed it. You can hear his amusement
when he tells you that, on campus, his nickname
was "Genocide."

Paradoxically, as Jindra was preparing to go
to war, he worked to keep campus quiet. He and
a group of friends, an unofficial peacekeeping
force called Ike's Irregulars, maintained a look-
out for disturbances and reported them to cam-
pus security. Jindra's job was to plan the
stationary observation posts, plan the routes and
sectors for the "roving patrols," maintain the ra-
dios borrowed from local reserve units, and run
the communications command post that was
linked by telephone to the Campus Security Of-
fice. And, Jindra says, though his Will Rice col-
lege master baited him about "the military-in-
dustrial simplex," he called Jindra before calling
campus security when there was a college dis-
turbance that needed handling.

Of course, life at Rice wasn't always "us-
against-them." Jindra joined campus left-wingers
and moderates in the protest march during the
1969 Masterson Crisis ("one of the few instances
in the '60s where students were in agreement
with the faculty"). Like most Rice students, he
sweated over grades ("I made the dean's list
twice. Unfortunately, it was the dean's other
list."). And, along with the "pot-smokers and
freaks" in Will Rice, he played capture the flag
and waged war against Sid Rich and Lovett with
"water wienies," water balloons shot slingshot-
and-catapult-style with surgical tubing. ("Sid and
Lovett had the high ground, militarily speaking.
A water balloon off the roof of Sid could put a
hole through our roof.")

After Rice, Jindra went to The Basic School
at Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Va., and
missed going to Vietnam by a hair. "As we were
pulling out of the parking lot after graduation,
we heard them reading the peace agreement on
the radio."

After 19 years in the military, he is now a
Major and a branch chief for command, control,
communications and computers in the Army
Chemical School. (He transferred from the
Marines after 11 years, departing as an A-4 jet
pilot when the production of A-4s was discon-
tinued.) "I've had the opportunity to carry heavy
loads on my back and to fly single-seat attack
jets," he says of those years. "I floated around in
the Mediterranean when Idi Amin decided that
Americans were his enemies — you've not
heard an eerie sound till you've been in the em-
barked Marine quarters of an amphibious troop
ship and heard 250 Marines sharpening 250
bayonets.

"I've been to Turkey and Spain and most
Northern Mediterranean countries in between.
I've seen Europe and the Mediterranean with the
government picking up the tab the whole time"
— he laughs — "in return for the mere pittance
of my service, 24 hours a day, 12 months a
year."

—Lisa Gray

"When you look at leaders of activist
movements, conservative or liberal,
they're from the '60s. Something

clicked in us."
—John Mauldin '72, Publisher,

Fort Worth

"I remember going to a national college news-
paper-editors' conference and being surprised to
find myself quite conservative," says John
Mauldin, the '70-71 Thresher editor. "It was a
shock that I wasn't all that radical there. I had
the long hair and the beard, and I'd expected to
be treated like one of the boys."

But on the quiet Rice campus Mauldin, with
his anti-Vietnam, pro-student-rights editorials,
was considered thoroughly left-wing. "The dif-
ference between Rice and other places in the
'60s was epitomized by the Masterson demon-
stration," he says. "It was this big radical thing,
but we put on our coats and ties. Rice was part
of the movement, but it was culturally conserva-
tive."

Not Mauldin. To this day, he says he can't
see movies like "Platoon" without getting physi-
cally ill. "I literally can't stomach it. It's not the
violence — I'm a 'Rambo' fan — but it's that
Vietnam was so stupid. I think it was stupid for
different reasons now than I did then, but the
movies still dredge up emotions. The men who
went to Vietnam deserve to be honored, but the
leaders who put them there simply abused them

and the nation because of their concept of what
American government should be. We have the
same problem today, only it manifests itself in
other ways.
"We haven't really learned our lesson."
Not that Mauldin hasn't changed since his

college years. He's now active in the Republican
Party — "it's amazing how your values change
when you start paying exorbitant taxes" —
though he says he's "not Republican in the
sense of my approach to society, to dealing with
problems. There's just no better organization
yet." He's also a committed Christian now. Af-
ter graduating, he studied theology at South-
western Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort
Worth. He has four children (two adopted), and
he owns all or part of seven businesses, includ-
ing ventures in publishing, direct mail and cellu-
lar telephones.

Of those companies, Mauldin is proudest of
Dominion Press. So far, the company has pub-
lished 25 or 30 books on dominion theology,
books he says help establish moral standards in a
changing world. "Part of the problem with soci-
ety is that there aren't any standards to judge
right and wrong by — it's a moving target.
Thirty years ago, killing an unborn baby got you
a life sentence; today it gets you an aspirin.

We're trying to explore standards, to start a
debate in the Christian world. We're saying,
'Look at what we're doing to the environment,
how we're treating the poor and minorities. It
isn't right."

Mauldin is still fighting injustice in other
ways, too. His home answering machine reads
the calendar for the Fort Worth Council on
Adoptable Children, an adoptive parent
information, support and child advocacy group.
He and his wife lead the group's attempt to
change Texas adoption laws.

Specifically, he's working to get children out
of foster homes and into permanent, adoptive
homes. He's lobbying to get the state to follow
its own policy and require all foster-care chil-
dren available for adoption to be photo-listed in
the state's book that is available for public
viewing. Currently, he says, less than one-half
are listed. And he is trying to get the state to al-
low whites to adopt black and racially-mixed
children. "All the studies show that a child is
better off in an adopted home than in foster care
— it doesn't matter what the parents' race is," he
says.

Part of Mauldin's willingness to get involved
comes from pure Sixties inspiration. "When you
look at leaders of activist movements, conserva-
tive or liberal, they're from the '60s," he says.
"Something clicked in us. I tell my story to peo-
ple from the '40s or the '50s, and they get upset.
I tell it to people from the '60s, and they want to
hit somebody. Those are the people I want on
the streets with me."

—Lisa Gray
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"Our ticket was paid to stay in school,
so we didn't eat too much acid or
make too many riots because the
school trip was too hard, too

consuming. Paris it wasn't, and
Vietnam it could have been."

—Paul Wiggins '72, Contented Man,
Terlingua, Texas

"Bushes," notes Paul Wiggins. "I live in the
bushes. I wanted to be here, unencumbered by
my education."

At his Chicago architectural firm, with his
Rice architectural degree, Wiggins felt encum-
bered. So several years ago, he gave it up for a
simpler life in the desert near the ghost town of
Terlingua, Texas, in Big Bend Country.

"The decision not to practice architecture
professionally was very easy," he says. "I just
had a real and recognizable need to do some-
thing else. I had the freedom."

At Rice, though, he admits enjoying his ar-
chitectural studies. "To put it bluntly, we had
fun," he says. "It was not really like studying.
We had lots of handwork, an integral part of
sanity. The students of architecture are poten-
tially an odd lot. We learned to build a philoso-
phy, in practical terms and in spiritual.
"The lecture series were bringing in some of

the most remarkable people of the time, so it was
especially poignant. And because of the time,
there was a particular atmosphere of new ideas."

Wiggins sees a certain amount of com-
promise in student rebellion at Rice in the late
'60s: "We were, we felt, free to be angry in
those days. It was a style. We played at various
dissatisfactions.

"But the general deal was that our ticket was
paid to stay in school, so we didn't eat too much
acid or make too many riots because the school
trip was too hard, too consuming.

"Paris it wasn't, and Vietnam it could have
been."

So Wiggins eventually chose to pursue his
freedom by building his own home in what is by
most standards a wilderness and pursuing his
newfound ambition: contentment.

"It intrigues people from the straight world of
America," he says. "Contentment is not a valued
concept in our country, especially among those
trained for leadership.

"But that was a dream of those times — the
homestead. There was a very strong movement
that some of us felt: to migrate, to start over."

Wiggins' three children live with their mother
in Mexico, not far from his own hand-built mud
and stone hut situated over a natural, flowing
spring. Fifteen feet from the door sits a high-
pressure water system and, though there is no
electricity, his home features a kitchen with
"deep cycle batteries" and has solar panels on
the roof. For contact with the outside world, he
depends on a battery-powered radio.

Though Wiggins says "I accept the fact that
my children are not going to be given the right to
or possibility of going to Rice," he adds that "we
gave them something else." Right now, he's in
the process of teaching them English.

He stays busy in other ways, too. He earns a
living practicing several trades in the Terlingua
area — beadwork, mainly belts that he sells in
Santa Fe and Taos, N.M., and sign-painting.

"I was pressed into service in this boomtown
Terlingua society, where success, failure and
high winds keep me busy," he explains. Wiggins
also does masonry work, constructing rock walls
and floors in what he describes as "a truly pre-
historic profession — satisfying, mystic and
simple."

He also will haul things for a fee: "I've got
this truck. We load it up, unload it where you
want it. No questions."

— Erin Blair
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"At Rice, I learned that political
activity is time-consuming. My energy

got drained away."
—George Greanias '70, Controller,

City of Houston

George Greanias' desk is the kind usually asso-
ciated with people in power — massive, tasteful,
with nothing on top but a phone — the kind of
desk that belongs to those who don't type their
own letters or make their own appointments. But
the credenza behind his desk dispels any idea
that Greanias' staff does his work. Topped with
two computers and a laser printer, it shows that
the Houston city controller directs the nitty-gritty
of big city finances.

Judging from the Houston newspapers, Grea-
nias must be getting his hands on those key-
boards often. Since his election as controller last
November, he's helped Houston through some
of its darkest financial hours with a "rabbit-out-
of-a-hat" accounting change and reforms of his
predecessor's methods. He's done so well as
controller and, before that, as a city councilman,
that he's often mentioned as a mayoral candi-
date.

Greanias says Rice didn't give birth to his
political ambitions — his Illinois family had
held both Republican and Democratic offices,
and Greanias had held student offices in high
school. But the university did give him a chance
to express those ambitions. In 1969, while he
was spending his junior year away from Rice,
Wiess College elected him its president for the
upcoming year.

Though absorbed by life within the hedges at
Rice, Greanias was not oblivious to the mood of
the nation. By the spring of 1970, he says,
"Emotions were running high. There was the
feeling that Rice was too out of touch." That
spring Greanias and Rick Weber helped fellow
senior Jeff Cox write a commencement speech
that denounced the Vietnam War, the violence at
Kent State, racism and the lack of student rights
on university campuses. Some parents in the
commencement gathering booed the speech, and
Greanias' own parents were displeased. "I
wouldn't regard [Cox and myself] as radicals,"
Greanias says. "We were Student Senate, college
president folks. I think that showed how far the
feeling had gone."

After getting his history degree from Rice,
Greanias went to Harvard Law School. He grad-
uated, tried his hand as a professional play-
wright, then practiced law in New York City. In
1977, he returned to Houston, where he started a
law practice and taught as an adjunct professor
in Rice's Jones Graduate School of Adminis-
tration.

Eventually, Greanias abandoned his law
practice and consulting work — but not his
teaching — to represent District C on the Hous-
ton City Council. He took the reins as city con-
troller last year.

And what about the future? He won't specu-
late about his political career. "I set general
goals for myself. They tend to be financial goals
or goals for personal growth. It's too risky to say
where you'll be in politics. A friend of mine says
there's only one person who can count on a
permanent public life, and she's the Queen of
England."

He's right, of course. But as far as the Sally-
port could ascertain, no indiscretions during his
college days will haunt George Greanias' public
life.

Well, maybe only a little one. You see, in
1967, George Greanias wrote "Hello, Hamlet," a
musical send-up of Shakespeare's tragedy. Full
of groan-forcing puns, "Hello, Hamlet" was a
roaring success. It has since been produced at
least once every four years at Rice.

But in August 1967, the musical's merit —
and even the money for its staging — were hotly
debated. Greanias and friends, it seems, had

played fast and loose with the Wiess theater
budget.

The Wiess College Cabinet formally de-
nounced the production. The infuriated college
president wrote a letter to the Thresher disasso-
ciating the college from the production, though
both the cabinet's and the president's actions
were believed to have been merely publicity
stunts. Whatever the reasons, the pressure finally
got to Greanias. "I wasn't nervous until opening
night, and then I got really nervous," he says. "I
realized that if 'Hello, Hamlet' was a flop, the
theater budget would be in the red by a thousand
dollars. I'd have had to go to Tijuana or some-
thing.

"It wasn't a very good start for a city con-
troller," he admits, smiling. "But it let me know
what to look out for."

—Lisa Gray
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"There was a searchfor deep answers:
what is life all about? This involved
some dabbling in psychedelics,

strange journeys across midnight
prairies and private nights of tears."

—Lee Horstman '70, Writer and Homebuilder,
Fulton, Calif.

Note: In 1970, Lee Horstman served as presi-
dent of the Student Association at Rice, but he
was also known to his fellow students as a leader
of the student "takeover" of the Allen Center
during the university's refusal to allow Abbie
Hoffman on campus. As a junior in 1969,
Horstman served as chair of the Urban Futures
Conference, a visionary program of national
scope that drew a variety of scholars and
speakers to Houston to discuss the future of
America's urban centers. When Sallyport con-
tacted Lee recently at his home in California, he
responded with the following reflections.

Among three acceptances, I sought a geographic
and political compromise with my well-inten-
tioned parents, who favored the "stodgy" (so I
thought) and all-too-near Pratt Institute, while I
favored the glamorous and wonderfully distant
University of California-Berkeley.
We compromised on a place midway across

the country that — I hoped — might be at least
slightly glamorous. (After all, Howard Hughes
studied there.) Thus, in August 1966, I first set
foot in Texas — "where oil may be king but air
conditioning is essential" — to prepare for stud-
ies at a place with a curious and unfamiliar
name: Rice University. By 1970 graduation the
name was familiar, but still in a way curious.

It stood, I came to feel, for a bizarre amalgam
of excellent teachers (for example, Gerald
O'Grady, John Ingham, Radoslav Tsanoff, Elinor
Evans, Larry McMurtry, Dan Rosenberg) in a
strange setting of covert and not-so-covert sex-
ism and racism, mingled with sometimes amaz-
ingly archconservative political sentiments. (One
`techno prof' once confided, "We shoulda nuked
the Ruskies when we had the chance.")

I was a typical mixed-up kid, probably, for all
of having been raised as a knee-jerk East Coast
liberal, and Rice's stodginess was probably a
good foil. But certainly the peppering of good
teachers is what really made it worthwhile.

What was going on inside? When all the
study of architecture and then anthropology — I
switched, midway, from the former to the latter
— was over and done with, what were my pri-
vate battles, memories and affections?

Frankly, they had little to do with Rice Uni-
versity.

First and foremost was my struggle to accept
my homosexuality. (Confessing this in my 40s
allows me to imitate as least half the career of
my hero Christopher Isherwood who, after
decades of memorable writing — which I am

still attempting to do — finally saw the neces-
sary social responsibility of "going public" in
his 60s/70s).

Next, there was a sharing in a national
tragedy: Vietnam. That colored those years no
matter who you were. Partly as a protest against
Vietnam I taught in Montreal during 1970-72.

Thirdly and finally (and most important), there
was a search for deep answers: what is life all
about? This involved some dabbling in
psychedelics, strange journeys across midnight
prairies and many private nights of tears.

Thankfully, all three have resolved themselves
well. I've been with a life-partner since 1973.
We've all been able to share in healing the
wounds of Vietnam, a process that still contin-
ues. And a personal trust in the Great Spirit has
come to entirely permeate my life, my writing and
my key activities — such as for five years now
attending the very spiritual annual Rainbow
Gatherings.

In closing, a brief capsule of my activities
since returning to the U.S. in 1973: I was a part-
ner in a New England construction company until
1979. Then I moved to California and became
serious about my philosophy writing a few years
later, in 1982.

Since 1982 I have tried to spend summers
writing at my small cabin in Utah, and in winter I
work near Santa Cruz, where I custom-design
and build homes either "on spec" or for clients.

—Lee Horstman

"I still go to Dead concerts. I treat
them like baseball—whenever they're

around I see them."
—Bennett Falk '70, Software Engineer,

Berkeley, Calif.

It's been a long, strange trip from philosophy at
Rice to computers at Berkeley for Bennett Falk,
but through it all he has kept up with the Grate-
ful Dead and the sanctuary movement.

"I made this transition from humanist en-
deavors and an interest in pop culture to being a
computer professional," he says. "I had wanted
to pursue an academic career, but, instead, I am
a software engineer. It seems monumentally
funny to me."

Especially funny considering Rice's com-
puter facilities during Falk's college years. "It
was ridiculously intimidating and crowded into
this basement. In eight or nine years on my own,
I got a career I couldn't have gotten at Rice at
that time."

What Falk did get at Rice was a degree in
philosophy, though he "spent twice as much
time with the Rice Players." He also played
drums in a band, but those were sold to buy a
bicycle when he got to Berkeley.

In 1971, Falk enrolled in the Lutheran semi-
nary in Berkeley, with the incentive of additional
draft deferment, and married Margaret More-
land, a 1970 Rice graduate. He received a mas-

ter's in theology from Graduate Theological
Union before he and Margaret headed north to
McGill University in Montreal, where they
worked toward doctorates in chemistry for her,
theology for him.

But the charm of Berkeley stuck with them,
and by 1977 they were back.

"There weren't any teaching jobs to be had in
1977, so my first job after my dissertation was
working in a warehouse and driving trucks
across the state," Falk says. He bought a com-
puter in 1981 to start writing fiction, and one
thing led to another as he learned computer skills
and became interested in technical support and
software engineering.

Now, he writes a monthly column for Micro-
Times on the Unix system and works at Sybase
database management as a technical group
leader. Margaret works at Cetus, a biotechnol-
ogy firm.

He hasn't, however, left the Grateful Dead
behind. "I went to my first Grateful Dead con-
cert in January 1970— it may have been the
first time they played Houston," he says. "And I
still go to Dead concerts. I treat them like base-
ball — whenever they're around I see them. It is
one thing that has endured with me through the
years."

Falk, who admits to being known as a "Dead
Head" around his office, uses his spare time to
manage the mailing list of The Golden Road, a
Dead magazine. He and some friends also put
together a Grateful Dead conference program on
the Whole Earth 'Lectronics Link (WELL)
computer system that runs public-access confer-
ences.

"That conference is now the single-greatest
revenue producer for WELL," he says. "Some
Dead Heads take great pride in posting set lists
45 minutes after a concert's over anywhere in
the nation." He also notes with some pride that
Dead Heads are particularly suited to computer
work.

Falk has also remained involved with the
University Lutheran Chapel at Berkeley, which
has since 1981 offered sanctuary to Central
American refugees who cannot get asylum. The
chapel has been doing work with Hondurans,
Guatemalans and El Salvadorans, and members
have visited refugee camps in those countries to
help reduce incidents of harassment.

In 1982 Falk went to Honduras to visit the
camps: "Two of us went with U.N. volunteers
near the border Honduras shares with El Sal-
vador," he says. "The Honduran army closed the
town of Guarita right after we got there while
they launched an action. We were stuck there for
seven days. It was eye-opening. Central America
and the problems faced by refugees have been an
enduring concern for Margaret and me.
"War has taken, and still takes, its toll."

— Erin Blair
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"People my age and a little younger
than me are like a grapefruit going
down the throat of an ostrich."

—Dennis Bahler '69, Professor of Computer
Science, North Carolina State University

"Someone once said the best journalists ride
down the middle of the road firing six-guns in
both directions, shooting at everything in sight.

"Judging from the flak I got from both the
right and the left, I'd say I did my job."

Thresher Editor Dennis Bahler churned out
fiery editorials his senior year at Rice, each pro-
voking heated response from members of the
Rice community. "Looking back, I wonder
where I got those guts," he says now. "I must not
have cared at all for people's opinions, or their
attitudes toward me."

He remembers those years with mixed emo-
tions. His controversial stand on issues made life
at Rice tougher than it could have been. He al-
ways had to work hard for his grades, and he
was probably too involved in extracurricular ac-
tivities. But despite the fact that he devoted more
time to the Thresher than to studying his senior
year, he was accepted into Stanford after gradu-
ation.

At Rice, Bahler studied economics, a more
"practical" major than many of his contempo-
raries. At Stanford (and, later, in Washington,
D.C.), he was involved in communications. It
was not until he went to the University of Vir-
ginia that he discovered computers. Today, he is
a professor of computer science at North Car-
olina State University, where he devotes much
of his time to pursuing scientific questions and
investigations. His wife, Mary Wayne Watson, is
head of the college transfer curriculum at a
community college near Raleigh. They live in
Knightdale and are expecting their first child in
early 1989.

It is a life to which he is well-suited. "I was
not all that comfortable with the ethos of the
Sixties," he says. "I never felt right about drug
use, although there was a lot of it around. People
didn't just have a tolerance for drug use, or a he-
donistic, devil-may-care attitude about it. They
thought of it as good for America and for human
civilization in general."

Though as a journalist he witnessed the riots
outside the 1968 Democratic National Conven-
tion in Chicago, Bahler never marched in a riot.
Now, he says his reputation as a political activist
was more myth than reality. Even his
"Outstanding Senior" photo for the infamous
1969 Campanile — his was one of two nude
portraits — was not meant to be political.

"I can't say I would do that again," he says.
"It was probably one of my mistakes. There was
no ideological content or protest statement in-
volved, but I was always pressed for explana-
tions. It was conceived as a prank to sell year-
books, but it rapidly got out of hand. In retro-
spect, I guess it's funny — people imputed
political content where I hadn't intended any."

Bahler has no desire to relive that part of his
life. "The Sixties were an interesting time to be
alive and growing up," he says. "But as a social
experiment, it was not a good long-term
proposition. It was not a viable way to run soci-
ety."

He now takes a "Baby Boom" view of the
era. "People my age and a little younger than me
are like a grapefruit going down the throat of an
ostrich," he says. "There are enough of us that
we will control the tenor of life in this country
for as long as we are around. When we were
young, they had to build more elementary
schools to accommodate us.

"Then came the Sixties. It was like one great
adolescent temper tantrum, or a giant identity
crisis."

— Debbie Schmidt

"It was easy when talking to
American troops to hear stories

of brutality to civilians on the part
of both sides."
—Jeff Cox '70, Professor of History,

University of Iowa

Some are born radical, some achieve radicalism.
Jeff Cox — if he ever was a radical — had it
thrust upon him.

Cox spent the summer of '68 in Vietnam as a
Baptist missionary. He hadn't requested the war-
torn country when he applied for a missionary
spot through the Rice Baptist Student Union. But
when the organization assigned him to Danang,
he went. "The decision was really made for me,"
he says.

Once there, Cox says he couldn't help con-
cluding that American involvement in Vietnam
was wrong. "The image I came home with was
of the destructiveness of the American pres-
ence," he says. "It was completely inappropriate
and out of scale." He compares the incongruities
he saw to those in the movie "Apocalypse
Now."

"I remember seeing enormous container ships
of Coca-Cola. There were soldiers everywhere,
and lots of people were physically hurt. There
was prostitution on an enormous scale. The
black market of American consumer goods was
a major occupation of people in Vietnam. And it
was easy when talking to American troops to
hear stories of brutality to civilians on the part of
both sides."

Back at Rice, Cox didn't drop out of "the
system." Instead, he racked up a list of honors of
which any All-American student could be proud:
Phi Beta Kappa, Outstanding Senior, Who's
Who, Student Association vice president, presi-
dent of the Baptist Student Union, Danforth
Graduate Fellow, Woodrow Wilson Scholar,
Rhodes Scholarship nominee. He called not for
violent overthrow, but for SA candidates to ad-
dress national issues. "In terms of the public im-

age of student radicals, no, I wasn't a radical,"
he says.

But when the chance to deliver the 1970
commencement address was thrust upon him,
Jeff Cox was a radical.

To this day he's not sure why Frank Van-
diver, then acting president of Rice, asked him to
do it. The invitation was clearly out of character
for Rice, where the university president gener-
ally delivers the address. Cox's theory is that a
group of radical students (the real ones) had
threatened to boycott or disrupt the ceremony,
and that the Rice administration was running
scared in the wake of the previous week's deaths
at Kent State. Giving the speech to Cox was a
compromise with which the administration felt
both sides could live.

With fellow seniors Rick Weber and George
Greanias, Cox wrote a speech directed to the
non-students at commencement. He opened by
telling his captive, sweaty audience that "the
forms and rituals" of graduation were enacted
only for the benefit of the graduates' parents; the
ceremonies did not "speak to the first concerns
of this graduating class." Cox then outlined
those concerns.

He closed with the lines: "It is your choice —
to listen or ignore, accept or reject. But you can-
not stop reasonable students from exercising
their intellects. You cannot reverse the training
of a lifetime. You cannot silence a generation."

After Rice, Cox took his Ph.D. in history
from Harvard and eventually became a professor
of history at the University of Iowa.

Though Cox has trouble pinpointing direct
effects of the '60s on his life, some are obvious.
Cox met his wife, Lois Kincheloe, at a Jones
College party. She now teaches law at the Uni-
versity of Iowa, and they have two children, ages
4 and 1. Cox himself teaches Western Civ-
ilization, a course he loved at Rice under the late
Charles Garside. In his research, Cox moved five
years ago from the history of religion in England
to the history of missionaries in India; his sum-
mer as a missionary gave him extra insight, he
says.

And, someday, he'd like to return to Danang.
— Lisa Gray

The authors of this series are "Sixties children"
of a different sort. Debbie Schmidt is a Rice se-
nior from Louisville, Ky., majoring in English.
She was born in 1967. Lisa Gray graduated
from Rice in 1988 with a degree in English and
works for a Houston-based publishing company.
She was born in 1966. Also born in 1966 was
Erin Blair, a 1988 sociology graduate currently
attending graduate school. 1987 English
graduate Scheleen Johnson, born in 1965, is
working in the office of U.S. Rep. John Bryant in
Washington, D.C. All are previous contributors
to Sallyport.
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Sports

Wheeling
and
Peeling
Only a small crowd cheers, but the
competition and the excitement are as
intense as at any sporting event. There
isn't that much to watch —just a rider
or two going around a short track —
but everyone involved is breathless
With excitement, nerves and, just
Possibly, the exertion of a good, hard
ride. And there isn't really that much
to do, just a race or two on a Saturday
afternoon, but some teams have driven
four or more hours to ride in them.

Welcome to the world of cycling.
In the spring of 1987, cycling be-

came a big enough sport in the South
to warrant the formation of a new or-
ganization, the South Central Cycling
Conference. With that new addition to
the other regional cycling conferences
came the Rice Cycling Team, which
Joins around 15 teams from Southern
universities that have added cycling to
their list of club sports.

"There were six races that first
Spring, including the conference
Championship," says Bob Montague,
Rice's secretary for the '88-89 season.
Rice took first place in the conference
for 1987 in combined track and road
events for both the men's and wom-
en's teams."

Cyclists compete in two basic
events — road and track. Track events
are held at a velodrome, a building that
houses a track with banked edges,
While road events take place on the
streets and are usually much longer
races. Both of these categories in-
cludes several different races,
including time trials (the rider against
the clock), matched sprints (two
riders), criterium (track event
consisting of a short loop with several
corners), and the basic road race (30-
50 miles, with all riders starting at
once).

With one exception, the Rice team
is strongest in the road events. In
1987-88, with a full season of racing
and a change in the rules so that road
and track events are scored separately,
the Rice team placed third in the con-
ference in road events, behind South-
west Texas State and the University of
Texas. That third-place finish qualified
them to send a team to the national
championships held this past May in
San Luis Obispo, Calif., about 200
miles north of Los Angeles.
A few members flew out, but most

of the team spent a week and a half on
the road, training in the morning and
driving in the afternoon. They had
Friday to rest and drive over the
course, and Saturday was the first big
road race — 66 miles for the men and
45 for the women.

"That race had some of the tough-
est hills I'd ever seen," says Tom Cas-
sidy, the team coach, who graduated
from Rice in 1986 with a master's in
electrical engineering. "The man who
won it was from Boulder, Colo., and
all the California riders did well. But
the Eastern riders had never seen hills
like that either, and they did as poorly
as we did."

Of the five men and three women
who went out with the team, two riders
dropped out of the road race. Despite
strong rides on the others' part, they
were unused to the hills, and only one
Rice rider finished in the top 25
percent.

Team time trials were held Sunday
morning. The course was 25 miles to-
tal, out and back. Despite the fact that
one rider dropped out and another
threw her chain and had to get off, fix
it and start riding again, the women
did very well in this race, coming in
fifth in a field of 24.
"We learned a lot while we were

out there," Montague says. "Now we
know where we stand and where we
need to be, and when we go out next
year we'll expect to do a lot better."

Cassidy echoed his words. "The
experience we got was unbeatable.
Everyone learned a lot from the better
riders. And none of our riders grad-
uated this year, so we expect to have a
very strong, veteran team coming back
next year."

The exception to the rule that Rice
does better in road than in track is
Steve Bensinger. Despite surgery on
his knee within the past year, Ben-
singer competed in the Olympic Trials
held August 16-20 at the Alkek Velo-
drome in Houston, but fell short of
making the American team. Bensinger
placed 10th in the men's division of
the track nationals held last fall.

Now, the team is looking forward
to the 1989 national championships
next spring. Between now and then,

each team member will ride the eight
or nine good-weather months of this
year, anywhere from 200-300 miles a
week, just to stay competitive. Every
1,000 miles they'll get new tires, and
in a year or two they'll wear out their
bikes and have to replace them, too.
They'll spend 12-15 Saturdays in the
fall and spring semesters getting up at
5 a.m. to make it to an 8 o'clock race,
and when it's over they'll quietly pack
up and drive back home, which might
be four hours away. They'll eat lots of
bananas, because they can be stuck in
a back pocket and are easy to peel, be-
cause the potassium in them prevents
cramps and because, well, it's a tradi-
tion — bikers always eat bananas.
"And we'll get a neat tan, too,"

Cassidy adds. "The tops of our thighs
will be white from the biking shorts,
and we'll have these brown circles on
the backs of our hands from the biking
gloves. But we'll all be in great shape,
because biking is good, even exercise,
and it doesn't destroy your body like
running does. It's a fun sport, and it's
competitive.

"It's thrilling to be in the middle of
the pack of 30 or 40 people, jostling
for position, trying to get out of the
middle so that on the corners you
don't go down if there's a wreck in
front of you," he adds, a bit more
seriously. "You work together as a
team, and someone will go out in front
of the pack as the rabbit and try to
draw people out after him or her. At
the finish, you'll either have broken
away and there'll be a small group of
you in front, or else the whole pack
will sprint to the line. That's why
we're in this.

"There's just nothing like the feel-
ing of going 40 or 50 miles an hour
down a hill, and knowing you're in
control of your bike."

—Debbie Schmidt
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Head of the
Rice Family

"The role of the president is to keep
things running and handle any neces-
sary changes in an organization," says
J. D. (Bucky) Allshouse, president of
the Association of Rice Alumni for
1988-89. "My goal for the year will be
to maintain the Alumni Association
and run it as well as the past presidents
have done. It is a good, well-structured
organization, full of hard-working
people."

Just because he doesn't plan to to-
tally revamp the alumni association,
however, don't get the idea that All-
shouse doesn't have any plans. He
will be hard at work this year trying to
improve and expand the programs that
already exist.

The alumni association oversees a
diversity of activities and interests, in-
tended to keep Rice alumni as closely
involved with the university as possi-
ble. Committees for athletics, educa-
tion, arts, area clubs, publications,
archives, homecoming, honors, nomi-
nating committees, student alumni li-
aison and student contact services (two
new committees this year), travel, and
young alumni all meet regularly.
"The committees have excellent

track records," Allshouse says, but he
adds that some could expand their ser-
vices. Area clubs, for example, are
generally centered in large metropoli-
tan areas and in the past have gener-
ally organized activities independently
of alums in other parts of the country.
Allshouse hopes to see more events
with specific area clubs and the entire
alumni association.

"The area clubs are a great way for
Rice alums from all years to get to-
gether in the same part of the country,"
he says. "Last year at the Georgetown
game we held some events with that
area club. This year, we've arranged a
package tour to Notre Dame for
anyone interested. The Chicago area
club has helped us host the trip. But
I'd like to see these events become
commonplace, rather than once-a-year
specials.

"The important thing is that I want
everyone to feel involved, no matter
what part of the country he or she lives
in," he continues. "This is the alumni's
organization, and they should feel a
part of it. The area clubs are the way in
which I feel that can be done, and they
are the things I want to improve."

But the area clubs are not the only
way in which out-of-town alumni can
become involved in the alumni associ-
ation. Speaker-phones have been
installed in the conference room at the
alumni office in the student center so
that, in the future, an out-of-town
board member could still participate in
board meetings. "Even without their
physical presence, we want the input
that alums from outside Houston can
have in our organization," Allshouse
says.

In addition, the board will try to
stay in touch with other areas of the
university. Some member of the cam-
pus — whether a student repre-
sentative of the RSVP program, a
professor or dean — will be asked to
speak at each of the board meetings.
"We hope they will provide us with
new perspectives and new information
about what's going on in the
university," Allshouse says.

And he hopes to pull some alumni
back to Houston through the "Best of
Rice Series," which the alumni associ-
ation is sponsoring in conjunction with
the Office of Continuing Studies.
Alumni will be invited back to the
university for a week this April, at
which time they can have their choice
of intensive, non-credit courses taught
by Rice professors. "We hope this
series is one way to get people re-
involved with the Rice experience," he
says.

Allshouse is a partner in the Hous-
ton law firm Shaffer, Bennett &
Allshouse. At Rice, he was captain of
the varsity football team and received
a B.A. in commerce in 1971. He
earned his J.D. degree from South
Texas College of Law in 1975 and
then worked in the Court of Appeals.

Despite a successful career, All-
shouse has remained involved with
Rice. He is past president of the Owl
Club as well as past vice president of
the "R" Association, and has been
voted a Distinguished "R" Man. He is
also a member of the Rice Associates
and of the Rice University Fund
Council. Starting on July 1, 1988, he
was named to a four-year position on
the Rice Board of Governors.
"Some people talk of the university

as if it were nothing more than stone,
mortar and trees," Allshouse says of
his continued commitment to Rice.
"But when you get involved with its
history and people, you realize it is
much more than a structure on South
Main.
"We can talk of high SATs and

what a great education Rice provides,
but the university is really more than
that. It's the people who make the
university, and that's what is exciting

about the alumni. The alumni are the
heart and soul of the university."

There are now 27,000 living
members of the alumni association.
"Almost enough to fill half the football
stadium," Allshouse jokes. Since Rice
has such a small number of graduates,
every alumnus or alumna can make a
difference. Allshouse urges everyone
to get involved.

"The alumni association is a group
of wonderful people who all have in
common their love affair with Rice
University," he says. "There's some-
thing special and real about someone
who's been through the Rice experi-
ence."

Association of Rice Alumni President J.D. (Bucky) Allshouse

— Debbie Schmidt
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Into
the Flow

A computer model outlines possible
capital gains tax that could be avoided
if a gift of land is made to the univer-
sity. Flow charts and color graphics
Show different possibilities and bene-
fits of a gift of stock, or how those
Possibilities would change if an item
was donated to the university outright
or if it was sold and the proceeds do-
nated.

Welcome to the 21st century of
Planned giving at Rice. With the addi-
tion of new Crescendo III software and
its accompanying computer hardware,
Rice University's Planned Giving
Program is entering a new era.

The hardware and software is
designed to produce calculations based
on actuarial information in connection
With various trust arrangements, gift

annuities and other types of deferred
gifts, says Planned Giving Director
Ron Kent.

The software includes a system that
will calculate all deductions for lead
and remainder trusts, pooled income
funds, gift annuities and life reserved
agreements for combinations of one,
two and three lives and terms of years,
Kent notes. It is also possible to create
gift models to show both possible
capital gains tax if land or stock is sold
outright and potential tax savings of a
charitable gift.

Comprehensive estate models can
be produced that will consider the en-
tire estate and show the bottom-line
results for family and charity on a
given gift plan. Accompanying text
would clearly explain the various sec-
tions of the models.

The software will also enable
potential donors and their financial
advisers to view special situations,
Kent says. For example, education
unitrusts, capital replacement trusts
and estate planning can be examined
in-depth. Flow charts, spreadsheets,
pie charts and bar graphs can be
provided to financial advisers to make
complex topics more understandable.
And the features can be used for a
quick calculation or graph comparison,
or they may be used in scores of
combinations to present a complete
proposal in numbers, charts or
narratives.

In all, it should make for a planned
giving program better able to serve the
university and its potential donors,
providing answers to questions more
quickly and efficiently. Kent, for one,
is excited about the possibilities. "This
equipment and software will enable
us to prepare proposals that are
concise, clear and, with the ability to
produce flow charts and color graph-
ics, even dramatic," he says.
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flassnotes
'20
Abram L. Geller writes: "In the
latest issue of Sallyport no mention
is made of any class before 1921,
but I assure you that 1 am still 'alive
and active.' My son, Jacob Geller
'51, D.D.S, recently retired from
teaching orthodontia at the Univer-
sity of Texas Dental School here in
Houston. Here, too, is an example
where a retired father witnessed the
retirement of his son, as happened
to George C. Wheeler '18
[described in a recent issue). 1
reached the age of 90 on July 18.
Until six months ago I was in pretty
good health. For the past six months
I have been losing some of my
strength physically, but my mind is
as alert and active as that of a much
younger person.

"Since graduating from Rice in
1920.1 have had a very active life,
one of fulfillment: as a
schoolteacher, as an executive in the
wholesale dry goods business, then
56 years of selling life insurance
provided me with the financial
means of living comfortably. I had a
lovely wife for more than 61 years.
Now I have eight grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren, all of
whom are very much devoted to me
and my welfare. I have served my
country in the service and my
community, having belonged to
more than 30 organizations, in two-
thirds of which I was president or
held another office. I am still active
in a few organizations and in charity
endeavors. The education at Rice
has given me the ability to solve my
problems, to adjust my life to
changes and to be cheerful and
happy in all events."

929

Class Recorder:
Beverly Van Zandt
218 Shoreacres Blvd.
La Porte, TX 77571
(713)471-0827

'30
Class Recorder:
Mildred Ogg Fisher
2910 Braebum
Bryan, TX 77802
(409) 774-7217

Class recorder Mildred Ogg Fisher
writes: "I always get at least one
nice, long letter from a classmate.
This time it's two classmates, Lil-
lian Horlock and Carl Illig. Lillian
enclosed a clipping from the
Houston Chronicle — a picture of
their son-in-law, who had just been
sworn in as a federal judge for the
southern district of Texas. The new
judge, Simeon Lake III, a partner in
the law firm, Fulbright and Ja-
worski, received a unanimous vote
from the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee. He is the husband of their
daughter, Carol. Lillian remem-
bered that I also had a son-in-law,
James Parker '59, who had been
appointed a year ago.

"Carl and Lillian's daughter,
Elaine '57, is also married to a
lawyer, Frank B. Davis, who is a
past president of the Houston Bar
Association. Elaine has 'served on
committees at Rice to choose
graduates for scholarships and is a
vice president of the Friends of
Fondren Library.'

"The Illig's son, Dale, is a
lawyer — 'sole practitioner in
Georgetown, Texas. Grandson,
Barrett Davis, is a senior law stu-
dent at SMU.' It runs in the family.
Everyone knows that Carl distin-
guished himself in the legal de-
partment of Humble Oil. He has
also 'held a number of positions in
the Rice Hierarchy and now this
year he has agreed to serve as our
class chair for fund raising.'

"She writes that they have
been married 55 years and have six
grandchildren.

"It is such a thrill to receive
these letters. Why don't two or
three of you write to me before the
next deadline (November)?"

'31
Class Recorder:
Anne McCulloch
2348 Shakespeare
Houston, Texas 77030

As the new recorder for the Class of
1931, Anne McCulloch urges all
classmates to write to her at the
address listed above.

'32
Class Recorder:
Chris Hoover
5318 Meadow Lake Lane
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 621-5318

'33
Class Recorder:
Willie Mae Chapman Cole
2414 Chimney Rock
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 782-9509

Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 524-4404

'36
Class Recorder:
Mary B. Arnold
10714 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77042

'37
Class Recorder:
Jane Rommel
504 Fairway Drive, Riverhill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(512) 896-4310

Claude C. Cody III, M.D., retired
from active practice as an ear, nose
& throat specialist after 45 years on
Jan. 1, 1987. He writes: "This past
summer my wife and I traveled to
Bangkok, Thailand; New Delhi,
India; Agra, where the Taj Mahal is
located; Varanasi, along the Ganges
River; Kashmir in northern India;
and to Kathmandu, the capital of
Nepal, with a side trip to Tigre
Tops. The final four days were
spent in Hong Kong. This summer
we have just returned from Greece,
staying the first week visiting
throughout the mainland of Greece
viewing the many ancient ruins. The
second week we boarded the Stella
Solaris, the ship upon which we
traveled through the Dardanelles to
Istanbul, Turkey, visiting several
Turkish towns, the Greek island of
Rhodes, the island of Crete and the
island of Santorini. I am trying to
get used to the idea of being re-
tired."

Maurice M. Tinterow, M.D.,
Ph.D. (East Hall), writes: "I have
been retired because of age from my
position at Wichita State University,
and I am starting a third career as a
research associate with a clinical
research organization. Missed my
50-year reunion last year, but
perhaps I can look forward to 55."

'38
Class Recorder:
Jane Stockton-Dunaway
415 Blalock Road
Houston, Texas 77024
(713) 465-7332

Class recorder Jane Stockton-
Dunaway writes: "Hooray and
Hallelujah! (Remember 'Goody
Goody Goody'?) We reached our
goal! We not only raised $250,000
for the class of '38 student scholar-
ship fund but have had the largest
percentage participation (80 per-
cent) of any class to date. This
makes homecoming especially
meaningful because it is telling the
Rice community good things about
our class. I am ready to celebrate,
and homecoming is just the place to
do it! Helen Worden, chair, and the
rest of the scholarship committee
have done a wonderful job.

"I will serve as 1988-89 presi-
dent of the Society of Rice Uni-
versity Women and am looking
forward to a great year. Inciden-
tally, men are welcome, and many
do attend our lectures and seminars
as husbands and friends of alums or
friends of Rice. A warm welcome,
coffee and interesting presentations
by distinguished members of the
Rice faculty, a series of 10
seminar/luncheons and a theater
party await you as we celebrate the
20th anniversary of the Society of
Rice University Women. Please
consider this your personal invi-
tation to join us for the coming
year's activities.
"From Virginia Bratten

Wilkinson: The first 10 years after
our graduation, we lived in Dallas,
New Jersey and Long Island, N.Y.,
where we had a girl and a boy, ran
oil refineries and built a small yacht
named Fort Knox because "all our
gold" was in it! Then we spent
many years abroad, in India, Europe
and South Africa, where my first
husband was technical director of
some of the first overseas oil re-
fineries. It was an absolutely
wonderful life. The children at-
tended British schools, and school
in Switzerland. We returned to USA
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in the '60s after many great
adventures, and I was busy with
their marriages and my six
grandchildren. Then I went to work
as a librarian and, later, as a medical
transcriber, when I met and married
a younger man and have lived
happily for 17 years. My daughter is
married to an Air Force officer in
Strategic Air Command and they
have lived in the Far East for nine
years. I have three grandchildren in
A&M, one in the Navy and two just
starting college, but none at Rice
yet. My son works here in Houston.
My husband and I are interested in
work for the blind. He is a classical
musician and also a medical tran-
scriber.'

Woodrow W. Alexander writes
about his children's accom-
plishments: "Dr. Steven R.
Alexander '67, director of pediatric
clinical nephrology at Southwestern
Medical School's Dallas Children's
Hospital, was recently selected by
the National Institutes of Health as
the only pediatrics representative on
the governing advisory committee
for the National End-Stage Renal
Disease Patient Data System.
Steve's wife, Jeanette, is a regis-
tered nurse. They have three chil-
dren, the oldest of whom. Heather,
is considering attending Rice in
1989. Timothy P. Alexander has his
own law firm in the Portland, Ore.,
area and was appointed last year to
serve as circuit court judge pro tern,
20th judicial district, Washington
County, Ore. Tim and his wife,
Lindy, have two children. Penelope
F. (Alexander) Bennett '73 is a
registered nurse and has recently
moved with her family from Seattle,
Wash., back to Houston (bringing
much joy to her father). Penny's
husband, John K. Bennett '73,
received his doctorate in computer
science from the University of
Washington in January and has
accepted a position as assistant
professor in the department of elec-
trical and computer engineering at
Rice. Penny and John have two
children. Andrew G. Alexander is
living in Seattle, Wash., but plans to
return to Houston this fall to work
in a veterinary clinic."

Woodie writes that he has retired
from his architectural business after
40 years, but still does occasional
consulting work. He is grieving the
death of his wife, Frankie, last year.

'39
Class Recorder:
Dorothy Zapp Forristall-Brown
1250 Oakcrest Circle
Beaumont, Texas 77706
(409) 892-1048

New class recorder Dorothy Zapp
Forristall-Brown writes: "The fall
of 1989 will be a weekend of remi-
niscing and reliving special
moments for members of Rice Uni-
versity's class of 1939 meeting for a
50-year reunion. Can you believe it
— one year to go?

"I'd love to receive information
from each of you to send in with my
next report. Lee Blocker gave us a
head start last issue with word from
23 of you. My list of the '39 class
shows 280 names. We have heard
from only 8 percent — we have 92
percent to go. Please drop me a line
so we can all catch up on each other
before 1989.

"Incidentally, there are 51
members of our class for whom we
have no address."

Lee Blocker received news about
eight additional classmates:

Ray Armstrong wrote of his brother
John G. Armstrong's death on
Aug. 5, 1988: "Johnny was trim-
ming shrubbery at Wooster Baptist
Church, Baytown, Texas, when he
had a cardiac arrest and died. I
might add part of me died with
him."

Mary Kunover Wiedenfeld writes
that she has been a widow for
several years since her husband,
Herman Robert Wiedenfeld, was
killed in a hunting accident. She has
one son, Robert Phillip Wiedenfeld,
who is married and has four
children, two boys and two girls.
"So you can imagine where all my
energies are aimed," she writes.
Retired after 35-plus years working
for Humble Oil & Refining Co.
(later Exxon Co. USA), Mary
spends her time keeping up the
house and playing golf: "I say
'playing' with reservations — 1 get
out on the golf course and try to hit
the ball. But it is exercise and gets
me out in the fresh air."

Charles E. Fennell writes that he
and his wife, Nancy Robinson
Fennell (who "made all the Rice
dances during our time"), have two
daughters and four grandchildren.
After serving two years overseas as
a captain in the Air Corps during
World War II, Charles started
Southern Microfilm Corp., a
computer-related microfilm service
organization. He sold the business
in 1968 and retired. Active in
church and other civic activities, he
enjoys golf, hydroponic gardening
and "trying to beat the stock
market."

Guy M. Jackson, who lives in San
Antonio, writes that he has two
sons, Guy W. Jackson Jr. '71, who
is with Cannady, Jackson & Ryon,
Architects, and Tom Jackson, who
graduated in 1975 and lives in
South America.

John C. Martin and his wife,
Helen, have three children, two of
whom are also Rice graduates.
Nella graduated in 1965 and John
Jr. graduated in 1966, returning
later for his Ph.D. Daughter Maggie
attended the University of
Michigan. John was a partner with
The Emerson Engineers in New
York for II years before working as
a corporate management consultant
for Westinghouse Electric Corp. in
Pittsburgh for 29 years. He retired
in 1983. He frequently goes kayak-
ing in "rivers through Class IV,
Texas to Canada."

Virginia Mignonne Meyer
Matlage and husband William
Theodore Matlage '38 have two
children. They recently moved from
Tyler to Palestine, Texas. Virginia
enjoys oil and watercolor painting,
traveling and growing orchids and
other greenhouse flowers.

Robert L. Phillips and his wife.
Rowena, have three children. He is
retired from Southwestern Bell after
42 years. The couple travels a lot,
spending much time in California
and Florida. "But Texas is best,"
Robert writes. He enjoys tennis and
archery, portrait painting and
antique clock repair.

Jack F. Webre writes that he and
his wife have a place in Lakeway
430 Seawind near the live oak
clubhouse, "opposite the second
green. We are not up too often, but
our children and their families are."
He also sends news of two
classmates: John Dorrance Hall
has lived in Europe most of his life,
mainly Paris, and in Athens for the
last 15 years. He is in some phase of
the investment business. Thomas
Lincoln Kennedy lives in Bullard,
Texas.

'40
William E. Berry is divorced and
lives in Fort Worth. He has three
children. Berry worked as an ac-
countant for three independent oil
companies and a law firm during a
36-year period. He now enjoys golf
and tennis and is also a football fan.

Raymond H. Brogniez and his
wife, E. Delene "Babe" Brogniez,
live in Horseshoe Bay, Texas. They
have three children. After 26 years
of architecture practice in Houston,
he accepted a professorship with
Texas Tech University, where he
taught for 15 years. His hobbies are
family genealogy, painting, sailing
and swimming.

Mimi G. Cohen has one son, Mark.
She was in the Women's Army
Corps for 39 months during World
War 11.22 of which were spent
overseas. She has held a variety of
jobs since then, including five years
each as research assistant in
anthropology at Rice and assistant
editor of Rice University Studies.
She also spent eight years at the Is-
raeli consulate in Houston and 18
months working in Israel itself. She
enjoys camping, nature photogra-
phy, bridge and reading.

It. Col. Olie J. Cordill Sr., USAF-
Retired, and his wife, Mildred, live
in Spicewood, Texas. They have
three sons. He writes that he
received his "advanced degree in 47
years of marriage!" He served in the
U.S. Air Force as a pilot in World
War II, North Africa and Korean
War. His hobbies are gardening,
fishing and riding the rapids in the
Comal River. His son, Olie Jr.,
played five years in the National
Football League and held the NFL
punting record while with the New
Orleans Saints. Son David held the
world record for white bass fishing
for more than nine years and still
holds Texas state records.

Julia Taylor Dill and husband H.
Clyde Dill live in Houston. Clyde
retired in 1981 after 42 years with
Hughes Tool. They have two
children and enjoy traveling to
Georgia and Ohio to see their
grandchildren.

J. J. Dodson Jr. and his wife,
Mildred Wolfer Dodson, live in
Baton Rouge, La. He is retired, and
writes that they love to travel.

June Dunlop Farren and her
husband, Paul Farren, live in
Houston. They have two children
and seven grandchildren. The Far-
rens have been married for almost
51 years and are actively involved
in the Memorial Drive Presbyterian
Church, where they sponsored the
adult singles class for 10 years.

Robert D. Fink and his wife, Jean,
live in Prairie Village, Kan. He is a
retired vice president of marketing
& supply for The Gas Service Co.
During World War II he was a lieu-
tenant-commander in the U.S.
Navy. The Finks have two sons, and
Robert writes that he likes to read,
play tennis and travel.

Milo W. Ford Jr. and his wife,
Dorothy, live in Dayton, Texas. He
retired as president of the Dayton
State Bank on Dec. 31, 1986. The
Fords toured England, Scotland and
Wales in August 1988.

Mildred Dattner Ganchan and
Richard Ganchan live in Houston.
They have three daughters and one
son, who graduated from Rice in
1964 and is now a cardiologist.
Mildred worked for a few years as a
tour guide for Houston. NASA and
Galveston. She now does private
personalized tours. Mildred and
Dick restored an 1856 home (The
Browning Plantation) in Chappell
Hill, Texas.

Thomas G. Gaston is married to
Mary Quinter, and they have three
children. The Gastons live in
Shreveport, La. He retired from
LOF Glass after 35 years and now
works out at a health spa as well as
fishing and gardening.

Frances Chapman Glass and her
husband, Frank Glass Jr. '39, live
in Houston and have four children.
Frank is cofounder of Spaw-Glass
Construction.

Dorothy Turner Glauser and her
husband, Harry J. Glauser Jr., live
in Houston and have three children.

Al Goodson and his wife. Gloria,
live in Houston and have three
children.

Frank D. Guernsey and his wife,
Phyllis, live in Houston and have
two daughters. Frank works for
Chas. P. Young. He enjoys tennis,
golf, fishing and hunting.

'41
Tyler (Tip) Clark and his wife of
41 years, Frances, have lived in
Columbus. Texas, for 39 years.
They have one son, Daniel Clark
'74, who lives in Irvine, Calif., and
works for Pepsi-Cola. The Clarks
spend a lot of time traveling.

'42
Class Recorder:
Oscar Hibler
P.O. Box 27266
Houston, TX 77227
(713) 621-7272

Laurence C. Judd retired from
teaching sociology and Asian stud-
ies at Illinois College in May 1986.
He led the fourth Illinois College
Tour to Southeast Asia from May-
June 1986, then stayed in Thailand
(his home for more than 20 years)
to write two books until May 1987.
After returning to the U.S. for six
months, he went back to Thailand to
start a third book, which is about
rural development from 1948-88.

'43
Ernest A. Connally, who earned
his Ph.D. from Harvard and is an
official of the National Park
Service, has been decorated by the
French government with investiture
as Officier de l'Ordre des Arts et
des Lettres in recognition of his
broad contributions to the conser-
vation of the architectural heritage.
For many years he was head of the
federal government's central
program in historic preservation,
and he has also served as secretary-
general of the International Council
on Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS).

944

Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Road
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 529-2009

'48
Henry and Mary Armstrong
retired from their respective school
careers this year. Henry began
teaching at Robert E. Lee High
School in Baytown in 1956 and was
appointed principal of the school in
1963. Mary taught first grade at
Lamar Elementary School for 25
years. Now they plan to do some
traveling, possibly to Epcot Center
or Washington, D.C., during cherry
blossom time.

'49
Class Recorder:
Mary Lou Schumacher Douglas
3722 Capilano Drive
West Lafayette, IN 47906
(317) 463-9806

Class recorder Mary Lou
Schumacher Douglas writes: "My
own life was exciting this past year:
first, there was held a three-day
conference in honor of my husband,
Jim's ('50/'52) 60th birthday, and
then, after 20 years at the University
of Chicago, he took early retirement
in order to become Loveless Dis-
tinguished Professor of
Computational Mathematics and
director of the Center for Applied
Mathematics at Purdue. The clean
air and safe life in West Lafayette
are a delightful change. My job,
being hostess, translator, friend and
often mother to Jim's ongoing
hordes of students and visitors,
continues full-time, with interesting
and sometimes exotic trips as a
bonus. Our elder son, Jim III (the
linguist), is living in our Chicago
house, and Craig (the computer
scientist and mathematician) and his
wife, Marietta (the biochemist and
carillioneur) are in Cos
Cob, Ct.

"Patty Radford Tarry has
lived for many years in Tyler,
where she taught school, trained to
be a real estate broker and was and
is greatly involved with church
work. Her husband, George, left the
highway department to be an en-
gineering consultant while taking
over his family's moving and
storage business. Their son, Radford
G. Tarry, D.D.S., lives in Tyler with
his wife and four children.

"Jetta Schumacher Koch also
has lived for years in her husband's
hometown. J.C. is a retired eye sur-
geon and public health physician,
and they, children John and Jennifer
and their families, and Jetta's
mother live in Lufkin, while other
daughter Jetta Ann and her family
are in Kansas City. The Kochs
enjoy eight grandchildren, whom
Jetta frequently photographs, along
with their ponies and goats —
painting is a little too complicated
at present.

"A reminder: Our 40th re-
union soon will be upon us. Please
begin planning to help make it a
very special one, and to come see
how intelligent, clever, witty and
good-looking we all still are."

'52
Carolyn Stokes Foster Austin
writes: "I was married last
November to Warren B. Austin,
also an English professor (CCNY.
SPA), then moved to Houston and
quit teaching. We are now traveling
as much as we can. We went to the
USSR in June for three wonderful
weeks."

'54
David E. "Kosse" Johnson reports
that he lives in San Antonio and is
now retired after 30 years of
coaching and teaching.

'56
Class Recorder:
Maurine Bybee
3800 Chevy Chase
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 522-3705

'57
Class Recorder:
Dixie Sick Leggett
13411 Kingsride
Houston, TX 77079
(713) 468-5929

'58
Class Recorder:
Phyllis Walton
4233 Harpers Ferry Road
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205) 870-0332

'59
Class Recorder:
Tommie Lu Maulsby
2256 Shakespeare
Houston, TX 77030
(713) 664-5042

William A. Grant recently became
managing partner-firm operations of
the accounting, tax and
management consulting firm of
Arthur Young. As head of oper-
ations, the five operating regions of
the firm, as well as finance, human
resources and marketing, will report
to him. Grant was previously vice
chairman and regional managing
partner of Arthur Young's
Southwest region. He joined the
Houston office of Arthur Young in
1961, served as managing partner of
the Tulsa office from 1972-83, and
returned to the Houston office as
managing partner from 1983-85.
Grant is presently a resident of Dal-
las.

'60
Class Recorder:
Barbie McKittrick
1 1 1 Guinea Drive
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 465-4827

'61
Class Recorder:
Nancy Burch
3311 Stoney Brook
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 781-3634

Class Recorder Nancy Burch
reports that Elizabeth Perkins
Harp "identified with B.C. Robi-
son's recent Sallyport article,
having just completed her M.B.A.
this past spring at the University of
Houston. One of her fellow mid-life
crisis scholars was Rice classmate
Wendy Rainbow Germani, who
finished her M.B.A. in August '87.
Elizabeth says we'll be glad to
know they were not the oldest
students in the program!"
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Former Lcdr. Ronald A. Caldwell
(Wiess) is presently employed by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion (formerly Atomic Energy
Commission) in Arlington, Texas,
as an inspector covering a seven-
state area.

Anne Witte Gerke and her
husband, John '62, have lived in
Fort Worth for the past 11 years,
Where Anne teaches history at St.
John the Apostle Day School and
John is with IBM. Son Jeff, 23, is a
UT grad, and daughter Sarah is a
freshman at Oklahoma Baptist in
Shawnee.

Harry Lawson has been promoted
to associate general counsel-
corporate ventures for Houston-
based Cooper Industries Inc., where
he has worked for 13 years. He and
his wife, Sue, live near the Rice
campus with their three children.
Their oldest daughter, Susanna, a
recent Lamar High School grad, is
off to study in Denmark as an
American Field Service exchange
student. The Lawsons are also the
parents of Carolina, 13, and 9-year-
old Rob.

'63
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
1065 Greenwood Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-9779
(415) 321-2052

Howard Itzkowitz teaches in the
School of Architectural Studies at
the California College of Arts and
Crafts. He lives in San Rafael,
Calif.

,64
Michael E. Wilson, M.D., has
Joined Gonzales Memorial Hospital
In the practice of diagnostic radi-
ology.

Sally Henderson Yates writes: "Afew years ago, Charles '62 (Ph.D.
'65) and I flew out to San Franciscoto attend a surprise party that Ken
Oshman '62 (B.S. '63) had plannedfor his wife, Barbara. He had herfavorite entertainer, Dave Brubeck,
Perform at a dinner at their country
club. At the time I said a
comparable for me would be
Chicken McNuggets and a stack of
Statler Brothers records.

"Last March 7, I thought I was
accompanying Charlie to a dinner
given by St. Anthony's (where he
was chief of staff), which was to be
a surprise party to honor him. Boy,
was I surprised instead! Charlie had
arranged for my favorite group, the
Statler Brothers, to sing for us andour friends for our year-early 25tha
nniversary party. lie had a wildtale about how he finally got themto agree. He had originally tried to

reach them through conventionalchannels, but was successful only
When he involved an old friend ofthe family, Dr. Joe Ainsworth, whowas the president of the HoustonLivestock Show and Rodeo. The
Statlers don't play for private
Parties and were not sure they
would be in Houston in 1989, but

agreed to do it when they were here
for the rodeo in 1988. Our kids and
everybody else in town knew about
the upcoming event, but no one
breathed a word to me. In fact, no
one had told me that they were
proud of Charlie for being so
honored, and I was sick with worry
that no one would show up. It was
absolutely wonderful! I'm already
concerned about what I can arrange
for our 50th, since he's told me that
it's my turn.

"This has already been an
eventful year for us. Chuck, 19,
started Rice last fall. Thanks to in-
credibly judicious course selection,
he has done well. (Where are Math
100 and History 110 when you need
them?) Our wildest moments,
though, came as result of number-
two son. Jay, 17, who finished first
in his class in high school but was
refused the honor of valedictorian
because he had gotten through in
three years. Charlie went to court
and won, and Jay and his friend
Scott, the other valedictorian, made
all the local news (slow weekend),
UPI (so that we heard from friends
as far away as Georgia), and even
USA Today. The greatest dis-
appointment was that David Let-
terman did not call, because they
were ready to take their show on the
road.

"Charlie's class reunion was
terrific, and they raised a heap of
money for Rice. We've got our
work cut out for us in 1989. Rice is
a blessedly kinder place than it was
when we were here. I hope we will
be able to get most of our class back
for our 25th reunion."

'65
Mark Booth (Baker) and Cleta
Booth (Jones) are in Laramie,
Wyo., where Mark is chairing the
English department of the Univer-
sity of Wyoming. Cleta teaches 2-
to 4-year-olds at the university
school. They'll be at Rice for the
graduation of their oldest son Bob
'89 (Baker). Their younger son.
Mike, is a high school senior.

Damon Hickey is curator of the
Friends Historical Collection at
Guilford. He is one of 13 members
of his immediate family who have
graduated from Rice.

'66
Ronald R. Niehaus (Hanszen)
practices law with McLain, Cage,
Hill & Niehaus in Houston. In June,
Ronald, his wife. Connie, and a
crew of seven sailed to Vera Cruz,
Mexico, in Regata de Amigos.
Their boat, the "Grand Cm," fin-
ished third in its class.

Diane Dean Parker's paintings
will be featured at the St. John the
Divine Episcopal Church in Hous-
ton (River Oaks Blvd. and West-
heimer) Nov. 4-6. She invites all
Rice alums to come visit her booth
in the show, the Seven College
Collection, which is sponsored by

the Seven Sisters Ivy League Col-
leges. This September, Diane's
portraits and oil paintings of the
human figure were selected for the
hardback, American Artists, to be
published in late 1989. Last year,
Diane painted a 6' x 4' oil portrait
of Chris Evert and three other tennis
players; it hangs in the indoor tennis
court of Max Williams, a former
SMU basketball player and Dallas
oilman. The prior year, Diane did
two large oil paintings of Jack
Nicklaus (one is 7' x 5') that are
owned by Lochinvar Golf Club.

'67
Dr. Eileen Doyle Brewer (Jones)
married Joseph N. Corriere Jr.,
urologist and professor of surgery at
the University of Texas Medical
School, on Oct. 17, 1987, in
Houston. She has a new job as
pediatric nephrologist at Baylor
Medical School and Texas Chil-
dren's Hospital.

Paul Miller (Will Rice) spent the
last year on leave from the Uni-
versity of Utah, serving as the
academic fellow in the Office of the
Chief Accountant of the Securities
and Exchange Commission in
Washington, D.C. Paul, recently
appointed professor of accounting at
the University of Colorado-
Colorado Springs, writes: "After the
crowded city and the fast pace,
Diana, sons David, 12, and Greg,
10, and I are pleased with the move
to Colorado, where we have wanted
to live for a long time and where we
plan to live for a long time."

'68
David A. Bryan is working with
diode lasers as a technical specialist
at McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis.
He writes: "My wife, JoAnn, has
her days full of activities involving
our children (ranging from 10
months to 23 years) and two grand-
children. The Lord has blessed us!"

U.S. Navy Cmdr. Larry W.
Darling recently participated in a
rescue at sea while serving aboard
the frigate USS Kirk, homeported in
Yokosuka, Japan. Crewmembers
aboard the Seventh Fleet frigate
rescued nine Vietnamese male
refugees 300 miles east of Ho Chi
Mihn City. Larry joined the Navy in
August 1968.

Sandy Mueller writes that he's
spent 15 years in the greenhouse
business in New Mexico and re-
cently moved to an 82-acre farm in
Council Hill, Okla., after spending
two-and-one-half years in Baja,
Calif., growing carnations in a
Mexican flower ranch. He is
married and has four small children.

'69
Class Recorder:
Kathleen Callaway
8, rue Leon Blum
33400 Talence
France

Class Recorder Kathleen Callaway
is living in Talence, a suburb of
Bordeaux, where the Universite de
Bordeaux is located. She's teaching
at the Ecole Nationale Superieure
de Chimie et de Physique or
"enscp" as the students call it.
"Hired for my accent, believe it or
not!" she writes, adding, "Life re-
ally is much easier here, with two-
hour lunches and congenial café
life."

'70
Thomas K. Gaylord (Ph.D.) has
received two major awards this past
year: the "Engineer of the Year"
award from the Georgia Society of
Professional Engineers and a
"Meritorious Service Award" from
the Education Society of the In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE). Gaylord is a re-
gents professor of electrical
engineering at the Georgia Institute
of Technology.

0. Finley Graves (M.A.), assistant
professor of accountancy at the
University of Mississippi, has been
honored as Outstanding Researcher
of the Year in the School of Ac-
countancy for 1987-88. Graves'
primary research area is
international accounting. He co-au-
thored a book on research
methodology that will appear in
conjunction with the Congress of
Accounting Historians in Sydney.
Finley's wife, Gail, is head of the
reference department in the Ole
Miss Library.

'72
Jan Brenner (Jones) writes: "I
married William Houck, a Cornell
engineering major, on May 22,
1988, in a garden ceremony on
Long Island. We met in a local
running club and share interests in
the outdoors — hiking, biking,
cross-country skiing and photogra-
phy. Bill works for a private en-
gineering firm on Long Island,
specializing in water and sewage
treatment plants (a hot item in the
NY area due to the mammoth
garbage/sewage problems). We are
active in the Long Island group of
the Sierra Club and are part of a
committee that is putting together a
slide show on water conservation
for the county health department.

"I am celebrating my 15th
anniversary as a Suffolk County
probation officer and am involved
in planning a professional con-
ference for our local probation of-
ficers' association. I currently su-
pervise a caseload of DWI offend-
ers, both men and women.

"Bill and I both enjoyed hik-
ing along the NaPali Coast and
through the Weimea Canyon and
Haleakala Crater in Hawaii last
December. For our honeymoon we
stayed at bed-and-breakfasts
throughout England and Scotland
and especially delighted in the En-
glish Lake District. Our next
planned adventure is a raft trip
through part of the Grand Canyon
for September 1989.

"We welcome calls, letters,
visits, etc., from Rice friends and
send our best wishes to all."

Dr. Peter W. Robie has been
promoted to associate professor of
medicine (general
medicine/geriatrics) at the Bowman
Gray School of Medicine of Wake
Forest University. Robie is director
of a program at Bowman Gray
aimed at training doctors for the
practice of general medicine.

Phillip W. Snyder (Hanszen)
writes: "Dear Fellow Alumni: A
Legend Resurrected. The Night
Creature has risen from the ashes
and entered Vanderbilt Law School
(yes, you read that correctly) this
fall. Cards of sympathy or other
messages of condolence may be ex-
tended to either of the above-
mentioned parties. Contributions of
law books, notes, outlines or even
cash (Visa and MasterCard not ac-
cepted) will be graciously received
in lieu of the above. Donations,
however, are not tax deductible."

Gayle Woodson, M.D., recently
received a clinical investigator
development award from the Na-
tional Institutes of Health for her
work in laryngeal physiology. She
is assistant professor of surgery at
the University of California-San
Diego School of Medicine. Her
husband, Tom Robbins, a native of
Newfoundland, is an associate
professor in the same department.
They have two children, Nicholas,
5, and Gregory, 2, and "one more on
the way."

'73
Ronald W. Beasley (Baker) joined
Beverly Investment Properties as
vice president-finance in June. The
company is a publicly held real
estate investment trust with
headquarters in Pasadena, Calif.

Michael Cronbolm (Hanszen)
writes that many significant
changes have occurred in his life: "I
married Bebra Tidwell on Sept. 28,
1985. Bebra is (was) a free-lance
writer. However, she is now a
mother after having given birth to
our first child (see 'New Arrivals').
Over the last two years I have
studied for and successfully
completed testing for my emer-
gency medicine board certification.
1 am now in my sixth year at
Presbyterian Hospital in Dallas."

William B. Gandin Jr. (Baker)
was appointed to Mission Bend
United Methodist Church in June,
his third appointment since gradu-
ating from Perkins School of The-
ology, SMU, in 1978 with Master of
Theology and Doctor of Ministry
degrees.

John S. Howell (Lovett) writes:
"After medical school (University
of Texas Medical Branch-Galve-
ston) and two residencies (internal
medicine and emergency medicine),
I'm married and working as an
emergency physician at two
hospitals in Rochester, N.Y. Enjoy-
ing the climate and countryside."

Jerome B. Schlader Jr. was
awarded his D.D.S. from the
University of Texas Health Science
Center-San Antonio in May. He is
currently in general practice in
Corpus Christi.

'74

Daniel Bennett recently accepted
the position of head of the de-
partment of architecture at Auburn
University. He moves to Auburn
from Tampa. Fla., where he was
associate director of the Florida
Center for Urban Design & Re-
search. At that position, he worked
with former Rice Dean of Architec-
ture David A. Crane.

Artist and graphic designer Liz
Goedecke Conrad recently com-
pleted and installed a commissioned
corporate art assignment for
ANTRIM Corp., a Plano-based
software company for clinical and
hospital laboratories. Called The
Tetralpha Series, the project
consists of four large canvases and
copper sculpture that focus on the
company's logo.

Karen Kegg '76 is president and
Tim Johnson is vice president of
The Chocolate Gallery Inc., a "one-
store chain" of high-quality
chocolate novelties in Goleta, Calif.
Sam, Andy and Sally are now 4, 3
and 2 years old.

Ken Newton (Hanszen) received
his master's in physics from UT-
Austin in 1977 and his M.Phil. and
Ph.D. in chemical physics from
Columbia in 1981. From 1981-88,
he worked at Cordis Research Corp.
in Miami. Now, he is an assistant
professor of physics and astronomy
and researcher at DIAL at Mis-
sissippi State University. He
married Anne E. Mahler in
September, and they live in
Starkville, Miss.

'75

William A. Chuoke Jr. (Wiess)
sends highlights from the past 13
years: "In 1976 I entered the
University of Texas Dental Branch
at Houston and graduated in 1980
with a D.D.S. In 1982, I married
Amy Kepp, a schoolteacher from
Corpus Christi, and for six years we
lived in Clear Lake. I have one 3-
year-old son, William III, and we
have recently moved to Texas City.
I have been practicing dentistry —
drilling teeth — for eight years now
and live a pretty normal (boring)
suburban life. I'd like to say hello to
all 'Pete's Pioneers' and the rest of
E. Hale's boys."

In June, Linda Eichblatt (Jones)
quit her job as treasurer of Sterling
Production Co. in Houston and
joined the Peace Corps. She is now
living in Jamaica, where she teaches
business in a rural high school. She
writes, "I would love letters from
friends. Write me at Hayes P.O.,
Clarendon, Jamaica, West Indies."

Thomas Popplewell (Sid Rich,
M.Accounting '75) worked at
Deloitte Haskins & Sells and then
Browning Ferris Industries in
Houston. He graduated from the
University of Houston Law Center
in 1982 and worked for Fulbright
and Jaworski in Houston until 1985.
He is currently a partner with Bar-
bour & Spellman, P.C., in Dallas.
He married Olivia Daigh (UT '75)
in 1986, and they are expecting their
first child.

Bryan L. Sage (Baker) moved from
Houston to San Diego in July,
accepting a position as a program-
mer/analyst with Science
Applications International Corp. He
writes: "San Diego has outrageous
weather and no cockroaches. Here
is your excuse to get away. All old
friends are welcome."
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'76
Steve Allen writes: "I married a
University of Illinois computer sci-
ence grad in 1978. We currently
have a 5 year-old girl who, thank
God, has the looks of her mother
but, fortunately or not, the per-
sonality of her father. My wife and I
started a computer consulting firm,
Chesapeake Software, in 1979, that
specializes in computer-based
automation in support of scientific
research and manufacturing. This
winter I am planning to enter a
cooking school in Philadelphia to
start fulfilling a lifelong dream. If
any old friends are passing through
the Philadelphia area, please give us
a ring and drop by for some liquid
refreshments and a bite to eat."

Jane Evans (Jones) writes: "I
always look at the classnotes first.
When the April-May Sallyport
came. I went straight to the back —
and there was a letter from my
brother, Tom Evans '83 (Lovett). It
had been quite a while since I'd
seen one, so I read it with no small
interest. (I'd say about 10 percent,
which is a pretty dam good rate
these days.) Well, it was all old
news to me except for his claim that
'write when you find work' is an
Arkansism. I thought Bob and Ray
said that. He was lamenting that
most classnotes (including his) were
of the 'write when ...' variety. Full
of tales of success, he said. Because
that's the kind of big sister lam,
here's an entry to please my little
brother:
"A couple of years ago I did

finally finish my M.A. at the
University of Washington. As a
non-student now, I feel more than a
little disoriented. I have returned
(somewhat unwillingly) to my
motherland and entered (willingly)
upon a contemplative life. For my
existential errand (everybody
should have one) I spend time at a
small museum at a small college
that is straight out of Simon Gray.
The museum occupies a space that
in the college's palmier days was a
theater, a situation (so to speak) that
seems to be heavily invested with
ironic significance. There are plenty
of Rice people in these parts but I
only ever see one of them.

"P.S. to Sallyport: I don't even
know Phil Parker, and I have no
idea where he is." (Editor's Note:
Neither do we.)

"P.S. to my brother: 'Geodesic
domes with mohawks,' forsooth!
That was the Lowell Observatory,
aka the Cabot bypass."

James D. Fite '78 (Hanszen) and
Pat Lopatnikou Fite (Brown) write
that they are enjoying their new
home in Irving, Texas: "We now
have more room for our three chil-
dren. Benjamin, 8, Priscilla. 3, and
Phillip, I."

Bernie Hobson (Wiess) and his
wife, Pam, moved to Denver in
March to continue his work as a
federal prosecutor in the Drug Task
Force division of the U.S. Attor-
ney's Office. He writes: "We
bought a house on eight acres in the
mountains and plan to raise mala-
mutes there."

'77
Suzanne Deal (Hanszen) was
married to David Gilbert Booth at
the Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles, on
Aug. 8, 1988. Suzanne is working
as training program coordinator at
the Getty Conservation Institute of
the J. Paul Getty Trust in L.A. After
her Rice years, she obtained an
M.A. in art history from the Insti-
tute of Fine Arts, New York
University, specializing in the
conservation of paintings. David is
the chair and chief executive officer
of Dimensional Fund Advisors, a
Santa Monica-based money

management firm. He has
bachelor's and master's degrees
from Kansas University and an
M.B.A. from the University of
Chicago. The couple will reside in
Santa Monica, Calif. Suzanne
writes that she'd love to hear from
former classmates and Rice folks in
the area.

Jon T. Deuchler and his wife,
Terry Andreone, have moved to
Chicago. Jon is with Combined
Insurance Co. in a product actuary
position. Terry is going to medical
school.

John Dykes (Will Rice) is working
for DeMarche Associates, a pension
consulting firm headquartered in
Kansas City. He lives in Fairway,
Kansas.

Claude LeBrun (Hanszen) has
been promoted to associate pro-
fessor of mathematics with tenure at
the State University of New York-
Stony Brook. He recently traveled
to England to deliver the key
address on Einstein's equations at
the London Mathematical Society
Conference.

'78
Class Recorder:
Rhonda Hale Kreger
1810 Beaver Creek Court
Duncanville, TX 75137
(214) 780-7183

Patty Bellis (Brown) has been
director of the [tall ship' Elissa
project in Galveston since April.
"Taking care of a 400-ton museum
that sails, floats, rusts and can sink
at the pier is an interesting chal-
lenge," she writes.

Rick and Susan Tresch Fienberg
(both Baker) write to update us on
their activities. Rick finished his
Ph.D. in astronomy at Harvard in
July 1985. After a year as a post-
doc, he joined the staff of Sky &
Telescope magazine, where he is
now an associate editor. His "beat"
is astrophysics and space science.
Susan supervises Boston-area
seminary students in a program of
outreach to elderly residents of
public housing. She also does free-
lance writing about religion and
social action. They bought their first
house in late 1986. Their son, John,
is 5 and started kindergarten this
fall. (Also see "New Arrivals").

Mark S. Mlcak has been named
interim director of the Wichita
Falls, Texas. Health Unit. Mlcak is
a family-practice physician who has
been in private practice in Henrietta,
Texas, for three years. As interim
director, Mlcak also will be in
charge of the Immunization and
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Clinic.

Stephen M. Norwood, M.D., (Will
Rice) is currently a U.S. Army
major practicing orthopaedic
surgery at Ft. Hood, Texas, fol-
lowing medical school training in
Dallas and residency in San Anto-
nio. He writes: "My wife of nine
years. Cynthia, a dermatologist, re-
cently had our first child (see 'New
Arrivals"). I have a strong personal
interest in Christian medical
missions and hope to incorporate
this into my surgical practice some-
where out west after leaving the
Army next year. I became a believer
in Jesus Christ during my junior
year at Rice and have no regrets for
this turning point in my life. God
has been very good to me and has
opened doors for many opportuni-
ties to serve Him."

Although Wiley Sanders' (Lovett)
new address is at the intersection of
two streets, he denies that he lives
on a street corner and spends his
time "hanging out in Berkeley
coffee houses playing my bongos
and begging for spare change,
although, considering both the Bay
Area's perfect climate and housing
shortage, it's not such a bad idea."
Wiley saw Jeannie Darby
(Hanszen) last May in Austin,
where she was finishing up her
Ph.D. in civil engineering. He also
sends news of The Intrepid Philip
Parker '80 (Lovett): "I ran into him
at the airport when I was in Texas.
Hardly recognizable beneath an
impressive tangle of dreadlocks.
Phil said he was off to Jamaica to
'mek a dub.' (This should put to rest
those rumors that Phil is actually
the famous romance novelist 'Misty
Storm.') Anyway, Phil promised
that, next time he was out in Cal-
ifornia, we would get together and
'land I do lunch, OK?"

Jennifer Stepler (MBPH '84,
Brown) and Peter B. Camp
(Lovett) write to bring us up to date
on news/changes since they moved
to Seattle in 1984: "Our most
important announcement is the birth
of our first child (see 'New Ar-
rivals')." Jennifer was working for
Boeing Computer Services, in
configuration management, quality
assurance and testing of Boeing's
new CAD/CAM mainframe
software, AXXYZ. Boeing recently
withdrew the product from the
market. She is now manager of Mi-
crorim's testing department, re-
sponsible for the dozen testers who
test R:Base. "If any of you find any
bugs in the next release of R:Base,
you know who to call," they write.
Peter is still "marking time" to
partnership at the law firm of Oles,
Morrison and Rinker. He has been
contracted to author a legal treatise
for a major New York law
publisher, to be published in early
1989. He is also negotiating with a
London publisher for a law book to
be published in Europe and the
Pacific Rim, which he will co-
author with a Dallas lawyer.

They write that Dana Hinkle
(Lovett) is no longer in Seattle:
"We had enticed him and his family
up to Seattle, where he worked for
Boeing. Apparently, the fresh air,
scenic mountains and lakes and lack
of Houston/L.A. traffic was more
than he could take. He returned to
Los Angeles, where he is working
for Southern California Gas. Karen
Jones (Jones) is here as well,
working for the law firm of Riddell,
Williams, where they think very
highly of her. She married last year.
We saw Paul Flint (Wiess) and
Laurie Hungerford Flint '79
(Brown) at a movie theater a few
months ago. They were also
expecting a child, which should
have arrived by now."

Gerard von Hoffmann is an
attorney at Knobbe, Martens, Olson
& Bear in Newport Beach, Calif.,
specializing in patent, trademark
and copyright law. He was married
to Mayre T. C. von Hoffmann,
M.D., in 1984 while she was
attending Georgetown Medical
School and he was serving as a law
clerk on the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
Keith Shanley (Hanszen) was an
usher at their wedding. Upon
completion of their "respective
obligations," the couple moved to
Laguna Beach and "cannot imagine
any reason for ever leaving."

Gaurang R. Vyas (Sid Rich) writes
that he "finally found a beautiful
Indian bride, Kalpana." They got
married in New York City on April
19, 1988. Gaurang works as a city
assessor for the City of New York
and Kalpana is a microbiologist.
"All my Indian friends and
everyone, I'd love to get in touch
with you," he writes.

Diane Hardison (Brown) has been
working since July for NASA Flight
Systems Safety, "which as you can
imagine has a lot of visibility these
days." She saw Alexis Latner '80
and Laurie May '82 in New Or-
leans for the World Science Fiction
Convention, where they discussed
each other's works in progress and
congratulated Elizabeth Moon '68
on the publication of her first book.

Arthur S. Harrow, M.D. (Will
Rice), writes: "Greetings to all my
Rice colleagues, with whom I have
been out of touch. I have just
completed my (overly long) internal
medicine residency at the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma and have entered
private practice in Richmond, Va.
James Hilton (Will Rice) and his
lovely wife, Darla, are comfortably
nearby, and I encourage any of my
old friends passing through to get in
touch. And a special note to all the
charming Rice ladies: It may now
be too late. More on this later."

'79
Class Recorder:
J.C. Puckett
435 E. 70th, #6-F
New York, NY 10021
(212) 872-6711

George Marcel Benavides
(Hanszen, MCE '83) is returning to
Columbia University for an MBA.
He will major in finance and
international business, and would
like to hear from any of his class-
mates in the New York
Metropolitan Area.

Glenn Blake won a first-place 1988
PEN Discovery prize for his first
book, Old River, based on a former
Liberty resident's experiences
growing up near the Trinity River.
International PEN is an association
of writers, poets, playwrights, es-
sayists, editors and novelists with
centers in Europe, Africa, Asia,
Australia and the Americas.

Karen Howell Lepore (Jones)
received her master's degree in
education in 1981 from the Uni-
versity of Northern Colorado. She is
currently teaching emotionally
disturbed adolescents in Colorado
Springs. (Also see "New Arrivals.")

Kevin L. McKenna (Sid Rich)
writes: "Chance encounter? I ran
into Kathy Wilson (Baker) while
hiking up the Zugspitze, Germany's
highest peak. Actually, she was in
Munich this summer with former
Oilers quarterback Oliver Luck.
Oliver is completing a program on
German law. Kathy and Oliver met
while at UT Law School. Hiking in
the Bavarian Alps is their weekend
hobby. I will be leaving Munich to
take a new job in Frankfurt with
Club Corp. of Europe, with offices
at the Frankfurt airport. Meanwhile,
we Houstonians are enjoying the
fine Munich beer garden weather."

Ellen R. Monheimer graduated
from Harvard Business School last
June and writes that she is now
"happily working as an investment
banker for Merrill Lynch in Los
Angeles."

Collyn Peddie (Hanszen) has been
named a trustee of the Democratic
National Committee. As such, she
attended the Democratic Party's
National Convention in Atlanta.
Collyn also writes that she has
joined the law firm of Jenkens &
Gilchrist, P.C., in Houston.

Beth Routman Perry (Brown)
writes that she "keeps busy as
operations director for Weight
Watchers of Oklahoma and as mom
to three boys." She would like to
hear from fellow members of the
women's volleyball and track teams
from '77-79.

Tom Warshauer (B. Arch. '81) is
attending M.1.T.'s Center for Real
Estate Development in a one year
program leading to a master's
degree. He would be delighted to
hear from any of his classmates
residing in or around Boston.

James M. Wood has been hired as
assistant professor at Georgia
Southern College. His wife, Re-
becca, will be teaching part-time in
the art department.

'80
Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
9555 Cloverdale
San Antonio, TX 78250
(512) 523-1820 (home)
(512) 342-6063 (work)

Dale Charletta (Will Rice) is fin-
ishing a radiology residency at
Cook County Hospital, Chicago,
where he served as chief resident.
He'll be starting a two-year neu-
roradiology fellowship at Rush
Medical College in Chicago.

Paul Wade Haase (Will Rice) is
attending graduate school at the
University of Texas-Austin this fall,
pursuing an advanced degree in the
mechanical engineering department
with a concentration in the field of
metallurgy and materials science.

John J. Helms (Will Rice) grad-
uated from New York University
Business School and moved back to
Houston in August to work in
investment management for Crite-
rion Group, fixed income area.

Suzanne Kemmer and her husband
moved to San Diego, Calif., in
August. She is teaching at the
University of California-San Diego.

Edward G. Knight is a district
supervisor in Chevron Corp.'s
communications technology de-
partment. He lives in San Ramon,
Calif.

Deborah A. Sedberry (Hanszen)
and her husband, Jeff Klingman, are
moving to the San Francisco Bay
area, where Deborah will continue a
fellowship in be-
havioral/developmental pediatrics at
the University of California-San
Francisco. Jeff has finished his
residency and will be a research
fellow in neurology at Stanford.
(Also see "New Arrivals.")

'81
Class Recorder:
Kevin Honnell
1421 Geneva St.
Raleigh, NC 27606
(919) 737-3615 (office)
(919) 851-2550 (home)

Gregory Crawford (M.Arch.)
moved to New York a year ago,
where he works for the architectural
firm of Clark Tribble Harris & Li.
He reports that he has won a limited
competition for the New Town
Centre of Hastings. Sussex, in Eng-
land.

Rachel Dvoretzky (Baker) writes:
"My band, The Blue Moon Quartet
(including Barbara ShreMer,
M.Mus.), recently celebrated its
first anniversary as house band at
the Black Labrador Pub. We will
also be guest performers on Radio
Music Theater's Live Radio Show,
to be heard starting this fall on Pa-
cifica network stations in San
Francisco, L.A., Washington, D.C..
N.Y.C., and Houston. Also, I am
back in school studying massage
therapy towards a Texas State
Certification, while continuing to
work days as acting slide curator in
the art and art history department at
Rice."

Denise Jackson Hunnell (Brown)
has finished her family practice
residency and will be starting active
duty with the Air Force at Moody
AFB in Valdosta, Ga. Her husband,
John Hunnell (Wiess), will join her
in Valdosta after he completes 10
months of training to transition
from flying the B-52 to flying the F-
16. "All Rice friends are encour-
aged to visit," they write. (Also see
"New Arrivals.")

Jeff Russell (Hanszen) and his wife
moved back to Houston in May. He
writes that they "are trying to read-
just to city life after living in Seguin
for six years!" Jeff works for
Rehabilitation Services of Houston
on the 20th floor of the Texas
Medical Center's Scurlock Tower.

Marlis Smith Jr. (Baker) writes:
"Eureka! As a partner with Four-
Ten Exploration in Denver. I just
drilled my first oil well, the ̀ JR #1;
a 5,000-foot strike in North
Dakota." He and his wife, Karyn,
are getting ready to celebrate their
first anniversary.

Kin Spain (Will Rice) writes: "To
my great relief (and no doubt the
school's), I graduated from Baylor
Law School this February, passed
the bar and will be moving to
Austin this fall to clerk for the
Texas Supreme Court."

William R. Turner was featured in
a Los Angeles Times article on a
new computer software program
called IDEA (Integrated Design and
Economic Analysis) developed by
3D International that allows ar-
chitects and developers to visually
experiment with design choices and
instantly see how the total building
economics are affected. Turner
came up with the concept name and
wrote the programs, which are
capable of transferring CAD draw-
ings, measuring everything three-
dimensionally, and linking directly
to performance spreadsheets. He is
a vice president of 3D/International
of Houston.

'82
Dan McCormack (Hanszen) has
had a busy year. He writes: "On
Dec. 19, I was married to Pam
Brooks in Buffalo, N.Y. Although
the prospect of Buffalo in
December can be daunting, we were
honored by the presence of some
special Rice friends (a fact also
noted by the priest during the
ceremony): Mike Monarchi
(Hanszen), Steve Milan '83
(Hanszen) and Doug Kennedy
(Hanszen) were outstanding
groomsmen. Also making the long
trek north were Doug Allen '84,
Michael Tinkler '84, Will Burge
'86 and Jon Scott '86 (all Han-
szen). The weather was cold, but we
avoided major snowfall and
everyone had a pretty good time
(especially at the reception).
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"In more recent news. I was
selected by the Greater Houston
Hospital Council to receive its 1989
Congressional Health Care Fel-
lowship. Pam and I will be moving
to Washington in late December,
and I'll spend next year on Capitol
Hill as a legislative aide to a des-
ignated senator or representative,
Primarily providing staff support on
health-related issues."

Jean-Francois P. Reat married
Donna Malone (Penn State '82) on
Feb. 20, 1988, in Dallas. Other Rice
grads there were Marianne Reat
/8, Daniel Reat '84, Jacqueline
Reat '88, Dominique Real '90,
Mark Brown '81, Bill Dingus '81,
Chuck Fox '82. Richard Hebert
81, Nina Springer '80. Greg
Woodhams '80. Gonzala and
Ellyn Amador '84 and Sergio
Firpo '86. Jean-Francois is
currently a research engineer with
the University of Texas Medical
School-Houston Biomechanics Lab
and is entering Baylor College of
Medicine this fall. He and Donna
write that they "plan on being in
Houston for a while."

'83
Rick Hunt (Sid Rich) and
Catherine Warner (Will Rice,
Boston University '86) were mar-
fled July 16 in Irving, Texas. Rick
writes: "Partaking of the salmon
mousse and fiesta dip were Rice
alums Eric O'Keefe '85 (Sid Rich),
Greg Holies '84 (Sid Rich), Geoff
Spradley '84 (Jones), Sandy Weist
!tamer '85 (Will Rice), Chris Rote
84 (Sid Rich) and Anne Pearson
Rote '85 (Baker). Catherine and I
have taken the reception leftovers to
Hong Kong where I will continue
teaching at the International School
and Catherine will work with the
Hong Kong Ballet Company."

Marine Captain James D. Turlip
recently reported for duty at Marine
Corps Logistics Base in Albany,
Ga.

Susan D. (Ross) Webb (Jones) is
enjoying her third year of medical
school at Baylor College of
Medicine. She is married to Gilbert
W. Webb, an obstetri-
cian/gynecologist at Baylor; their
first baby is due this fall.

'84
Doug Allen (Hanszen) married
Julie Taylor on May 29 in Andalu-
sia, Ala. Doug writes: "We were
touched and a little surprised that a
number of Hanszenites made it,
because Andalusia is pretty much
out in the middle of nowhere. The
crew included Henry Bourne (best
Man), John Rudarth, Jon Jordan
83, Bob Gardner, Dan Mc-
Cormack '82, Doug Kennedy '82,
Michael Tinkler, John Walker
and Amy Barker '85. After anexhausting weekend we flew to
Greece, where we relaxed for a
couple of weeks on the island ofSantorini. We're now back in the rat
race of New York, where Julie
works for Chiat/Day Advertising
and I am still with the PrudentialCorporate Finance Group."

M. Felicia Cavallini has been
named the new women's basketball
coach at the University of Southern
Indiana. In addition to her coaching
duties, Cavallini will teach some
courses in physical education and
will be coordinator of the Physical
Activities Center.

David Chilton (Wiess) married
Wendy Randolph on May 14, 1988.Bob Jones (Wiess) was a grooms-
man. David and Wendy have now
settled on the Upper East Side of
Manhattan and both work for
Campus Crusade for Christ atColumbia University.

David B. Collins (Lovett) writes:
"Anyone who knows me knows that
I haven't occupied a residence for
more than 12 consecutive months
since sophomore year. Well, this
time I'm making it easy for you and
sending what I hope will be my
permanent address in the New
Haven area. The scoop: I'm
between teaching jobs, having filled
a one-year vacancy in Old
Saybrook, Ct., working for Business
& Legal Reports, a publisher of
books and newsletters that help
corporations comply with federal
and state regulations. The amount of
Texas license plates on the roads
here is incredible — like the
Michigan plates in Houston five-to-
ten years ago. My marriage is in the
offing to Pam Syc, probably in
October 1989 around foliage time."

Gonzalo M. Garcia (Lovett)
writes: "Just wanted to keep in
touch. I've been in D.C. for more
than a year, working for a consult-
ing firm in McLean, Va. Just got
back from Puerto Rico, where I saw
Jose Soroeta (Lovett)."

Joan Hope (Brown) finished her
M.A. at the University of Houston
in May and is now working toward
a Ph.D. in English literature at
Indiana University at Bloomington.

Jeffrey C. Mischka (Will Rice) has
been promoted to manager in the
consulting division of Arthur
Andersen & Co.'s Los Angeles of-
fice. He and his wife, Linda, re-
cently moved to a new spot in
Manhattan Beach. They went to San
Diego in May on a "surf mission"
with Greg Young (Will Rice).

Chris Parma (Sid Rich) writes:
"I've decided enough has happened
to me to merit a 'classnotef On July
16th, I married Katherine Condon
(Ph.D. candidate, University of
Pennsylvania) in a small ceremony
at her San Carlos, Ct., home. Paul
Williams '85 (Sid Rich) served ad-
mirably as my best man and
displayed ingenuity in the
'preparation' of my pickup later that
day. Melissa Dol Corobbo (née
Geiger) (Will Rice) attended the
wedding with her husband, Chuck.
They were married three weeks be-
fore.

"The following weekend we
had a reception in Texas where an-
other Rice person, Wendel Voigt
'85 (Sid Rich) turned up. He's an
IBM-type these days in Austin.

"Kat and I have since re-
turned to the Princeton, N.J., area,
where I teach seventh-grade social
studies. Kat commutes to Philly ev-
ery day.

"Besides the events of the
summer, in the four years since
graduation I've completed an M.A.
in sociology and an M.S. in educa-
tion, both at the University of
Pennsylvania."

Stephen Sokolyk (Wiess) writes
that he married a "tall Viking
blonde" named Beth Olson on May
7. Best man was Charlie Tonche
'85. Groomsmen included Brad
Southern '84 (MBA '85) and
Marlon Boarnet '84. Among the
guests were Mark Meiches '84,
Michelle Schultz '85, Janice Rudd
'87, Brenda Eliason '87, Lucy
Meyers '87 and Roger Estrada
'84. "After a Hawaiian honeymoon,
we returned so I could finally get
my M.D. Then we picked up and
moved to Minneapolis, where I
have begun my internal medicine
residency at Hennepin County
Medical Center. Still looking for a
Ukrainian dance group. We made it
to part of the wedding of Pam
Truzinski '85 in St. Paul; she never
looked lovelier. Any Rice folks up
here?"

Alysha Webb (Will Rice) writes:
"In the absence of a class recorder,
I'll tell you of an historic meeting
that took place among some dis-
tinguished alumni of Will Rice,
Class of 1984. In early July, I
visited Mark Stanley at UC-
Berkeley, where he is pursuing a
Ph.D. in mechanical engineering.
While I was there, Rob Williams,
now in the Foreign Service, was
passing through San Francisco on
his way to Beijing, where he will be
stationed. Mark, Rob and I had
dinner and reminisced about our
intemperate days at Will Rice Col-
lege. Unfortunately for her, Rob's
girlfriend, Wendy (MBA-Wharton),
had to endure this, but she held up
admirably. Although Rob wasn't
saying (as usual), Mark and I got
the feeling that Rob and Wendy
may be more than just a casual cou-
ple. We'll just have to wait for news
from China. As a final note. I
graduated from the University of
Texas-Dallas in May with a mas-
ter's in international management. I
am currently working as little as
possible, riding my bike as much as
possible, and have no plans to begin
moving up any corporate ladder
anytime soon."

Ralph Werling (Sid Rich) married
Anne Overmeyer on Dec. 19, 1987.
Best man was Mark Vito. Other
Owls present were Jack Tanner
'83, Fritzi Scheffel and Barry
Ouellette. The Werlings spent their
honeymoon in Lake Tahoe, Nev.
Ralph is now senior process
engineer with Allied-Signal Corp.
in the Fluorine Products Division.

'85
Class Recorder:
David Phillips
6013 Ridgeview Drive
Alexandria, VA 22310
(703) 960-9249

Mark A. Brumback (Lovett) has
been transferred to Shell Western
Exploration, head office, as an on-
shore division representative. His
work will still be based in Houston.
Mark also planned to marry Donna
Cooper on Saturday, Sept. 24, in
Rice Memorial Chapel, to be
followed by a reception in the RMC
Grand Hall. Dave Evans (Lovett)
was one of the groomsmen.
Following the wedding, the couple
planned to travel in South America.

Ron Caldwell (Will Rice) finished
his M.A. in Creative Writing
(poetry) last May and began
teaching in the English department
at the University of Lowell this fall.
He writes, "If you're in the Boston
area and need information or help,
give me a call at (617) 391-1840."

Kelly Coleman (M.EE.) and Larry
Fabiny (M.S.EE.) write: "Larry
completed his master's in physics at
Georgia Tech in June. He's
continuing for his Ph.D. Kelly is
working as a programmer/analyst at
MicroBilt in Atlanta. Our golden
retriever puppy, Allegheny Banks
Coleman Fabiny, will be a year old
in October."

Eric Crank (Wiess) has returned to
Rice as a graduate student in
Computer Science.

Eric Foster (Sid Rich) writes that
he spent the past three years teach-
ing junior high school and finishing
an M.Ed. at the University of Hous-
ton. He has joined Hewitt
Associates as an actuary, where he
works with Keith Sartain '86
(Hanszen), Steve Laplant '86
(Hanszen), Janice Carle Martin
'87 (Baker), Annette Bailey '86
(Will Rice), and Steve Dicus '87
(M.A.).

Matthew Jones (Wiess) and Tricia
Perkowski '87 (Brown) write that
they exchanged vows in El Paso,
Texas, on Dec. 21, 1987, "while
most D.C. area alumni were
partying after the Rice-Georgetown
basketball game." Chris Regier '86
(Wiess) performed a "wonderful
original composition" during the
wedding ceremony. Along with
Chris, the wedding party included
Migi McGrath '87 (Brown) and
Bob Jones '84 (Wiess), with Ann
Bauser '86 (Will Rice) at the guest
book. Other Rice grads in at-
tendance included Matthew's
grandmother, Dorothy Woodley
'29, Cathy Bell '87 (Brown),
Jackie Huff '87 (Baker) and Joy
Thakur '85 (Wiess). The Joneses
currently live in Columbia, Md., but
they "aren't yuppies." Matthew is
an engineer with Westinghouse.
Tricia is a graduate student in
computer science at the University
of Maryland, where she is
"contemplating doing work on an
automatic humor generator in order
to get a degree and break into the
syndicated humor column scene at
the same time!" They literally
bumped into Ken Colina '86
(Wiess) at the Cherry Blossom
Dead Fish Festival in D.C. He is
doing research at NIH. On May 14,
they went to the wedding of Dave
Chilton '84 (Wiess) in New Jersey,
where they saw Dessie Shirley '87
(Will Rice), who is currently
working in Princeton.

Lucia Lin (M.Mus.), a graduate of
the Shepherd School of Music,
joined the Boston Symphony Or-
chestra in 1985 and was appointed
assistant concertmaster this past
season. Among her numerous
awards are first prizes in the Music
Teachers' National Association
Competition and the National
Federation of Music Clubs
Competition. Lucia has appeared as
soloist with such orchestras as the
St. Louis Symphony, the Oklahoma
Symphony, the Midland-Odessa
Symphony, the Corpus Christi
Symphony and the Festival-
Orchester in Graz, Austria. On June
3, 1988, she made her debut as
soloist with the Boston Pops
Orchestra, performing Saint-Saens'
Concerto No. 3 in B minor.

Mitsi Miller has started the MBA
program at the Owen Graduate
School of Management at Vander-
bilt University.

Ellen Ossenfort (Lovett) writes:
"Nancy Pettit is too much of a nerd
to write and tell you about her
recent wedding, so I have assigned
myself the task.

"On Sept. 3, 1988, she mar-
ried George Maney, whom she met
in business school at UT. Colette
Brown (Lovett), Michelle
Zumwalt Pettit (Lovett), wife of
Nancy's brother George (also
Lovett), and I were among the
bridesmaids. George Pettit was
one of the grooms. Janelle
Zumwalt and her mom made music
at the wedding, and Mr. Zumwalt
made the video of the evening.

"A lot of great Rice friends
came long distances to be guests at
the affair. Powell Holly, Bill
Stockton, Ruthie Kravetz, Mary
Davison, Rancy Schwarz, Kelly
Bolam Shea and Joe Shea, and
Debbie Godin Trawick and Dave
Trawick were all there. Scott
MacDonald almost made it. All
are of Lovett College. We had an
absolutely terrific time!"

Michael J. Smith (M.A.) writes: "I
have 'retired' from Shell Oil Co. in
Houston, where I worked as a
geologist for three years, and have
moved to Pittsburgh, Pa. I now
work for Paul Rizzo and Associates
as a geohydrologist in the field of
environmental consulting. Thanks
for getting the story straight on the
engineering feat of Willy's reversal.
I knew the Houston Chronicle
couldn't have been right in
reporting a claim that the structure
was not sound and the statue was in
jeopardy."

'86
Theresa Coughlin (Baker) has
spent the past two years at the
University of Texas-Austin getting
her M.P.A. (Masters in Professional
Accounting). After graduation, she
took a three-week trip around New
England and stopped to see friends
Richard Wells (Baker), Steve
Blackstock (Baker) and Alan and
Sarah Thompson (both Baker) in
Boston. Mary Lowry '88 (Baker)
was also there visiting. On July 5
Theresa started work for Price
Waterhouse in Houston in the tax
department. She would love to hear
from Rice friends in Houston.

David C. Dankworth (Jones) and
Pamela L. Williams '87 (Jones)
were married April 9 in the
Princeton University Chapel,
Princeton, N.J. Other Rice attendees
were best man Thomas Jung Jr.,
Carlyle M. Lowe III '87 and
Karen L. Oehler '87 (all Jones).
David is currently pursuing a Ph.D.
at Princeton, having returned from
Cambridge University in June 1987.
Pamela is working at Lummus
Crest in New Jersey as a process
design engineer. Tom Jung is
working for Texas Instruments in
Dallas. Carlyle Lowe works for
Rockwell in Clear Lake, and Karen
Oehler is at Cambridge on a
Churchill Scholarship.

Rachel Fulton (Baker) has been
doing research in medieval history
at Cambridge University in Eng-
land. In September she will con-
tinue her graduate studies toward a
doctoral degree on a Mellon Fel-
lowship at Columbia University. On
Aug. 20 she and James Whitley
(Ph.D., Cambridge, classical
archaeology) were married at Old
St. Paul's Church, Edinburgh, Scot-
land. For the past two years they
have been back and forth from
England to Greece, Crete and Italy
while James was researching for his
thesis and excavating with the
British School of Archaeology.

Michael Charles Gemar (Sid
Rich) and Laura Kathryn McRae
'88 (Will Rice) were married at
Christ the King Lutheran Church in
the Rice Village on May 28, 1988.
Michael is a doctoral student at the
University of Toronto. Canada,
where Laura is also a beginning
graduate student.

Gary Greer (Hanszen) and Jo
Linley '87 (Hanszen) will be mar-
ried on Feb. 18, 1989, in Miami.
Gary is back in Pensacola after
eight months in Corpus Christi. He
is now flying Navy helicopters. Jo
is working as a newspaper
representative for Branham/Miami.
"Together, we should own both
MCI and Continental Airlines in the
near future," Jo writes.

Walter Keneally (Baker) and Sonu
Thukral '88 (Brown) were married
on June 24 and 25 in two cere-
monies: one Indian, one Catholic.
They spent a two-month
honeymoon by Eurail in Europe.
Both start graduate school at the
University of Houston this fall.

Mitzi Miller (Jones) has started the
MBA program at the Owen
Graduate School of Management at
Vanderbilt University. She writes,
"As life has become very hectic,
any and all correspondences would
be appreciated. Please send to 1410
25th Ave. S., Apt. 904E, Nashville,
TN 37212."

Jennifer Null (Jones) writes: "After
graduating, I worked in France for a
year, then traveled around England,
France, Tunisia and the U.S.S.R. for
three months before coming home.
I'm now working in what is re-
portedly the best field — actuarial.
I'm an actuarial technician at
American General Life Insurance
Co. in Houston."

Scott Patterson (Lovett) announces
his engagement to his high school
sweetheart, Alisa Lambert. They
plan to be married next May in
Chicago. In the meantime, Scott
writes that he will be finishing his
second and last year at the Kellogg
Graduate School of Management.

Leticia Fernandez Trauber
(Brown) and her husband, Steve
Trauber '84 (Lovett), are moving
to New York City. "After working
two years as a legal assistant, it's
my turn to go back to school and
put my husband to work," Leticia
writes. "I'll be attending Fordham
Law School. Any friends in New
York City, please call." Steve, a
graduate of the Kellogg Graduate
School of Management, will be an
associate in mergers and
acquisitions with the investment
banking firm The First Boston
Corp.

'87
Seth Brubaker writes: "After
graduating in May 1987 I returned
to Rice to complete my Master of
Computer Science degree, which I
received in May 1988. I have now
moved to Tampa, Fla., to work at
IBM with their information network
group."

Debbie Catsikeas (Brown) took the
past year off to travel through Eng-
land and Greece. In October, she
began work toward an M.A. in
19th-century English and American
literature at King's College,
London.

Patrick Dunn (Lovett) married
Susan Pike on May 30, 1987. Pat is
working for Westinghouse, and
after nearly a year in California he
and Susan moved just in time to
celebrate their first anniversary in
Columbia, Md.

Monica Marquez (Jones) grad-
uated from Stanford University in
June with a Master of Science in
Structural Engineering. She has
been working in Boulder, Colo.,
since August.

Rebecca Monroy (Brown) writes:
"After working for a year, I decided
the time was right — and ripe — to
push on. So, this fall finds me
spending lots of time at the UH Law
Center. Also, I'm still working a
few hours a week at Rice Food and
Housing."
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Royce Allen Ray HI (Will Rice)
writes: "I am recovering at home (in
Mobile) from a bout with cancer. I
am a second-year law student at the
University of Alabama, but I will
not return to law school until Jan-
uary of 1989. I would like to say a
special thanks to my classmates
from Rice who have prayed for me
and thought about me during this
summer.

'88
Lori Cronk (Baker) married Cliff
Monlux on July 30 in Seattle. She
met him through her father during
one of her summer breaks. "Talk
about an arranged marriage!" she
writes. Cliff is a Washington State
graduate and president of a com-
puter systems house. Lori is plan-
ning on attending the University of
Washington in English for a mas-
ter's, then a Ph.D. Bridesmaids in
the wedding were Elise Bauman
and Jill Goodman (both Baker).
Ros Kermode (Brown) also made it
to Seattle for the wedding.

Patti Gallagher (Lovett) married
Chris Caddell '86 (Sid Rich) on
May 14, 1988, in the Rice Chapel.
Bobby Hawthorne '86 (Sid Rich)
was a groomsman. and the
bridesmaids included Monica
Hopkins '90 (Lovett) and Lea
Hand (Lovett). Crystal Davis
(Lovett) served as maid of honor.
Bobby Hawthorne is recently
married himself: he wed Marlyss
Kochmann on April 30, 1988.
Among the many Rice students and
alumni attending the wedding were
Mari Dominguez and Val Mattice
'90 (Lovett). as well as John Nod'
dings and Brian Braganza '89
(Lovett). Dr. and Mrs. Jump, mas-
ters of Lovett College, and Marty
Vest and Brenda Palmieri of the
RMC staff also attended. Theresa
Coughlin '86 (Baker) and Susan
Sample '85 (Hanszen), also among
the guests, graduated with Chris
from the University of Texas MBA
program this year. The newlyweds
returned to Austin after the
honeymoon.

Lisa Gray (Brown) writes that she
and Paul Havlak '86 (Baker) were
married in Mount Airy. N.C.. on
May 29: "Highlights of the wedding
included seeing Tracy Hodge '89
(Brown) wear a pink bridesmaid's
dress: watching Carol Drummond
(Brown) avoid wearing a matching
dress; knowing how hard Ervan
Darnell (a current comp sci grad
student) tried not to offend my
mother; knowing how hard my
mother tried not to be offended by
Stu Derby's (Lovett, eventually)
hair: and hearing Eric Salituro '86
(Hanszen) giggle during the cere-
mony." Lisa and Paul are living in
Houston.

New Arrivals
Bonnie G. Grown '69 (Brown)
and David R. Starr '70 announce
the birth of their son, Chrisopher
Brown Starr, on Jan. 9, 1988. The
family lives in Houston.

Debra Moore Lewis '72 (Jones)
and husband, Russell, announce the
birth of their first child, Alexa
Claire, on July 22, 1987. The
family lives in Corpus Christi.

Paul Schleifer '72 (Baker) and his
wife. Margaret, announce the birth
of their second child, David Paul,
on July 9, 1988. The family, which
also includes a daughter, Sarah,
lives in Dallas.

Stephen Bowling '73 (M.S.. Ph.D.
'75) and his wife, Judith, announce
the birth of their daughter, Dana,
born May 14, 1988. The Bowlings
live in Harvard, Mass., and Steve is
a group leader at M.I.T. Lincoln
Laboratory.

Michael Cronholm '73 (Hanszen)
and Bebra Tidwell announce the
birth of their first child, Trenton
Michael, on May 20, 1988.

Madeleine Duvic '73 (Jones) and
Michael Alsop '73 (Wiess) an-
nounce the birth of their daughter,
Whitney Hayward Alsop, on June
5, 1988. Madeleine is a
dermatologist at the University of
Texas Medical School. Michael is a
consultant at Booz, Allen &
Hamilton Inc. in Houston.

Ben and Kay Mayberry '73 an-
nounce the birth of a daughter.
Karey Thomas Mayberry, on June
2. 1988.

Van Johnson '74 (Wiess) and his
wife, Tern, announce the birth of
their first child, Michael Vandi-
griff, on April 15, 1988. The John-
sons are both engineers in Atlanta.

Mike Hayden '76 and Martha
Hayden '79 (Sid Rich/Brown) an-
nounce the birth of a son, Matthew
Michael, on May 10, 1988. The
Haydens live in Saratoga, Calif.

Jerry A. Riedinger '76 (Wiess)
and his wife, Crista, announce the
birth of their first child, Jennie
Amanda, on Aug. IS. 1988. He
writes, "We all live happily in the
Beverly community of Chicago."

Marine Corps Major Frank A.
Zimba '76 (Baker) and his wife.
Karen, announce the arrival of their
firstborn, David McMahon Zimba,
on May 9. 1988. "To enliven our

lives even further my job has
moved to Tacoma, Wash.," he
writes. "We are looking forward to
an exciting year."

Dana F. Blankenhorn '77 and
Jennifer A. Blankenhorn '80 an-
nounce the birth of their first child,
a daughter, Robin O'Donnell
Blankenhorn, on Feb. 21, 1988, in
Atlanta.

Leta Dunn Moeller '77 and Mark
Moeller '78 (Hanszen/Jones)
write: "We've just had a baby girl.
Sabina, 3 months, to keep our 2-
and-one-half-year-old, Mark Jr.,
company. Mark is now a physician,
doing his residency in psychiatry at
Baylor College of Medicine. Leta
has her own law practice in
downtown Houston."

Brian Cole '78 and his wife,
Sherry, announce the birth of a son,
Andrew McBrian Clark Cole, on
Jan. 21, 1988.

Susan Klinke Schurdak '78
(Brown) and her husband. Mark,
announce the birth of their first
child. Elizabeth Michele Schurdak,
on June 8, 1988. The couple still
lives in Nutley, N.J.

Jeff Thurston '78 (Hanszen) and
Lynne Bradbeer Thurston '80
(Hanszen) announce the birth of
their daughter, Kelly Michelle, on
Feb. 10, 1988. Jeff is a practicing
Ob/Gyn and Lynne is leaving
Zenith for full-time motherhood.

Courtney Niquette Keller was born
March 18, 1988, to Emily Pate
Keller '78 (Jones) and Perry
Keller '79/'80 (Wiess). "She is
interested in applying for the
freshman class of 2010," they
write.

Stephen M. Norwood '78 (Will
Rice), M.D., and his wife. Cynthia.
a dermatologist, announce the birth
of their first child, Stephanie
Michelle, who arrived on Stephen's
birthday, April 12, 1988: "This,
coincidentally, was the day Willy's
statue was turned, and I think I can
relate to how he must have felt," he
writes. "Like Willy, we are
readjusting our lives and trying to
settle down."

Jennifer Stepler '78 (MBPH '84,
Brown) and Peter B. Camp
(Lovett) announce the birth of their
first child, Paul David Stepler-
Camp. on April 21, 1988. "Baby is
doing very well. Mom and Dad are
ecstatic," they write.

Karen Howell Lepore '79 (Jones)
and her husband, Thomas,
announce the birth of a daughter,
Alexandra Lyn. on Aug. 3, 1988.
They live in Colorado Springs,
Colo.

Notice
•

Audio tapes of lectures presented in the Fall Alumni
Institute, held Oct. 4-Nov. 1, are available from the
Association of Rice Alumni. The series of lectures,
focusing on "20th-Century Revolutions" and "International
Literature," featured faculty experts from Rice, the
University of North Texas and the University of Texas-
Austin. For more information, call the alumni office at
(713) 527-4057.

Jathan P. Cantu '80 (Lovett),
M.D., and his wife announce the
birth of a second child on June 29,
a girl named Liani Jade. Jathan has
been in family practice in Stafford
since July 1987.

Steven A. Elson '80 (M.Arch.)
writes: "Ilana Eve Elson, 3-year-
old daughter of Steve and Mona
Elson, has a new brother, Howard
Daniel, born April 19, 1988." Steve
works as a commercial morgage
loan officer for Security Capital
Credit Corp., Glastonbury, Ct.

Kent Erikson '80 (Lovett) writes:
"We're a happy family - Keesha,
mom and daddy!" Keesha
Elizabeth Erickson was born on
Jan. 19, 1988, to Kent and his wife,
Marcia Horsman.

John W. Joyce '80 (Will Rice) and
his wife, Carol, announce the birth
of their son, Robert Dodd Joyce, on
May 2, 1988. Proud cousin is Jon
Althouse '90 (Sid Rich).

Elli Roubein Samuels '80 and
Tom Samuels '80 (both Hanszen)
announce the birth of their second
child, Benjamin Alexander, on
June 20, 1988. The family resides
in Houston.

Denise Jackson Hunnell '81
(Brown) and John Hunnell '81
(Wiess) announce the birth of
Anderson Franklin Hunnell on Feb.
7, 1988. He joins Wesley Jackson
Hunnell, who was born on Aug. 24,
1986.

Travis James Robison was born on
Feb. 3, 1988, to Bob and Jennifer
Robison '81 in San Antonio,
joining older brother Luke
Alexander, 2-and-one-half.

Richard L. Sitton '81 (Jones) and
his wife, Pamela O'Berry Sitton,
announce the birth of their son,
Taylor Richard Sitton, on Oct. 12,
1987.

Professor Thomas N. Farris '82
and his wife, Bernadette Paulson
Farris '82, announce the birth of a
son, John (Jack) Thomas, born
March 26, 1988. They live in West
Lafayette, Ind.

Chuck Morgan '82 (Lovett) and
Margo Meek Morgan '80
(Brown) write that they have de-
cided to "undergo several of life's
major stresses at one time. New
baby, Rachel Diane, was born May
26, 1988. Her older sister, Erin
Lynn, 3, is thrilled to have her
here." Chuck finished his residency
in internal medicine at Parkland
Hospital in Dallas at the end of
June and started in private practice
in Monroe, La., (his hometown) at
the beginning of July. Margo is
"retired temporarily" as a physician
assistant to Dr. Scott Grundy of the
Southwestern Medical School.
where she has been involved in
research in cholesterol metabolism.

Tony Pauroso '82 (Hanszen) and
Gaye Grayson Pauroso '84 are
stationed in Munich. Tony took
command of the 5th M.I. Company
on May 31. Their big news,
however, is the birth of their son,
Grayson, on May 5. Their daughter,
Courtney, is now 3.

Lisa Maier Dayton '83 (Lovett)
and her husband. Peter, announce
the birth of their first child, Lauren
Frisch Dayton, on Aug. 25, 1988
The Daytons live in Terrace Park.
Ohio.

Susan Drott Thompson '83
(Lovett) and James E. Thompson
'85 (Sid Rich) announce the birth
of their first child, Matthew Taylor,
on May 29, 1988.

Roger '83 (Baker) and Kathryn
Barnard Held '85 (MBA '87,
Baker) announce the birth of their
first child, Rachel Elizabeth, on

June 8, 1988. Roger is now
working for Texas Instruments at
the Lewisville plant. Kate plans to
stay home with Rachel for at least a
year. The Helds live in Irving.
Texas.

Gordon Gray Waggett '84 and
his wife, Rega, announce the birth
of their first child, Cameron Gray,
on June 30, 1988. The Waggetts
live in Houston, where Gordon
practices patent law as an attorney
with Arnold, White 8c Durkee.
Rega is an attorney in private
practice.

Douglas Bruce Heidorn '85
(Ph.D.) and Iris Casas Heidorn
'85 (Jones) announce the birth of a
daughter, Kimberly Nicole, on
Aug. 20. The family is currently
living in "The Atomic City," Los
Alamos, N.M.

Bob Dunlap '86 (Lovett) and his
wife, Jeri, announce the birth of a
son, Adam Garrison, on March 19,
1988, the same date (different
month) as his brother, Ryan James,
who was born in 1984. They write:
"It seems we only have children
during election years." The
Dunlaps live in Spring. Texas.

In Memoriam
Patricia Toomey, slide curator,
Rice Department of Art and Art
History, on Sept. 12, 1988.
Otto H. Eisenlohr '19 on July 9,
1988.
Marguerite Hill Reynolds '19 on
Sept. 10, 1988.
Edith C. Gallagher '20 on May 8,
1988.
Paul Millsapps '20 on Mar. 30,
1988.
Carrie Anita Cain Woods '20 on
Aug. 25, 1988.
The Rev. Msgr. H.A. Drouilhet '21
on Aug. 16,1988.
Daisy Vick Odell '21.
Sara Evelyn Davison '22.
Richard Dropp '23 on June 6,
1988.
Marius J. Jantzen '24 on May 29,
1988.
Howard W. Eiser '25 on Nov. 1,
1987.
Clyde Ferguson Bull '26 on June
22, 1988.
Dorothy Eleanor Hanawalt '26 on
May 10, 1988.
Edward A. Kelly '26 on Sept. 4,
1988.
Irma Hilldreth Lee Segar '26 on
Jan. 14, 1988.
Sidney M. Lewis '26 on Sept. 14,
1988.
Morgan Martin '26 on May 8,
1988.
James C. Prather '26 on July 30,
1988.
Edward Burns Roensch '26 on
June 18, 1988.
Philip Ernest Barber Jr. '27 on
Aug. 30, 1988.
Louis Letzerich '27 on May 5,
1988.
Mary Barkuloo Roos Podea '27
on Aug. 7, 1988.
Mary Louise Schumacher '27 on
June 25, 1988.
Karl K. Kreamer '28 on July 5,
1988.
Hamlin K. McWilliams '28 on
Sept. 13, 1988.
Harold E. Mortimer '28 on March
23, 1988.
Lawrence W. Ramsay '28 on May
9, 1988.
Ralph G. Johnson '29 on May 10,
1988.
Karl John Karnaky '29 on May
29, 1988.
Darcey G. Kobs '29 on May 8,
1988.
Anna Bushnell Moreno Harrison
'30 on May 5, 1988.
Henry Bruce Gilmer '30 on March
22, 1988.
Orrien R. Smith '30 on July 31,
1988.

Minnie Gerson Duval '31 on July
27, 1988.
Georgiana Bonner Storey '31 on
July 29, 1988.
R. Elizabeth Brown '32 on May
16, 1987.
Edwin Theodore Davis '32 on
June 30, 1988.
Joseph C. (Jake) Alexander '33
on Sept. 16, 1988.
John B. Jones '33 on June 2, 1988.
George Edward Rohrer '33 on
Sept. 6, 1988.
Lon B. Storey '33.
A. Gordon Crockett '35 on July 9.
1988.
Richard Meeker '35 on May 18.
1988.
James W. Chapman '36 on Sept.
17, 1988.
Lee N. Tynes '36 on June 22, 1988.
Billy Glynn And '37 on Dec. 16,
1987.
Mary Catherine Barrett Borskey
'37.
William M. Wallis '37 on June 6.
1988.
Herbert C. May Jr. '38 on Aug.
26. 1988.

William C. Perry '38 on July 3,
1988.
Corroll J. Conners '39.
Fred T. Graham '39 on Sept. 20,
1988.
Carl R. Bogard '41 on April 27,
1988.
Joseph W. Kopecky '41 on July
26, 1988.
John C. Abell Jr. '42 on May 18,
1988.
William Hendrick Arnold III '42
on Sept. 20, 1988.
Collins C. Camp '43 on Aug. 21,
1988.
Violette Andree Leonardon '45 on
Sept. 16, 1988.
Charles Jarvis Meyers '45 on July
17, 1988.
Jean Brock Howard '46 on July
30, 1988.
Fred Kincaid Mauzy '46 on June
5, 1988.
Norman Rosenberg '46.
Rex G. Fuller Jr. '47 on May 16.
1988.
Henry G. Coffman '48 on Aug. 8.
1988.
Thomas Gould Narum '48 on
June 5, 1988.
Charles E. Richards Jr. '48 on
May 12, 1988.
Irene Downing Carroll '50 in
March 1986.
Raymond Curtis Lee '50 in 1987.
William H. Wyman Sr. '50 on
June 19, 1988.
Harold Lacy Jr. '53 on Aug. 20,
1988.
Charlotte Millis Tapley '54 on
June 30, 1988.
Pauline Edwinna Rice '56 on
April 27, 1988.
Rene Christian Mahone '60 on
April 16, 1988.
James J. Richards '60 on June 29.
1988.
Leon Franklin Graves '61 on
Sept. 8, 1988.
Dale Martin Hornish '62 in late
July 1988.
Kenneth C. Schoppe Jr. '63 on
Aug. 28, 1988.
Michael Dan Freeman '71 on
Aug. 28, 1988.
Ellen E. Kelley '71 on Aug. 14.
1988.
Mark A. Newell '75.
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(Letters continued from page 2)

Who have really "made it."
Another pleasant surprise — the Centers

of Excellence. I never knew they existed.
I skipped all those pages on the MOB —

do you really think they deserved a front
cover and five pages?

Then I saw the article on "Fighting Illit-
eracy," describing my other "alma mater"
— Southwestern Bell's nice grant.

So, I should admit that "a book should
not be judged by its cover." I ought to real-
ize that your fine magazine is for all
alumni, including those who think the
MOB is cute.

Best wishes, and I'll not toss Sallyport
into the "file" so quickly from now on.

J. Ray Peterson '20
Jefferson City, Mo.

Inauguration Dues

Editor's note: Our apologies to the Shep-
herd School and those who wrote concern-
ing a remark in the last issue's MOB article
about the school's involvement in the 1985
presidential inauguration. The Shepherd
School, in fact, played a very integral part
in the inaugural ceremonies, providing
original music from a variety of vantage
points and lending a professional musical
air to the occasion.

Alumni author Blair Justice (L) and
Friends of Fondren's David Itz were just
two of the faces to be seen around last
year's reception for alumni and faculty
authors hosted by the Friends and the
Association of Rice Alumni. This year's
reception, to honor faculty, staff and alumni
authors whose hooks were published in
1988, will be held on Jan. 18 in the
Farnsworth Pavilion of the Ley Student
Center. Authors interested in participating
should contact Betty Charles of Friends of
Fondren at (713) 527-2592 or Carolyn
Mata of the alumni office at (713) 527-
4057.

Let us hearfrom you
Enjoy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes section? Why
not return the favor — drop us a line and a (preferably black and white) photo
at Sallyport, Office of University Relations, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas
77251.

LII Married? New Job? New Baby?
El Promoted? CITake a Trip? LIII See a Classmate?
Moved? Back in School? El Other?

Send us details• 

Name 

Class

Address (0 New) 

College 

IIIII;',,11,',';1,1 1110111111,11 11,1 11,11 ;'11

On the Move
It's what the Association of Rice Alumni Travel/Study Program is this year,
with destinations ranging from the mysteries of Southeast Asia to the regal
splendor of Europe. For more information about these and other upcoming
trips, call the alumni office at (713) 527-4057. Prices are approximate.

Christmas in England
Dec. 21, 1988-Jan. 1,1989
Five years after the first Rice Christmas trip to England took place, original
escort Frank Buckingham will again lead a group through the wonders of
Great Britain during the holidays. The itinerary includes several days in Lon-
don for theater and shopping, as well as several days in the English country-
side to enjoy the holidays in the Dickensian tradition. Approximate cost:
$2,500.

The Sights of Asia
Jan. 19-Feb. 5,1989
The 1989 travel/study program begins with a trip to Asia accompanied by Rice
political science professor Fred Von der Mehden. The itinerary includes a two-
day visit to the island Republic of Singapore; four days in Malaysia, including
a visit to the capital, Kuala Lumpur, and the ancient port city of Malacca; three
days in Chiang Mai, Thailand's second-largest city; and Bangkok, considered
by many to be Asia's most vibrant and exotic city. The trip will conclude with
three days in Hong Kong. Approximate cost: $4,250.

Innsbruck Holiday
Feb. 2-10, 1989
For the fourth year in a row, Innsbruck at Carnival time will provide a popular
setting for Rice travelers. Innsbruck, famous as the site of the 1964 and 1976
Winter Olympics, continues to be a popular destination for skiers and tourists
alike because of its proximity to five ski areas and many major European
cities. Trips to Vienna-Budapest and Venice-Florence-Rome will be available
at an additional cost for those who want to extend their vacations. Approxi-
mate cost: $970 (plus extensions if desired).

Monarch Butterflies and Colonial Mexico
February-March/989
Each autumn the eastern North American butterfly is instinctively drawn to a
warm, moist forest high on a southern slope of a mountain range in the state of
Michoacan, Mexico. Rice alumni and friends will have the opportunity to see
the spectacular sight of millions of Monarch butterflies resting in the tall fir
trees of this Mexican reserve. The itinerary includes visits to San Jose Purua,
Mexico's major thermal spa; Toluca; the colonial city of Morelia; and a drive
to Patzcuaro for its colorful Sunday market. Approximate cost: $775.
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Parting
Shots

Photos by 
'Tommy C • 
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LIBB ARY , ACQUISITIONS
CAMPUS MAIL

Gridiron Impressions
It's been more tough going on the gridiron
for the 1988 Rice Owls. They'll face the
Baylor Bears for the homecoming game
on Nov. 12 at Rice Stadium. Be there.
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